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A pril is the month for humor, begin-
1"-It ning with the traditional Fool's Day. 
It is also the month we emphasize vaca-
tions and travel. This year as we compile 
the April issue, we are very conscious, too, 
of the crisis in the Persian Gulf and the 
hardships of economic difficulties at home. 
In times of need, communities draw 
closer for help and support. We foresee 
several capacities in which square dance 
clubs and friends can provide staunch 
support groups for those who are worried 
about loved ones in the service or for 
those caught in the financial crunch. Clubs 
can also provide services and/or raise 
funds for community needs. Square dan-
cers in recent years in many areas have 
become deeply involved with community 
service in a wide range of organizations 
from Muscular Dystrophy to nursing 
homes to veterans hospitals to individual 
needs. Dancers are caring people. 
While we are reaching out to help 
others through our square dancing, we 
also benefit ourselves. The age-old wis-
dom comes to mind: "I'm laughing 
because if I didn't laugh, I'd cry." It's good 
for us to immerse ourselves in an activity 
where we cannot dwell on problems for 
a couple of hours, where we join with 
others for a good time, and refresh 
ourselves with exercise and laughter. 
Speaking of laughter, we had three 
responses to our February cover—one of 
approval, an anonymous one in the form 
of a fax with humorous quotes coming 
from Lincoln, and one who thought we 
desecrated the memory of a great presi-
dent, especially in such times. As we said 
before, "If we don't laugh, we cry." 
We've said before that as an antidote 
for the blues and a cure for worry, square 
dancing has it all. It also offers healthy ex-
ercise and a respite from "couch potato-
itis." We need laughter and its healing ef-
fects; we need activity; we need hope. All 
these we can receive from our dancing 
and our dancing friends. 
We've heard from many areas surround-
ing military installations that their num-
bers have been depleted by members 
shipping out for the Gulf. Let's keep our 
square dance military personnel especial-
ly in mind as we pray for peace in these 
troubled times. And don't forget to laugh! 
Mac McCullar 
San Luis Obispo CA 
HOEDOWNS TO SWING BY 
BM047 BANJO MT/HECK AMONG THE HERD 
BM041 BOOMERANG/BIG MAC DOLLY 
BM016 RABBIT DOG/CAUTION 
BM012 SLO TRAC/Jeanne calls 
BM011 KELTON HOLLEY/BANJO WRAPS 
BM004 CORN CHIPS/Jeanne calls 
BM002 RATTLER ROMP/Jev Henderson  
BM1001 BOOGIE WITH ME/MAC'S VIBES 
BM1002 DOWN RIVER/Jeanne Briscoe 
BM1003 WHY NOT/TWEEDLE "E" 
BM1004 SLO TRAC/SAN LUIS RAMBLE 
PO Box 1448 	BM1005 OLD JOE WHO/Ron Mineau 
San Luis Obispo CA 93406 	BM1006 CONNIE I/John Eubanks 
BM1007 MARTY/Monty Hackler 
BM1008 MT. BANJO HOEDOWN/CINDY 
scdpe— big mac records 
presents 
RID Scope 45 THAT'S LIVING 
Choreo: Dick & Joyce, Cued by Dick 




Dick 8 Joyce Herman 
Grover City CA 
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< L ast December a visitor to our display 
booth in Las Vegas said we should 
"get organized" and really get a listing of 
11 	 all the square dance events going on 
each month. Every year we "get orga-
nized" and publish all the dates we know of. Here it is, with our thanks to the commit-
tee chairmen and promoters who answered our request for dates. 
Norm Hangman, a caller from Hawaii, relates the folk story of "Stone Soup" to 
the square dance picture for you in this issue. In keeping with our humor theme, Jo 
Jan Nunley asks the important question, "Can You Laugh At Yourself?" and John 
Dromey presents us with a third edition of his "Daffynitions." Cory Geishouser, a 
talented young man who has had his cartoons and a cover drawing published in ASD, 
tells us about dancing in Red Square last summer. So, with April the month of vaca-
tion listings and humor, you can chuckle as you dream about new dance experiences. 
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GRAND Zip * 
Thank you for a wonderful magazine. 
We have really enjoyed it. Do you still 
send sample copies of your magazine to 
the new dancers? If you do, we would be 
delighted to receive some. We have two 
clubs with about three squares of new 
dancers in each club. 	Janice Long 
Filer Idaho 
ED. NOTE: Yes, we do send samples. 
Drop a card to ASD and order them for 
your graduates. 
I think the protest campaign against the 
"dirty square dancing" segment on Satur-
day Night Live is an over-reaction. On any 
given night, SNL will have many skits, 
some of them hilariously funny, some 
sophomorically stupid, and some in in-
credibly bad taste. To protest vociferous-
ly is. I think, to suggest the eauallv 
negative image of square dancers as stuf-
fy and humorless. It certainly gives more 
importance to the segment than it 
deserves. 	 Ann Wass 
Riverdale, Maryland 
Please extend our subscription for two 
years. We enjoy dancing so much. We are 
senior citizens and find it so rewarding 
and excellent activity to keep our minds 
alert and our bodies in agile shape. We 
have Dwayne and Donna Rogers in our  
area and the quilt Donna has engineered 
is so beautiful. (See February issue—Ed.) 
As of now, it isn't finished but it has taken 
a lot of thought and effort and is wonder-
ful. I wish more people would join in 
square dancing, it is such a clean and 
happy entertainment...The callers and 
wives are so joyful and work so hard to 
make a good time for everyone. Nowhere 
in my 67 years have I gone to see every-
one so pleasant. Thank God for such 
good people. 	John & Betty Giese 
Chicago, Illinois 
This September I was with a group of 
12 Swedes on a tourist and square dance 
trip to Japan. An American girl, Martha, 
(Martha Ogasawara—Ed.) living in Japan, 
helped us arrange the trip..The Japanese 
square dance families we stayed with 
were so very friendly and we had the best 
possible time there. 
When we returned home, our club 
hosted a Jamboree. To our great pleasure, 
our invited caller, Lem Gravelle, brought 
25 SID couples with him. Now we, in our 
turn, could invite these couples to stay 
with us, as we just had stayed with the 
Japanese families. 
An activity that brings people together 
all over the world, and can relay friend-
ship from one corner of the world to the 
other must really be something special, 
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Speaking in classic phrases, the Ides 
of January had come and I prepared to 
spend a fortnight in the southland. Nauti-
cally, my ports of call (A portly caller cer-
tainly calls at his ports of call. —Co-Ed.) 
were at destinations in Tennessee, Geor-
gia and Florida. Token visits were in Mem-
phis and Valdosta; my main thrust was to 
warm up my frozen Ohio blood throughout 
Florida late in the month, just as Cathie 
and I had warmed up in Hawaii early in 
the month. Thankfully, reception was 
warm at all points 'n ports, even though 
the weather wasn't. Unlike previous mid-
winter southern sojourns where I general-
ly took the skyway highway, this time my 
own heavy Chevy rumbled all the way 
down old Interstate 75 into the Sunshine 
State and back, adding over 3,550 miles 
to her odometer. Two skyward veers broke 
up the ground rounds within those two 
weeks, but essentially it was a driving trip. 
Memphis, Tennessee—Here's one of the 
flights. I parked the Chev at the airport in 
Atlanta (a good jumping-off place) and 
bull-frogged back and forth on Northwest 
to Memphis, that two-time National Con-
vention city, where two weekend days 
were devoted to three sessions of caller 
clinic stuff for the Memphis Callers Work-
shop, attended by more than 20, and a 
Saturday night ASDance with 15 sets or 
so. My hosts/coordinators were caller Ed-
die and Sally Ramsey, long-time friends 
and monumental memory-makers. (Eddie 
introduced Stan as the "associate of 
Cathie the real ASD editor." Thanks, Ed-
die.—Co-Ed.) Coincidentally, Eddie, Stan 
and the Smiths will be on stage at Cope-
crest for a week the end of May (See ad 
this issue.) and again at Fontana on the 
long Thanksgiving weekend the end of 
American Squaredance. Apra 1997 
November. (See Fontana ad, this issue.) 
It was a thrill bill and a repeat treat, 
back in Cotton Country after too long a 
pause, by George. Lively banter marked 
the clinic with subjects such as One 
Nighters, Better Classes, Variety Choreo 
and the thorny BMI/ASCAP update state. 
Thanks, Harry Harris. Fellow editor Bill 
Crawford, as well as many old friends, 
were at the dance. Rounds were cued in 
succession by Bill and Elsye Johnson, 
George Jones, Charles and Edith Capon 
(LEGACY people), Suzanne and Tom 
Kadlec, Gordon and Mary Brower, Harold 
and Delores Harrison. Too soon the week-
end was gone; on Sunday afternoon caller 
Trent Keith drove me back to the airport, 
where I flew back to Atlanta and resumed 
the trip southward. 
A WEST COAST COAST 
Cape Coral (Ft. Myers), Florida—
Monday, January 21, was King Day, in 
more ways than one. I was lucky to call 
in the Ft. Myers area for the first time, at 
a Lite Nite ASDance set up by former 
Toledo area caller Jack and Marilyn King, 
who treated me like a king in their home. 
The dance setting they chose was ab-
solutely beautiful: a yacht club facility with 
chandeliers, cool air, large stage, massive 
fireplace. Over a dozen sets attended, in-
cluding old Ohio neighbors Don and Jo 
Burdue, plus many others. Jack called 
one with me—whatta super singing voice! 
(I wonder if that do-it duet came out like 
a canary and crow airy aria?—Co-Ed.) 
Sharon and Don Knapp rounded out the 
program. 
Free time next day—I grabbed the op-
portunity to spend the night in North Ft. 
Myers with old friends, caller Ray and 
Louise Bohn, and had some half-a-life-
time recall-ections, with time out for a 
barbecue down the street during the six 
hour gab fest. (Must have been a mighty 
blustery filibuster.—Co-Ed.) It's hard to 
describe that session—we started with 
the "Poppy" Shaw era, on to Ed Gilmore, 
Les Gotcher, Holden/Litman, Charlie Bald-
win, the Brundages, Bob Osgood, Louis/ 
"Tex"/the Ramblers at Fontana, Lee and 
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Frank and "Flip-  and lip-sync, Tony and 
the young breed era, Callerlab, the other 
"-labs," the "Nationals," the downtrend, 
the levels. Wow. Unforgettable. It was 
good to see Ray feeling so well now. 
Arcadia, Florida—Before leaving the 
west coastal area for this inland destina-
tion only 60 miles away, I got a makeup 
at a very active Rotary Club in Cape Coral. 
(Hmm. Hob-cogging with the wheels 
again!—Co-Ed.) By afternoon I arrived at 
the ranch of caller/cuer/hall builder Everett 
and Jenny Martin, my hosts and good 
friends, eager for that steak dinner before 
the dance. (A chomp before the stomp, a 
platter before the patter, and a swig before 
the gig—that seems to be some caller's 
rule of the road—Co-Ed.) The dance gar-
nered ten sets or more, a full house, just 
north of town at the Martin's pleasant 
Palace. (Snowbirds especially like to 
come home to roost with Martins.) What 
bird wouldn't go "tweet" to eat those mid-
tip treats? Super group here—perhaps 
the ultimate intimate component of peo-
ple on the move. Jenny coo'd the cues. 
Next morning Everett gave me the an-
nual trans-acres shakers via his perky 
kick-up pickup, past his hundred head of 
beef cattle. The reward? Two dozen big, 
juicy grapefruit right off the tree in a re-
mote field, and that gave me a citrus but-
tress against cold germs for the rest of the 
winter. 
A LITTLE BATCH OF BEACH 
Long Key (Marathon), Florida—It's sure-
ly a downright upscale bonus in this 
travel-troubadour biz of mine to find a 
handy hunk of spare time sometimes bet-
ween engagements, especially in those 
semi-tropical treasure islands in the 
southernmost string of cays 'n keys of 
Florida. Second flight on this tour: I left 
my car in Tampa and flew to Marathon 
(half-way down the Keys) a whole half day 
early via a somewhat untamed American 
Eagle with two poppin' props. That al-
lowed time enough for a full afternoon at 
a small public beach just below the Seven 
Mile Bridge—a splendiful interval to simp- 
ly enjoy the simplest things—things like 
kids splashing each other on the shim-
mering shoreline beneath a blazing sun, 
herring gulls wheeling and squealing 
close overhead, a pair of ebony cormor-
ants racing each other barely a wing span 
over the waves, ungainly pelicans careen-
ing clumsily into the sea, and watching a 
thousand ants where grass meets sand, 
seeming to hurry and scurry to arrive at 
some eternal nowhere. It's a very settling 
avocation, just to sit and think and watch 
gulls and ants and people—some going 
somewhere and some going nowhere. 
Digression is my obsession. Back to 
Long Key and my key reason for being 
there. Caller Don and Marguerite Wiley of 
Key West and North Carolina set it all up 
again; Cliff LaBar fetched me, hosted me, 
and made all arrangements for the dance 
to be sponsored by the Long Key 
Squares; cuers Al and Carma Hewring 
traveled all the way down from Sebring to 
round out the program. Whatta good 
bunch. We had over a dozen sets again, 
air conditioning, incredible edibles, a 
class-level set (Don and Jim Roper called 
a special tip for them.), and 62 ASD subs 
to feed to our hungry computer back 
home. I must say the Gustafsons and 
Mazzurs know two of the best places to 
live in this whole U.S.A. Next morning Cliff 
saw me off on a flight to Tampa, then he 
drove to Tampa to see his team lose by 
one mere errant kick at the Super Bowl. 
GEORGIA ON MY MIND 
Valdosta, Georgia—Just north of the 
Florida border sits Valdosta, an easy drive 
from Tampa, where my hosts, long-time 
resident caller Bob and Vivian Bennett 
carry on a busy square and clogging pro-
gram. Our dance there was sponsored by 
Belles and Beaux in the Mathis City Audi-
torium. The locals were supported and 
supplemented by dancers from Lake Ci-
ty, Florida, so one might say it was a good 
peach and orange mix that night. (Just 
add a lemon caller and you've got sort of 
a rootin'-tootin' fruit-enany, right?—Co-Ed.) 
Bob called a tip. Incidentally, southern 
Georgia has some of the most reason- 
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ably priced motels to be found anywhere. 
Good gas prices, too. I caught another 
Rotary Club meeting while in Valdosta. 
Eustis (Leesburg), Florida—More 
and more today its a caller-run game in 
Florida. Thankfully, our Florida contacts 
are plentiful. Case in point: long time 
friends, Jack and Mary Lousie Hatfield, 
formerly from West Virginia, had booked 
me to call for the Lake County Twirlers on 
a Wednesday as I headed back downstate 
one more time. Another steak dinner at 
the Hatfields, another fun dance called by 
both Jack and me, 19 sets in attendance, 
good cues by Roy (Donna Lee) Brown, 
super snacks, good yack with other old 
friends such as caller Don and Martha Lit-
tlefield from Minnesota, and Florida-
famous weather made this a night to 
remember. Jack's other hobby, by the 
way, is producing many country-style craft 
items which he sells at shows. Nice to 
know talented people like these. (Hmmm. 
Maybe some will rub off on you.—Co-Ed.) 
VENETIAN VANISHING ACT 
Venice, Florida—Last night of the fort-
night. Almost time to rumble back home. 
But first, a quick swing back to the lower 
west coast to do one in Don and Loretta 
Hanhurst's home-built, nine-set, country-
ish hall in Venice. Lovely little place just 
off 1-75, perfect for Don's many classes, 
workshops; also for Loretta's round dance 
programs. After a restaurant meal together, 
I called for their Wednesday night Main-
stream club. (Yes, Virginia, there is a 
Mainstream club alive and well in Florida!) 
The hall was full. Loretta cued. Friendly 
folks ferris-ed in fine fashion. In fact, that 
light night was a little bit magnitudinous. 
(There he goes—double oxymoronizing 
again. But two oxes are better than one, 
and that's no yoke.—Co-Ed.) 
It was a fantastic way to end my Florida 
foray. One final word on the Hanhursts: 
they're our good friends of over 20 years, 
from the time they lived in New York; he 
was an ASD cover profile caller in August, 
1984; they're badge-makers; he did our 
Record Reviews for ten years; they 
originated the well-known Hanhurst Tape 
Service, now a product of Supreme in 
New Jersey. (Stan, that wasn't a word, it 
was about 50 words. Nevertheless, the 
Hanhursts deserve a hand. —Co-Ed.) 
TID-BITS 'N KIBITZES 
Traveling on a country road in Florida, 
I admired the snowy egret decorative 
figure on someone's lawn. Oops, it 
moved—it wasn't a decoration at all! 
The average dance crowd I en-
countered on this trip was ten to 15 sets. 
Golly, just a few years ago, it was 20 to 
25 sets. Where'd everybody go? 
Sign on an enterprising storefront: Wel-
come Northern friends. We need Yankee 
dollars. 
Ocala was originally on my winter 
Florida tour, but the club there (where I 
called many times) slipped me a rejection 
slip for '91. I still love that town, so I spent 
a Tuesday there anyway. I even peeked 
in at a dance, then went to a movie en-
titled Misery. 
It's April as you read this. The month 
starts with duo dates in both Nebraska 
and in Denver, Colorado. Then it's Michi-
gan, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Indiana, and my first '91 caller school with 
Gary Shoemake at English Mountain in 
Tennessee, followed immediately by the 
New England Convention in Springfield, 
Massachusetts. Then in May it's upstate 
New York; Boston, Mass; the LEGACY 
conclave in Milwaukee; Detroit with Bill 
Peterson; and Copecrest, Georgia, with 
the Ramseys and Smiths for a week. 
Wow. Good wheelin', reelin' times a-
comin. Love it. 
Last chance to sign up for our g-r-e-a-t 
African Safari Tour a-comin' this fall. 
We've almost got our quota of adven-
turous folks going. How about you? 
Now I'm outa space again. 
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STAN COLE 
4899 Peg Leg Rd.  
Mariposa CA 95338 
209-966-5162 
RAY TAYLOR 
Rd. 3 Box 216 
Bainbridge NY 13733 
607-563-2083 
KEN SIERECKI 
1610 Foawood Dr 
Tracy CA 95376 
209 832 3245 
STEVE SULLIVAN 
105 Part View Dr 








Melbourne FL 32935 
407.254-0150 
JIM SNYDER 
RD 3 Box 101 
Bernville PA 19506 
214-488-6988 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * 
DICK WAIBEL 
675 E Alluvia! 
Fresno CA 93710 
209-439-3478 
* HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES * 
RWH-167 TURN IT UP AND TURN ME LOOSE by Stan 
RWH-166 WHY BABY WHY by Jerry 
RWH-163 COWBOY'S SWEETHEART by Lee 
LEE MCCORMACK 
RI 6 Box 161A 
Mena AR 11953 
501-394-5913 
* COMING SOON * 
RWH-168 I'LL BE SWINGIN' TOO by Dale 
RWH-169 THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES by Larry 8 Dick 
* SIZZLIN' SELLERS * 
RWH-165 ALL I CAN DO by Steve 
RWH-164 FIRE EYES by Larry 
RWH-162 MAKING BELIEVE by Ray 
* PEPPY NEW HOEDOWNS * 
RWH-518 FIDDLE DEE DEE HOEDOWN by Jerry 
RWH-517 TEN PENNY HOEDOWN by Ray 
* EXCITING NEW ROUND DANCES * 
RWH-722 CARELESS HEART by the Rows 
RWH-721 YOU BELONG TO ME by the Hamiltons 
LARRY COLE 
3302 N 500 Well 




* HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES * 
BUC-1240 ROCKY TOP by Chuck 
BUC-1239 ANOTHER CHANCE by Otto 
* GREAT NEW HOEDOWNS * 
BUC-1516 HEYDAY HOEDOWN by Ken 
BUC-1515 SLINGSHOT HOEDOWN by Steve 
BUC-1514 BUCKEYE HOEDOWN by Al 
* SIZZLIN' SELLERS * 
BUC-1238 I'M BACK IN THE SWING by Otto 
BUC-1237 MEAN WOMEN BLUES by Ken 
* WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW CATALOG 
* DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES * 
* 675 E. ALLUVIAL, FRESNO CA 93720 * 209-439-3478 * 

















2408 Mesa Verde 




12458 E 3816 St 
Yuma A2 85365 
602 342 2785 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** * * * ** * * * * * * * * * 
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DO YOU KNOW 
HOW TO MAKE 
STONE SOUP? 
by Norman Hangman 
Ewa Beach, Hawaii 
For those of you who didn't 
grow up with Captain Kangaroo, 
there's a story he often told of 
three hungry soldiers who came 
to a town. They were told there 
was no food in the town. Being 
wise soldiers, they said, "That's 
O.K., but do you have a large pot 
we could use, and could we draw 
some water from your well?" (It's 
an old story.) They started a fire 
and got the water hot, then they 
washed some large stones and 
put them in the water. As it was 
boiling, one of the soldiers said, 	 j. 
"Too bad we don't have some salt 
to season our soup." One of the 
women said, "I have some," and 
ran to her house. Then one of the soldiers said, "If only we had some cream." Off 
went another woman. Soon the soliders had a very fine soup, all from rocks, and 
everyone was invited to eat. 
Let's change the story a little, and say a square dance group is to get together for 
a Hobo Stew Night. The pot is on the stove and the water is getting hot. Everyone 
is to bring a favorite vegetable. The cook grabs the salt box and is about to add the 
salt. "Wait a minute," someone says, "I can't have salt." Then a dancer comes up 
with the meat. Someone hollers, "We can't put that in, I'm a vegetarian." Then comes 
the potatoes, carrots, celery, peas, beans and corn, each rejected for various reasons. 
What happens then? Well, you guessed it. We're in hot water. 
Square dancing is like a stew to me. If you leave something out, you may not miss 
it, but the more you take out the less like stew it will taste. You also have to cook 
it until it's well mixed. It's never the same and that's what makes it even better. 
Just because you feel that something or someone should be left out of square dan-
cing to make your dancing better, this is not always the best solution. Say you have 
people who just don't seem to "get it." They may have lots of friends. If they leave, 
with them go their friends. We don't recommend to our friends what is not fun for us. 
We will grow in square dancing. And square dancing will grow. To do this, we have 
to treat every dancer we meet as if he or she were the most important person in the 
world. 
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• ROCHESTER SHOE STORE... 	 • 
▪ f• or the best selection 
of square & round dance footwear. 
•••••.. MEN'S Till- uf i 
Genuine ADIRONDACK DEERSKIN! 
$49.90 






(For all Floors) 
ROUND DANCER $299° 
Patent Finish: Bleck-White-Grey-Bone 
Noe Sizes 41/2 to 10 
Widths: N, M, W 
Colors: White — Navy 
Black Smooth — Red 
Black Patent 



























6 1/2 -13 Med 	• 
Wide 
• 
Silver $29.90 	(Same Size) 
ONLY 
$26 90  1st Pair 























ONty J CLOSING OUT 
SUBURBANS 
$1 6 9° 
Write for FREE Catalogue on COAST Shoes 













Toll Free: 1-800-688-4325 
U.S. & Can. (7 days a week) 
Or Mail to: 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORES 
8186 Pembroke Dr. 
Manlius NY 13104 
• 
• 
We need to know: . 
Style - Color - Size - Width 
■ 
Add $3.50 (Can. S5.) per pair • 
Shipping/Handling • 
NYS Res add 7°/a tax 
■ 
Checks • VISA - Master - COD • 
(Add $3.75 far Charge) • 
■• 	• • • • MMMMM • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • MMMMM • • • 
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Can You Laugh 
At Yourself by Jo Jan Nunley 
Working at a local university, I am 
privileged to meet all types of per-
sonalities and hopefully learn something 
along the way from each of them. One 
professor told me how he begins new 
classes each semester. He comes from 
the southern part of the nation. Therefore, 
he pronounces many of his words differ-
ently than we do using our Texas slang. 
At the begining of each semester for a 
new class, he will request the students to 
turn to a certain page in a textbook. When 
all of the students reach the correct page, 
he will call their attention to the word, idea. 
He will then announce that the word is 
misspelled and all students should add 
the letter r to the end of the word. 
Throughout the semester when he pro-
nounces the word, idea as idear, the 
students may twitter appreciatively, but it 
will be because of his sense of humor and 
not at him. 
This professor has learned that his 
students will learn better from him if they 
view him as a person and not just as a 
teacher. How many of us in our dances 
view ourselves as perfect dancers who 
possess infallible dancing technique? 
How often have you attended a dance and 
inadvertently gotten out of step and had 
a helpful dancer haul you back to the cor-
rect spot? I have, and I assume you have 
also. It's not the fact that we were out of 
step and therefore out of place that 
bothers most of us at a time like this. It's 
that sometimes other dancers (maybe 
even you) frown on imperfection. 
I'm not suggesting that we instigate im-
perfection in our dances. I know that we 
all try to listen to the caller and attempt 
to make the dance as smooth and flow-
ing as possible. But, alas, sometimes we 
all get out of our assigned places. Helpful 
dancers will gently guide us back into the 
flow. Then, other dancers leave their sen-
ses of humor at home under the bed or  
somewhere else besides at the dance and 
roughly yank our arms until we have no 
choice but to maneuver back into the 
"right" spot. Have you noticed the expres-
sion on some of these dancers? They 
don't seem to be having much fun. In fact, 
they appear really put out with anybody 
who dares to make an error in their 
square. They may even appear to have 
been "weaned on a pickle" at a tender age. 
Even a dancer who seeks perfection 
from others and from himself/herself will 
occasionally have a missstep. This fact 
will remain unavoidable as long as we all 
belong to the human race. (The last time 
I checked it appeared all square dancers 
do at the current time still belong to that 
particular race!) It happens to all dancers. 
The way we handle ourselves, and the 
way the other dancers in the square 
perceive our errors can either make for 
more fun or can add instant disgruntled 
dancers in the square. 
Have you noticed how you handle mis-
takes lately? Do you scowl and let the of-
fending person know you know he missed 
the cue? Or, do you see the humor in all 
of us, seasoned dancers or fledglings, oc-
casionally goofing up? We need accep-
ting attitudes in our square dance clubs. 
We need tolerance for accidental mistakes. 
We need to accept that we will all occa-
sionally get out of step. Occasionally, our 
whole square may get out of step. So 
what? I bet it won't be the first time your 
caller has witnessed such a situation (If 
it is he is probably calling his first dance.) 
In our stressful modern lives, we some-
times forget that it's okay to mess up. It's 
okay to laugh at our small mistakes. We 
were not programmed like computers to 
be infallible. Even computers can develop 
a virus and malfunctions will occur. 
We square dance to have fun. If we can 
laugh at our mistakes, as the college pro-
fessor laughs at his mispronunciations, 
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Plus Square Dancing (DBD) with DON McWHIRTER 
Vol. 1: Teacup Chain to Relay the Ducey 
ID Vol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears 
Western Dancing with MAXINE PEARL 
1:3 Vol. 2: 10-step: wrth Variations; and Others 
Clogging With MARILYN HANSEN 
['Vol. 1: Beginning Clogging 
Basic Square Dancing with LARRY McBEE 
O Vol. 1: 1 thru 23 
ID Vol. 2: 24 thru 49 
(3 Vol 3: Mainstream
Round Dancing with BOB & EDNA FAUDREE 
0 Phase 1 & 2: Fraulein & St. Louis Blues 
3649 Whittier Blvd Los Angeles, CA90023 0 Phase 3 & 4: Answer Me 
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then we have accomplished a great goal. 
When we become so critical of mistakes 
in our dances that we let that cloud the 
good times we may have, then we need 
to rethink our objectives. 
Why do we dance? We may have many 
reasons: weight control, exercise, love of 
music. But, somewhere in our list, we will 
have "for fun" because square dancing 
is above all else a fun activity. When we 
forget that the fun part remains one of our 
main objectives, then we shortchange 
ourselves and our dancing partners. 
Our callers also need to see that we ap-
preciate their fine calling efforts. If we 
wear a frown, then our hardworking cal-
lers will get the idea that we may not en-
joy their singing efforts. None of us 
desires to give our wonderful callers that 
impression—now do we? 
I remember one dancer with whom my 
husband and I danced several years ago. 
In fact, we belonged to the same square 
dance club and had taken lessons togeth-
er. This lady took square dancing so seri-
ously that she really did not allow for any 
mistakes—hers or anyone else's in her 
square. A smile did not touch the corners  
of her mouth—ever. She continually wore 
an expression of dismay with permanent 
crease marks between her eyebrows. She 
did not appear to be having a very good 
dancing time at all. She made very few 
dancing errors herself, it's true, but pity 
the poor individual who happened to get 
out of step in her square. She could man-
euver a 200-plus pound man into his spot 
without blinking an unsmiling eye! 
Again, the importance of attitude can-
not be underestimated. Helpfully indica-
ting the right position to fellow dancers 
makes for good relations between dan-
cers. Pulling a fellow dancer into place, 
however, will do nothing but create resent-
ment. We do not need resentments to 
smoulder in our clubs. We have enough 
of those kinds of problems in our every-
day world. Striving to be the best dancers 
we can be does not mean singling out 
perceived flaws in another dancer's per-
formance. I really don't think most 
dancers ever see themselves in that role. 
With all of us carefully adjusting our 
own attitudes, just think what goodwill we 
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WELCOME 
TO THE 5" ANNUAL CAMPOUT & CRAB FEED 
x WALOPOR1 SUNSET SOUPRES 
In the Pacific Northwest, what do 
square dancers do in the summertime for 
a lot of fun? In August, in Oregon, they 
attend the Annual Campout of the Wald-
port Sunset Squares at Yachats on the 
Oregon coast. 
Last summer my husband and I had 
just purchased a 21-foot trailer and were 
anxious to try it and the square dance RV 
life-style out. Really, I never knew RVing 
and life over 50 could be so much fun! 
I 
gm, =Im Wev 
I 	'• 
• 
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Motels were available for those who 
didn't bring RV's. Behind the grade school 
where the dance was held, the RVs 
parked in a nice grassy area. We sat 
around and talked, toured other motor 
homes and trailers, played games and 
traded RV stories during our free time. 
The festival was a two-day event with a 
potluck Friday and a crab feed on Saturday. 
Ray Walz has 
been giving round 
dance workshops 
and cueing for the 
festival for the past 
four years. He is 
good at winning 
door prizes, too, 
winning a handsaw 
for his tool box and 
Ray & Virginia Waiz 	tickets for the Sun- 
day brunch at a fine motel in Yachats. 
Shouts of "fixed" were heard when this 
top cuer won the second drawing. 
Norm Yoder was the featured caller for 
the campout. He calls for the Hillsboro 
Hoedown Club of Aloha and several club 
members attended the festival. Norm has 
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been square dan-
cing since early 
1976 and calling 
since late that same 
year. He calls for all 
programs, teaches 
classes and cues 
rounds. His wife, 
Marci, is part of his success. She operates 
the L&G S/D Apparel Shop in Hillsboro 
and always comes dressed in attractive 
outfits. Norm works for N.W. Natural Gas 
Co. and most of his spare time must be 
used up by square dancing. 
Darrell and Clarie 
Helms checked us 
in. The Sunset 
Squares are a real-
ly top notch group. 
e,L At the food line, we 
found Ed Owczan- 
ski serving home- 
made clam chow-
der. Many tasty salads were available. 
One of our pictures shows Karen Horine 
enjoying fresh Ore-
gon Dungeness crab, 
one of the tastiest in 
the U.S. and twice 
as good fresh! 
Evidently the Wil-
liam lane Dancers ir 
from Springfield z 
think their caller, Bill 
Cyphert, needs new records. Pistol 
Phelps was collecting pop cans for the 5C 
deposit, which was 
to go into a record 
fund for Bill! 
Many good times 
are shared by 
square dancers at 
"N. 	
these campouts. 
Leroy and Karn 
Andvick of Salem were honored at this 
one for their 34th wedding anniversary. 
Dancers who are looking for summer 
fun are invited to come on down to 
Yachats, Oregon, for the Sixth Annual 
Campout. Contact Alice Ivy, 1216 SW 
Pacific Coast Hwy., Waldport OR 97394 
or 503-563-5445. 	 Jean Smith 
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MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2394 	COMPANY'S COMIN' HOE/HAPPY PIANO 	 Hoedowns 
2393 ALBERTA BOUND, Johnnie Wykoff 	 Square Dance 
2392 	LOVE POTION NUMBER NINE, Garland Smith 	 Square Dance 
2391 BANJO RIDES/COPA-CA-PATTER 	 Hoedown 
2390 	HELLO MEDLEY (Star's Favorite), Johnnie Wykoff 	 Square Dance 
2389 ONE HUNDRED DEGREE PLUS PATTER, David Davis/Riocky Chatwell 	Hoedown 
2388 	MY SHADOW AND ME, Mary & J.D. Norris 	 Round Dance 
2387 MEMPHIS GAVE BIRTH TO ROCK AND ROLL, D. Davis/R. Chatwell 	Square Dance 
2386 	14 KARAT GOLD, Johnnie Wykoff 	 Square Dance 
2385 BUTTON UP YOUR PENNIES FROM HEAVEN, Johnnie Wykoff 	Square Dance 
2384 	WITCH DOWOR, Garland Smith 	 Square Dance 
THE NEW DANCE RANCH LABEL—ALL RE-RELEASES OF THE PAST MERRBACH MUSIC 
New Callers (Some Old) New Figures 
700 	MAMA DON'T ALLOW, John Aden 	 Square Dance 
699 IT'S A SIN TO TELL A LIE, Ben Goldberg 	 Square Dance 
BE SURE TO HEAR BOGAN'S NEW ALL COUNTRY SOUND 
1386 	DRINKJN' CHAMPAGNE, Johnnie Wykoff 	 Square Dance 
1385 BANJO ON LINE/MOUNTAINS OF HARMONICA 	 Hoedown 
1384 	SINGIN' THE BLUES, Otto Warteman 	 Square Dance 
1383 CARD CARRYIN' FOOL, John Aden and the Texas Po-Boys 	 Square Dance 
1382 	LET ME RIDE ON AN OLE FREIGHT TRAIN, Bobby Graham Square Dance 
TAPE SERVICE: New Releases for only $24.00 per year subscriiption. This service will help you 
select your latest singing calls and hoedowns soon after they reach our store. You keep the tape! 
Write or call today for a Free Sample. 
WE STOCK MOST SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE LABELS: CHAPARAL, ESP, RED BOOT, WINDSOR, WAGON 
WHEEL, RANCH HOUSE, RAWHIDE, RHYTHM, LOU MAC, HI-HAT, STING, SNOW, GRENN, CHINOOK, FOUR 
BAR B. JOPAT, KALOX, SCOPE, TNT ROYAL, EUREKA, BIG MAC, CIRCLED, QUADRILLE, GOOD VIBRATIONS, 
and many others. 
SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL RECORDS AND TAPES: KIMBO, MELODY HOUSE, EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, 
BOWMAR and others. All School and Pre-School Albums In stock: 408 OFF 
A GOOD LINE OF MICROPHONES IN STOCK: Electro-voice, AKG, Shure, Audio-Technica, Passo 
and Astatic. We have Williams Wireless and Samson Systems. 
FOR YOUR TAPING NEEDS: "Blank Cassettes" 5-Minute, 15-Minute, 30-Minute, 45-Minute, 
60-Minute and 90-Minute with or without boxes, labels extra. 
WE STOCK: Ampex 456 Grand Master reel to reel in 2-Inch, 1-Inch, 1/2 -Inch and N-Inch. Quarter 
inch in bulk pancakes also. (2500 feet x 1/4 inch) 
We have a new supply of PLASTIC SLEEVES/4 MIL/7"x7.004" 
12C each, 1-49 	10C each, 50-99 	8C each, 100 & up 
When In Houston come ate be: 
Monday thru Friday dosed Wednesday 
Saturday 
If placing an order after hours, by phone, 
VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
MERRBACH 
PO Box 7309, Houston, TX 77248-7309 
!Ililmi 	ilif 
NADINE MERRBACH 
8:30 AM to 5:00 PM CST 
9:00 AM to 1:00 PM CST 
recorder will answer (4th ring) 	 713-882-7077 
RECORD SERVICE 
323 West 14th, St., Houston TX 77008 
r 	so. i  
JOHNNIE WYKOFF 
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SQUARE DANCE 
DAITYNITIONS 
by John H. Dromey 
Quincy, Illinois 
John's Annual Dose of Daffynitions 
Acoustics: When they're good, you'll hear calls, 
cues, compliments and such; when they're bad, 
you won't hear much. 
Alley-man left: The manager of the bowling 
establishment called it a night and went home. 
April Fool: A caller on a cruise ship who gets 
an unexpected "vacation listing" when he as-
sembles all of the passengers on the same side 
of the vessel for a "tip" they'll never forget. 
Badge: Pin name. 
Guest caller: The family member who lets 
visitors know it's mealtime. 
Heel: The only person who'd ignore the ''keep 
off" sign on his dance partner's shoes. 
High-heeled shoos: Making sure that the selec-
tion of footwear stays on the level. 
Hold-up artist: Square dancer with a partner who 
hasn't learned to look at a fixed spot on a spin-
ning dancer's shoulder (or some other techni-
que) for rapid twirling without getting dizzy. 
Hopless dancers: Square dancers who keep their 
feet close to the floor. 
Intermission: Whirled peace. 
Key to success: Pushing all the right buttons 
when computerizing a dance routine. 
Kitchen sync: Practice singing calls while fix-
ing a snack. 
Laryngitis: The only thing that can assure a quiet 
evening at home for a popular caller. 
Last straw: An indication it's time to replace the 
sweeping utensil used in the broom dance. 
Low ceiling: Arch enemy. 
Pad-lib: Stretch out the patter when a record 
gets stuck. 
Patter call: "Here, Spot!" 
Pilot square: A set that can wing it if necessary. 
Platter call: ''Dinner's ready!" 
Professional; A bizzy caller. 
Quarterly Selections: Picking songs on the jukebox. 
Red Square: Eight embarrassed dancers. 
Refreshing thought: The only way you can get 
a cold shoulder at a well-organized square dance 
is by leaning against the punch bowl. 
Round dance advance: Phase lift. 
Singing call: Vocalizing to the music that's 
played over the telephone when you're put on hold. 
Skipped breakfast: Got off to a "fast" start, 
because they'd rather dance than eat. 
Square dances: Visitation rites. 
Swing shift: Changing partners. 
Turn of the century: A pirouette that's going to 
be talked about for the next hundred years. 
Wet blankets: Dancers who'll form a star but 
refuse to twinkle. 
Bunny Hop: Hare dance. 
Calling card: A joker at the microphone. 
Calls: Turn signals. 
Charity ball: Share dance. 
Choreography software: A dance program that 
passes its screen test. 
Choreography softwear: Petticoats. 
Class ring: What you have when dancers form 
a circle with style and grace. 
Contest: Hoedown showdown. 
Contra dancers: Reel people. 
Corner grossery: Telling off-color jokes to the 
other dancers. 
Dance hall: Clog cabin. 
Dance numbers: Roamin' numerals. 
Dan's Hall: One of the halls of Congress when 
the Vice President is presiding. 
Doll dance directions: Barbie cue. 
Etiquette: Always say "pardon me" if you step 
on someone's toes, because who knows? Later 
on, you may have to swing your "pardoner." 
Fancy fenders: For the cushioning of minor col-
Ilisions on the dance floor, petticoats are more 
effective than auto air bags. 
Fans see footwork: The advantage of an elevated 
stage for exhibitions. 
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Also 	Aug. 18 - 23 — Vern Vernazzaro, NV and Chris Vear 
Available:  
Museum 	Aug. 25 - 30 — Bill Williamsun, AZ and Chris Vear 
swimming Sept. 1 - 6 — Francis Zeller, KS and Chris Vear 




pt. 8 - 13 — Denny Caves, TN and Chris Vear 
Good Restaurants Sept. 15 - 21 — Walt Cole, AZ and Chris Vear 
All evening dances 8:00 Squares / Rounds between tips  
I MARV SCHILLING — MEMORIAL SPECIAL 
Weekend-Package 	Open Dance 	Weekend-Package 
RV. Saturday, May 25 modern room 
$60.00 per couple 	 $99.00 per couple 
— All Dancers Welcome — 
John Blessing 	 Chris Vear 
303-778-1873 Nat'l Caller 




Chris & Rtta Vear 
Calling fromMay 26 to Sept. 21 
Chris Vear calling every Saturday Night (719) 742-3233 
May 26 - 31 — Keith Stretch, OK and Chris Vear 
June 2 - 7 — Orville Pittam, NE and Chris Vear 
June 9 - 14 — John Mennerick, TX and Chris Vear 
Also 	June 16 - 21 — Dave Allen, TX and Chris Vear 
	
Available: 	June 23 - 28 — Chris Vear 
Shops 
Golfing 	 June 30 - July 5 — Leon Ivey, TX and Chris Vear 
Fishing July 7 - 12 — Chuck Meyer, AZ and Chris Vear 
July 14 - 19 — Otto Degner, NM and Chris Vear 
July 21 - 26 — Ken Jeffries, AZ and Chris Vear 
July 28 - Aug. 2 — Bill Speldel, NE and Chris Vear 	All Dances 
Aug. 4 - 9 — Larry Barton, TX and Chris Vear Mainstream 
& Open 
Aug. 11 - 16 — John Blessing, CO and Chris Vear 	Dances 
Circle the Wagons CRUISE TO MEXICO 
April 19-26, 1992 with Chris & Rita and many above Callers 
Weekly Package 
Room for 7 Night & 
All Dancing & Welcome 
Dinner & More 
1  Weekly Package 
RV Parking for 7 Nights 
All Dancing & Welcome 
Dinner & More 
  
$296.00 per couple J 	68.50 per couple 
For Drop-ins: Workshops — S4.00 per couple — Dances $6.00 per couple 
— No Dancing on Wednesdays — 
Full Service R.V. Park—Modem Room—Restaurant—Planned Activities 
on the "SCENIC HIGHWAY OF LEGENDS" 
Call or Write... 	
The Wagons Square Dance Resort P.O. Box 122






IRO quttre Eittnring 
by Cory B. Geishauser 
On a barge, a half of a mile out in the 
world's shallowest ocean, the Sea of 
Azov, merrily danced eight kids and a very 
unique caller. Now, the water only came 
up to our knees, and the cows that herd-
ed past the dock where we square danced 
really startled us. As I was teaching the 
kids how to load the boat (timing is 
everything), I saw and heard jets streak 
by in the air. I thought to myself for a brief 
moment, "Where am I?" So, I headed 
back to shore, went to my room, pulled out 
my old, worn out suitcase, and yanked out 
a wrinkled map of the world. As I gazed 
at the map in awe, I couldn't believe where 
I was. Just on the other side of sea bor-
ders were the countries of Iraq and Iran. 
"Holy Do-sa-dos!" I yelled out loud, "I 
don't think we're in Kansas anymore, Toto." 
Fascinating, isn't it? Who would have 
thought that whenever the Russian folk 
song and dance group Unity traveled to 
Altoona, Pennsylvania last fall and per-
formed an absolutely breathtaking show, 
that the host families of these Soviets 
would actually be making a return visit to 
the Soviet Union? As well as demonstrat-
ing a square dance? 
It all started out when the girls from Uni-
ty departed for the USSR late last Oc-
tober. The families who housed the girls 
during their stay in the United States got 
together and formed a group, the Altoona-
Rostov Group, and started planning our 
return visit to the cities of Moscow, Len-
ingrad and Rostov-on-Don (the city where 
the Unity girls lived.) We diligently labored 
with the Russian language for four months 
at night school, and one day the group 
came up with a clever idea. Since the 
Soviet people tend to think of Americans 
as 'cowboys', wouldn't it be interesting if 
we showed them a little taste of our 
American heritage? Of, course, their Rus-
sian folk dance was amazing, but who 
would be interested in performing an 
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American folk dance, a square dance? 
Well, fortunately, I have a big mouth, 
and, before I knew it, I was in charge of 
the entertainment department. Approx-
imately sixteen people, out of the twenty 
five, were willing to learn how to square 
dance. I have been dancing for a long 
time and I have also done some calling. 
So, I choreographed a modern western 
square dance that we would be demon-
strating and displaying in the USSR. I 
named my group of dancers the Red 
Squares. (I thought that it would be an ap-
propriate name for where we would be 
dancing.) And, with the kindness and 
assistance of Bruce Williamson and the 
Eldo Squares, Chimrock Squares, Horse-
shoe Cloggers, and the Ever-ready 
Rounds, our square dance dream be-
came a reality. We practiced two nights 
a week for two months at the Altoona YWCA. 
The next thing we knew, we were on a 
747 heading for Moscow. It was so warm-
ing to meet again with the Unity clan. We 
exchanged hugs, hand shakes, gifts, and 
laughs and then we were ready to tour the 
city. The museums, palaces, and church-
es we saw were magnificent. We then ac-
tually square danced in Red Square. 
Our journey continued down to the 
southern part of the beautiful country to 
the city of Rostov-on-Don. During our stay 
there we met with the families of the girls 
from Unity, and it was very warming. We 
practically danced everywhere there. 
From hotels, to beaches, to restaurants, 
to elevators, and schools, too. 
On September the first, all Russian 
children begin classes, Our group was for- 
19 
tunate enough to visit one of these 
fabulous schools. For most of the 
students, English was the second tongue. 
The school's curriculum starts to teach 
English when the students are in the first 
grade. When we arrived at the school, 
after they nearly rolled the red carpet out 
for us, we entered the schoolyard. As I 
was promenading in, I couldn't believe 
what my eyes were seeing. As I stared at 
the windows on all four sides of me, there 
were teachers, students,and parents stan-
ding in them, waving their American flags, 
singing patriotic songs to us, while smil-
ing with tears in their eyes. I had never 
seen anything so moving in my entire life. 
Finally, it was time for the big show. 
After another astonishing act by Unity, the 
Red Squares were next in line. As I intro-
duced the square dancers and gave a 
brief history, an English teacher at the 
school provided the translating for me. I 
mentioned that the Soviet Union was one 
of the few countries that didn't have 
square dancing, and after our perfor-
mance, it felt like I had actually been the 
first person to introduce square dancing 
to this country. I was totally amazed at the 
reaction of the audience. What a hit! 
There were encores and standing ova-
tions like you wouldn't believe. I called 
God Bless the USA (recorded by Bruce 
Williamson on Lamon), Kiss Me Once, 
Kiss Me Twice (recorded by Dick Waibel 
on Rawhide), Neutron Dance (Gary 
Shoemake on Chaparral), Pink Cadillac 
(Don Williamson on Red Boot), Zippity Do 
Da (Beryl Main on Chaparral), and This 
Land is Your Land (Cliff Brodeur on Red 
Boot). After that, I cued the Birdie Dance 
in Russian, and everybody in the au-
dience participated in that international 
dance. The compliments which we received 
from the Soviet people about our square 
dance attire were overwhelming. I gave 
out square dance stickers to the younger 
students and they went off to the corner 
and mimicked the square dancing. There 
were variations of Allemande lefts, do-sa-
dos, and elbow swings. The older stu-
dents and teachers, however, insisted on 
learning how to square dance. Thank 
heavens, one of the girls from Unity, Julia 
Laskova, assisted me with interpretations 
of the calls. The people wouldn't let me 
leave the school unless I showed them 
how to dance. You had to see it to believe 
it, it was that wonderful! 
Walking down the streets days later and 
seeing kids with the stickers I had handed 
out at school earlier sent a chill up my 
spine. The Red Squares were terrific. The 
group ranged in age from the years 9 to 
65 and they had a good time dancing. 
Anywhere we went, while in the USSR, 
somebody in the group would bellow out, 
"Square 'em up!" Hopefully, within the 
near future that phrase will be a regular 
line for a Soviet caller. 
It was incredible how we made peace 
and friends through music and dancing, 
the two international languages. 
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RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 28, Crest Dr. 
Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone: 615-638-7784 
RED BOOT, RED BOOT STAR, GOLD STAR, J-K, G&W, ENGLISH MT 
Bob Barnes 
	
Mike Hoose 	Johnny Jones 	Don Williamson 	Mac McC,11 
	
Don Cuy 
RB 	3025 DUMAS WALKER 	 Mike H. 
RB 	325 GUITAR RAG (Patter) 	 Phil K. 
RB 	3024 HOOKED ON LOVING YOU 	Wayne West 
RB 	3023 THERE'S NOTHING I CAN DO Johnny J. 
RB 	3020 IF THE SOUTH WOULD HAVE WON RBB 
RB 	3021 GONNA TAKE ALOTTA RIVER 	RBB 
RB 	3017 PINK CADILLAC 	 Don 
RB 	3022 FOR THE GOOD TIMES 	 Drew 
RBS 1336 CIELITO LINDO 	 Stan 
RBS 1335 COLD COLD HEART 	 Norm 
RBS 1334 FOOTBALL HERO 	 Bill 
RBS 1333 WEST TEXAS HIGHWAY 	Mike I. 
RBS 1332 BREAKING NEW GROUND 	Wayne M. 
RBS 1331 SOMETHING GOOD 	Chuck Meyer 
RBS 1330 MOONLIGHT BAY 	 Jim W. 
RBS 1329 TENNESSEE STUD 	 Ralph 
RBS 1327 YOU'RE MY JAMAICA 	 Mike I. 
RBS 1326 ACE IN THE HOLE 	 Bob 
RBS 1325 0 SUSANNA 	 Jim & Fae Park 
RBS 1324 ME & BOBBIE MCGEE 	Don Coy 
RBS 1322 HENRIETTA 	 Cleo 
RBS 1311 SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY 	Chuck Marlow 
RBS 1317 CRAZY ARMS 	 T.D. 
RBS 1316 DON'T BE CRUEL 	 Paul 
  
dellik"  
Jim Wheeler Ralph Kornecay Jim B Fae Park 
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MAY 3-4 38th Annual Azalea Trail S&RD Festival, Mobile, Ala. Contact Carl & Alice 
Hinger. PO Box 175, Spanish Fort AL 36527. 
3-5 California Round-A-Rama, Montezuma Hall. San Diego 
State Univ. San Diego CA. Contact Bob & Jeanne Granger, 
PO Box 52 Spring Valley CA 91976 (619-469-9325). 
3-5 Spin 'I Wheel Camp Out, Belton, Norfolk, England. Con-
tact Lilian Spelman, 14 Cypress Close, Norwich, Norfolk, 
England NR8 60G (0603-868362). 
3-5 Silver State S&RD Festival, Reno-Sparks Convention 
Center, Reno, Nevada Contact Terry & Carolyn Holm, 1385 
Gualt Way, Sparks NV 89431 (702-359-2867). 
3-5 Country Capers Weekend (Plus). The Inn at East Hill 
Farm, Troy, N H. Contact Cliff Brodeur, Box 914, Pittsfield MA 
01202 (413-443-3060). 
3-5 32nd Buckeye Dance Convention, Dayton Convention 
Center, Dayton, Ohio. Contact Bob & Bev Peyton, 8988 
Cedargate Pl., Huber Hts OH 45424 (513-667-8282). 
4 23rd International S&RD Festival, Univ. of Windsor, Wind-
sor, Ontario. Contact G. Clark 519-252-0672. 
4 Jamboree '91, EOSARDA Season Wind-up. Ottawa. Con-
tact Marilyn Sellers 613-257-7188. 
5-12 New Swap Shop, Fontana Village Resort, N C Contact 
Res. Mgr, FVR, Fontana Dam NC 28733 (1-800-438-8080). 
9-11 30th International S&RD Convention, Hamilton. Ontario. 
Contact Joan Fraser, 71 Roywood Dr., Don Mills, Ontario, 
Canada M3A 2C9. 
10-11 Belles & Beaus West Tenn. Strawberry Festival. Lam-
buth Meth. Church, Jackson. Tenn. Contact: Travis & Joyce 
Fry, Rt 1 Box 269, Lavinia TN 38348 (901-783-3111). 
11 Jamboree by the Sea. Clogging Fest, Myrtle Beach. S.C. 
Contact Simone Nichols-Pace. 3 Crest St., Lyman SC 29365. 
14 River Festival S&RD, Century II Convention Hall, Wichita, 
Kansas. Contact: Phil & Joann Lemmon, 1626 Anita, Wichita. 
18-19 40th Annual May Festival. Mt. Zion High School. Mt 
Zion, Illinois. Trail End Dance, May 17 Contact: May Festival, 
2604 S. Montrose, Decatur IL 62521. 
17-18 8th Alabama RD Festival, Oxford Civic Center, Oxford. 
Alabama. Contact Gene & Margaret Callaway, 1005 Valley Creek 
Dr, Anniston AL 36201 (205-835-1699). 
17-18 13th Cabin Fever Reliever Dance, Elko Jr. High School, 
Elko, Nevada. Contact Sagebrush Spinners, PO Box 1506, Elko 
NV 89801. 
17-18 2nd State (Ainveliii.,n, Coast-Line Cony. Ctr. Wilm-
ington. North Carolina. Contact: Ralph Komegay, 138 Mohican 
Trail, Wilmington NC 28409 (919-392-1789). 
17-18 Gallia SD Festival, Fairgrounds. Gallipolis, Ohio. Con 
tact Sonny & Mary Bess, 648 Adams Ave., Huntington WV 
25701 (304-522-3994). 
18 45th Central Dist. Jamboree. Myriad Convention Center, 
Oklahoma City, OK. Contact Ken & Wanda Carman, 
405-752-9893. 
18 Jerry Story Special, Country Swingers. Eastland Career 
Center, Groveport. Ohio. 
19 & 25 4th Bloom Dances (on the Loading Dock). 
Cooley's Gardens, 11553 Silverton Rd NE. Silverton OR 97381 
19-26 49th Accent on Rounds, Fontana Village Resort. (See 
previous listing for address-) 
24-26 Chaparral Kansas City Weekend, Kansas City. Mo Con-
tact Mary Campbell. 214-423-7389. 
24-27 Memorial Day Camping Weekend. Rocky's Recrea-
tion Area, Boonville, New York Contact Cliff Brodeur, Box 914, 
Pittsfield MA 01212. (413-443.3060) 
24-26 Florida State S&RD Convention, Civic Ciller, Lakeland, 
Fla Contact: Anneita Gilbourn, PO Box 367. Chattahoochee 
FL 32324. 
25-26 Central Coast Memorial SD Jamboree. Fairgrounds, 
Santa Maria, Cal. Contact Alice & Tony Donato, 805-647-7522. 
26-June 2 Memorial Day Cruise Special, Mexican Riviera, 
aboard Jubilee. Contact Jane or Don at 818-883-3004. 
31-June 1 Kansas State SD Convention. Bicentennial Center, 
Kenwood Park, Salina. Contact: Lyle & Laura Reyes, Rt 1 Box 
44. Burlingame KS 66413 
31-June 2 25th National S&RD Convention. Cowles Stadium, 
Christchurch, New Zealand. Contact Secretary. 25 Nat. Cony. 
PO Box 27105, Christchurch NZ (00-64-3 857-879). 
JUNE I All American S&RD Festival, Belmont Complex, Kittanning, Pennsylvania Con-
tact Armstrong Co. League of Arts, RD 4 Box 128C, Kittann-
ing PA 16201. 
1 29th Texas State Fed S&RD Festival, Astrohall, Houston. 
Contact Mac & Sandra McDaniel, 3549 Memorial Blvd.. Port 
Arthur TX 77640 (409-982-9940). 
1 Single Squares Anniversary Dance, Baynes Gym, 
Greensboro, NE Contact Phyllis Loflin. 1002 Courtland Ave., 
Reidsville NC 27320 (919-342-2573). 
6-8 27th Idaho State Festival, Bishop Kelly H.S. & SD Center, 
Boise. Contact: Gary & Dorothy Chandler, 9769 W. Hackamore 
Dr, Boise ID 83709 
6-8 32nd International S&R/D Convention. Rapid City. S D. 
Contact. Darlot & Doris Curtis, 201 N. Platt St . Rapid City 
SD 57702 (605-342-1952). 
7-9 March Mixers Camp Out, Chatteris, Camba. Contact; 
Evelyn Davis, 40 Badgeney Rd., March, Cambs, England PE15 
9AS (0354-52037). 
8 National Asparagus Festival SD, Shelby High School, 
Shelby, Michigan. Contact: Don & Margaret Knapp, 4435 W. 
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Grant Rd., Shelby MI 49455. 
9-14 Alberta SD Inst., Banff Centre. Contact: Hugh & Lilian 
Wilson, 2637-21 St. SW., Calgary AB T2T 549 (403-244-3010). 
9-16 Royal Records & Friends Cruise on the Mexican Riviera. 
Contact Tortuga Express Tour Co., 800-323-2222. 
13-15 25th National Mt. S/D & Clogging Festival. Natural 
Bridge State Resort Park, Slade, Ky. Contact: Richard Jett, 
PO Box 396, Campton KY 41301 (606-668-6650). 
14-15 37th Colorado State SD Festival, Holiday Inn 1-70 E. 
& Trade Center, Denver. Contact Sam & Linda Margheim, 
303-344-5190. 
14-16 South Cariboo SO Jamboree, 100 Mile House, British 
Columbia. Contact D. Abbs, RR1, 100 Mile House BC Canada 
VOK 2E0 (604-395-2865). 
14-16 40th Convention, SD Fed. of Minnesota. Moorhead Sr 
H.S & Arena Contact: 1991 Convention, Rt 1 Box 103, 
Crookston MN 56716. 
20-22 National Advanced & Challenge SD Convention, Vir-
ginia Beach, Va. Contact Ed & Marilyn Foote, 140 McCandless 
Dr., Wexford PA 15099. 
21-22 40th Washington State S&RD Festival, Spokane. Con-
tact Festival 1991, E 13210 Black Rd., Chattaroy WA 99003 
(509-238-6638). 
21-23 12th White Rose SD Festival, York College of Pa., York. 
Contact Harry & Nancy Knaub, Box 84, Loganville PA 17342 
(717-428-1496). 
22-25 Trail Dances to Salt Lake City, Barstow, Las Vegas and 
St. George. Contact: Ronald Black, 10746 Francis Pl. #240, 
Los Angeles CA 90034. 
23-29 8th National SD Jamboree, Torquay, Devon. Contact 
Malcom Davis, 40 Badgeney Rd., March, Cambs, England 
PE15 9AS (0354-52037). 
23-29 Kentucky Summer Dance School. Contact Ky. Heritage 
Insitute for the Traditional Arts, PO Box 4128, Frankfort KY 
40604. 
26-July 10 Fly & Bus Trip to the National Convention, San 
Francisco and Los Angeles. Contact Bill Peterson, 30230 
Oakview, Livonia MI 48154 (313-425-8447) 
27-29 National Convention, Salt Lake City, Utah. Contact: PO 
Box 17085, Salt Lake City UT 84117. 
27-29 Whales of Fun in '91, Beban Park Complex, Nanaimo, 
British Columbia. Write to 6266 McGirr Rd.. Nanaimo BC 
Canada V9V 1C3. 
JULY 1-7 Rocky Mt. Dance Roundup, Granby, Colorado. Contact Diane Ortner, 419 NW 
40th St., Kansas City MO 64116. 
July 3.6 25th Alaska S&RD Festival. Valdez. Contact: Laura 
Therriault. Box 293, Valdez AK 99686. 
7-11 Procter's Dancer Imrpovement Clinic, Frank Lane's 
Dance Ranch. PO Box 1382. Estes Park CO 80517. 
8-13 Lloyd Shaw Foundation Leadership Training Institute, 
Canon City. Colorado. Contact: Cal Campbell, 343 Turf, Cas-
tle Rock CO 80104. 
12.14 A-2 Weekend, Imperial Motor Lodge, Findlay, Ohio. 
Contact: Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview, Livonia MI 48154. 
121-14 Tom, Tony & Twain Weekend, Hannibal, Missouri. 
Contact Tony McUmber, 1601 36th St., Hannibal MO 63401. 
12-14 B'ville Swing, A-1 Weekend, Fattier Lynch Hall, Barnes-
24 
ville, Oklahoma. Contact George & Betty Jensen Box 396, 
Bartlesville OK 74005. 
12-14 22nd Thunder Bay SD Festival, Ontario. Contact: Alf 
Gill. 407 Markland St., Thunder Bay, Ont, Canada P78 2J2. 
18-20 28th Star Spangled Banner Festival, Hurt Valley Inn, 
Hunt Valley. Md. Contact: Bob & Delores James, 301-444-4270. 
18-20 Skagit Squares Summer Fun Fare, Fairgrounds, Mt. 
Vernon. Washington. Contact: Beverly Ruuth, 1471 Hwy 9, 
Mt. Vernon WA 98273 (206-424-9675). 
19-20 8th Thunderbird Clogging Event, Mathis City 
Auditorium, Valdosta, Georgia. Contact; Bob & Vivian Ben-
nett, 2111 Hillcrest Dr., Valdosta GA 31602 (912-242-7321). 
19-21 White Mt. Rim Stompers 42nd S&RO Festival, Show 
Low, Arizona. Contact Don & Gaynelle Fox, PO Box 3421, 
Show Low AZ 85901 (602-537-7728). 
19-21 N.C. Round Clinic, Polo Park, Winston-Salem. Con-
tact Phyllis Loftin, 1002 Courtland Ave., Reidsville NC 27320. 
21-25 Procter's Dancer Improvement Clinic. Frank Lane's 
Dance Ranch, PO Box 1382, Estes Park CO 80517. 
26-27 B'ville Romp. Pus Level Weekend, American Legion, 
Bartlesville. Oklahoma. Contact: George & Betty Jensen, Box 
396, Bartlesville OK 74005 (918-333-7481). 
26-28 8th Illinois S&RD Convention, Civic Center, Peoria. 
Contact SCISDA, Box 1212, Peoria IL 61654. 
AUGUST 2-3 Mississippi Gulf Coast 29th SD Festival, Coast-Cgiseum Com 
Center, Gulport-Biloxi, Miss. Contact Harold Smitn, 4502 Ken-
dall Ave., Gulfport MS 39507. 
2.3 August Capers Weekend, Aladdin Temple Shrine, Col-
umbus, Ohio Contact Don & Joyce Garrett, 731 Harding Ave., 
Lancaster OH 43130 (614-654-2284). 
4-10 Blue Ridge Mt. Dance Roundup, Copecrest. Dillard, 
Georgia. Contact Marie Armstrong, PO Box 1060, Canon City 
CO 81215. 
5-10 B.C. SD Jamboree, Penticton, British Columbia. Write 
to Box 66, Penticton BC Canada V2A 6J9. 
9-11 Plus Weekend. Harrison Michigan. Contact Bill Peter-
son. 30230 Oakview, Livonia MI 48154 (313-425-8447). 
10 7 Day Alaska Cruise. Contact United Squares of Amenca, 
1-800-279-1425. 
16-17 17th Tennessee State Convention, Convention Center, 
Nashville. Contact PO Box 270221, Nashville TN 37227. 
16-18 3rd Jamboree. Mackenzie. B.C. Write Box 821, Macken-
zie BC Canada VOJ 2C0 or call Asquiths at 997-4335. 
16-18 30th Michigan S&RD Convention, MSU, East Lansing. 
Contact Norm & Marion Friend, 1315 Warwick. Kalamazoo MI 
49002 (616-327-9724). 
16-18 32nd Wisconsin S&RD Convention, Dane County Col-
iseum, Madison. Contact Bernie & Carolyn Coulthurst, PO Box 
766. Plover WI 54467-0766 (715-341-6603 or 824-3245). 
16-18 Round Dance Weekend, Dan Seely, PO Box 556, 
Meeker CO 81641. 
17 22nd Night Owl Dance, Mildenhall Air Force Base, Suf-
folk, England. Contact Dave Pennell, 32 The Street, Barrow, 
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, England (0284-810818). 
17-25 S/D Tour (Washington & B.C. Coasts). Contact Frank 
Lane's Dance Ranch. PO Box 1382, Estes Pars CO 80517. 
22-24 27th Jekyll Island Jamboree, Ramada Inn, Jekyll 
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Island, Georgia. Contact: Bob & Vivian Bennett. 2111 Hillcrest 
Dr, Valdosta GA 31602 (912-242-7321). 
23-24 Montreal Convention, Queen Elizabeth Hotel. Mon-
treal. Quebec Write MASDA. PO Box 906, Pointe Claire-Dorval. 
Quebec Canada H9R 4Z6 (514-626-8107). 
23-25 5th Summer Sounds Festival, ASDC Bldg., Albuquer-
que. New Mexico.Contact Wayne & Karen Sebrell, 6113 Tor-
reon Dr. NE, Albuquerque NM 87109 (505-821-4227). 
25 Sacadaga Swingers 9th Cancer Benefit Dance, Moose 
Lodge. Rte 30A, Johnstown, N.Y. Contact Rudi Smith, Box 
536, Northville NY 12134. 
29-Sept. 1 26th Western SD Festival, Natural Bridge State 
Resort Park, Slake, Ky. Contact Right Jett. PO Box 396. Camp-
ton KY 41301 (606-668-6650). 
30-31 Mississippi River Fall Festival. St Ann Community 
Center Contact: Bob & Skeeter Kelly. 413 Williams, Eureka 
MO 63025 (314.938-5879). 
30-Sept.1 Single Square Dancers USA Dance-A-Rama, Atlan-
ta, Go Wnle PO Box 53337, Atlanta GA 30355 (404-944-1115). 
30-Sept. 1 Chaparral Oklahoma City Weekend. Oklahoma Ci-
ty, OK. Contact Mary Campbell, 214-423-7389. 
30-Sept.2 Labor Day Weekend Dances, Frank Lane's Dance 
Ranch, PO Box 1382. Estes Park CO 80517. 
SEPTEMBER 2 12-Hr MD Square Dance-Athon, Medi- 
na Birm, Medina. MN. Contact Joan Wright, 612-869-5940. 
6-8 Rhythm Records Fall Ball, Frgds. Santa Rosa. Cal. Con-
tact 431 Starling Ave., Livermore CA 94550 (415-449-0854). 
6-8 10th Pocono Jamboree (Plus), Mountain Lake Resort, Mar-
shalls Creek. Pa. Contact Max & Nancy Nosker, Princeton 
Arms N. 2 #177. Cranbury NJ 08512 (609-443-38341. 
18-21 Myrtle Beach Ball, Convention Center, Myrtle Beach, 
South Carolina. Contact Barbara Harrelson, 1604 Grays Inn 
Road, Columbia SC 29210 (803-731-4885). 
18-21 20th Georgia State Convention, Macon (No contact 
listed on flyer.) 
20.22 Potawatomi Weekend (Plus), Pokagon State Park, In-
diana Contact: Bill Peterson. 30230 Oakview, Livonia MI 
48154. (313-425-8447) 
22 Buckwheat Festival Dance, Kingwood, West Virginia. Con-
tact Frank Slagle, 100 Swartz Rd., Kingwood WV 26537. 
23-Oct.5 African Safari. Write ASO, PO Box 448, Huron OH 
44839 (419-433-5043). 
27-28 15th Autumn Leaves Festival, High School, Littleton, 
New Hampshire. Contact: Perry & Eschol Goodell, RR1 Box 
322, Littleton NH 03561 (603-444-6985). 
27-28 4th British National S&RD Convention, Nottingham. 
England. Contact Keith Marshall, 31 Sunridge Close, Brank-
some, Poole. Dorset. England BH12 1PZ. 
OCTOBER 3-17 China Tour. Contact Joyce Davis, 703-362-6233 
4-6 Heritage Weekend Dance, Thunder Bay Jr. H.S., Alpena, 
Michigan. Contact: Charles Rouleau, 233 Bedford St., Alpena 
MI 49707 (517-356-1696). 
4-6 Advanced Weekend. Drop-In Center. Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario. Contact Amy Gasparetto. 705-253-4549. 
11-12 Empire State S&RD Festival '91, Convention Center, 
Albany, New York. Contact George & Diane Gravlee, 24 Fair-
way Ave., Delmar NY 12054. 
11.12 9th Orange Blossom Special, Strawberry Square, Plant 
City, Florida. Contact Bob & Ginny Hollon, 206 Vine St. 
Strawberry Square, Plant City FL 33567 (813-754-3602). 
11-13 Potawatomi Inn Weekend, Pokagon State Park, Indiana. 
Contact: Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview, Livonia MI 48154. 
12 Western Pa S&RD Federation 23rd Fall Fling, Keystone 
Oaks HS., Pittsburgh. Contact: Jim & Betty Garvin, 1110 Evan-
dale Dr., Pittsburgh PA 15220 (412-922-6756). 
18-20 Autumn Spectacular RD Clinic & Party, Lane Com-
munity College, Eugene, Oregon. Contact Hope & John 
Anderberg. PO Box 41. Eugene OR 97440. 
25-26 S&RD Weekend, Pipestem Lodge, Pipestem, W.V. 
Contact Phyllis Lollin, 1002 Courtland Ave., Reidsville NC 
27320 (919-342-2573). 
NOVEMBER 1-3 Potawatomi Inn Weekend, Pokagon 
State Park, Indiana Contact: Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview, 
Livonia MI 48154 (313-425-8447). 
16 Round Dance Gala, Ottawa. Ontario Contact Chris 
Lawrence, 613-526-2824 
30 Hawaii Cruise. Call Jane or Don at 818-883-3004 or 
884-8395. 
DECEMBER 27-Jan. 1 Christmas in The Rockies, St. Mato 
Center, Allenspark, Colorado. Contact Marie Armstrong. PO 
Box 1060, Canon City CO 81215. 
HALLS & RESORTS 
WITH SUMMER SEASONAL DANCING 
California-McCloud Country-Open Memorial Weekend 
through September Contact Dave & Suzanne Abbott, PO Box 
1720, McCloud CA 96057 (916-964-2252). 
Circle The Wagons SD Resort, May 26-Sept. 21. Po Box 122, 
LaVeta CO 81055 (719-742-3233). 
Florida-LeHigh Resort, 225 E Joel Blvd., Lehigh FL 33936. 
Georgia-Copecrest. PO Box 129, Dillard GA 30637. 
Missouri-Kirkwood Lodge, Box 37. Osage Beach MO 65065 
Montana-Square Dance Center. Write Ray & Afton Granger, 
9955 Hwy 12. Lulu MT 59847 
Nevada & Tennessee-Sho-Grand Resorts. In Canada call 
615 636-1652. U S 1-800562-0809 
New Mexico-The Community House, Red River PO Box 213, 
Red River NM 87558. 
Pennsylvania-Pine Hill Campground Recreation Hall, RD 
2, Kutztown PA 19530 (215-285-6776) Old-Fashioned Dances. 
Tennessee-English Mt.. Rt 6 Box 212, Sevierville TN 37862 
Tennessee-Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam NC 28733 
(1-800-438-8080 or 704-498-2211) 
Texas-Fin & Feather Resort, HC 52 Box 344, Hemphill, Texas 
75948 (409-579-3368) 
West Virginia-Country Song & Dance Society, Buffalo Gap, 
West Virginia, Pinewoods Camp near Plymouth. Massachu-
setts. Contact: 17 New South St, Northampton MA 01060. 
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36th ALBERTA 
SQUARE DANCE INSTITUTE 
JUNE 9 - 13, 1991 
FEATURING 
Wayne & Jodie Baldwin 	 Craig Rowe 
TEXAS 	 INDIANA 
Don & Pete Hickman 	Hope & Andy Pennock 
TEXAS 	 ALBERTA 
HELD AT THE BANFF CENTRE IN THE 
BEAUTIFUL CANADIAN ROCKIES 
DANCE LEVELS: 
SQUARES - PLUS TO A2 ROUNDS - PHASE TWO TO FIVE 
CLOGGING - BEGINNER & EASY 
PACKAGE PRICE INCLUDES: 
ACCOMMODATION, MEALS & DANCING 
$950.00 Canadian Funds/Couple 
($850.00 U.S. Funds/Couple) 
R.V.'s Welcome: 
Cdn$475.00 (US$420.00) Includes Lunch & Dancing 
For full details write: 
ALBERTA SQUARE DANCE INSTITUTE SOCIETY 
BERT & HAZEL LEYS, 923 - 9th Avenue South, 
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada T1J 1T7 Tel: (403) 327-5279 
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by Mary Fabik 
Highlights of Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO, APRIL 1966 
"Proper styling is moving to the music. 
It is flowing through the calls or routines, 
not jerking through them. It is timing, tak-
ing enough steps to execute a particular 
call. It is all the intangibles that combine 
to make you graceful and poised on the 
dance floor. 
"It is always the lady's prerogative to 
twirl or not to twirl. After a promenade, a 
swing or any other figure, if a lady wants 
to twirl, she will let the man know by 
leading into it. 
"Many times a lady does not want to 
twirl. She may be tired, dizzy or just not 
enjoy twirling. If you men want to ex-
perience these feelings quickly, just trade 
places with your partners some night and 
let them spin you around a few times' 
Arvid Olson, editor. 
Wally Schultz, the featured caller this 
month, feels that people go home from a 
dance and don't remember all the clever 
left allemandes they did or the tricky 
figures they danced. What they do  
remember is that this particular caller 
made them smile a little more and have 
a few more happy thoughts than they've 
had lately. Keep that in mind. Let's keep 
fun in our square dancing. 
At the 1965 Purdue Seminar, Arden 
Johnson and Manning Smith opened the 
session with "Philosophy of Square 
Dance Leadership." Other topics includ-
ed "Teaching S/D Fundamentals" led by 
Bruce Johnson, "One Night Stands" and 
"Introducing Rounds Into the S/D Pro-
gram" by the Manning Smiths, "Youth in 
Square Dancing" led by Tessa Malopsy 
and "Music Analysis for Callers" led by 
Bruce Johnson. 
10 YEARS AGO—APRIL 1981 
..."In far too many instances, we have 
sacrificed quality for quantity. Quality dan-
cing is so beautiful and feels so good, it 
gives one the feeling of being a winged 
figure of human form in fine art. 
"So in which direction do we turn? We 
Continued on Page 97 
CATALOG AVAILABLE 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 	 NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
ASTATIC & ELECTROVOICE MICROPHONES 	CALLER AND CUER CADDIES 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 3 AND 5-YEAR CALENDARS 
SPEAKER STANDS (We manufacture) 	MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
RECORD SLEEVES 	 NEEDLES, WAX, MISC. 
POLYETHLYENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 	TAPE RECORDING ACCESSORIES 
REPAIR SERVICE 	 AMPLIFIERS & MICROPHONES 
RANDOM SOUND, INC. 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave. S., Minneapolis MN 55423 
612-869-9501 Bus./612-869-6168 Res. 
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ESP-169 THOSE WERE THE DAYS by Elmer 
ESP-715 OH YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL by Craig 
ESP-526 CRYING MY HEART OUT OVER YOU by Bob 
RECENT BEST SELLERS: 
ESP-168 DRINKING CHAMPAGNE by Elmer 
ESP-167 LOVE'S GONNA LIVE HERE by Elmer 
ESP-713 CALIFORNIA DREAMING by Craig 
ESP-524 YOUNG AT HEART by Bob 
ESP-407 PICKIN' (Hoedown) 
QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY: 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION 
E:),415\)  
er2.) 	IN ESP 	̀/ 
BRAND NEW AND HOT!! 
JP/ESP 803 AINT NECESSARILY SO by Jerry 
JP/ESP 325 ONE LESS DAY by Vern 
JP/ESP 625 NO WAY TO TIE A TIGER DOWN by Allen 
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
ESP, 2213 S. Adams St.,Tallahassee FL 32301 
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YOU'LL HAVE 
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE 
KIRKWOOD 
15 GREAT WEEKS 





Osage Beach, MO 
65065 
314-348-2161 
THE FAMOUS AMERICAN PLAN RESORT 
STATE LIRE 
The Colorado State Festival on June 
14-15, 1991 has a circus theme: Under the 
Big Top. The festival will be held at the 
Holiday Inn I-70 East and Trade Center in 
Denver. 
Pictured are Sam and Linda Margheim 
in the state festival outfit. Because cir-
cuses are so bright and colorful and have 
so many different kinds of acts, the com-
mittee decided to have an outfit that could 
be made in an unlimited number of col-
ors and color combinations. The decision 
was made that dancers could make the 
outift in any colors or combinations as 
long as they followed the outfit design. 
The dress was designed by Emilia 
Snyder, a veteran square dancer and 
seamstress in the Denver area, using 
Authentic pattern #329 with modifications 
for the dress and Authentic pattern #300 
with modifications for the shirt. The dress 
features a fitted bodice with a front insert 
and set-in bell sleeves with a gathered, 
gored skirt. The main modification is in 
the additional ruffles which have been 
added to the bodice from the front waist-
line up over the shoulders and down to 
the back waistline, and on the skirt from 
the front waistline curving down to the bot-
tom ruffle at the sides and back up to the 
waistline in the back. The front insert, ruf-
fles and sleeve trim are to be in a con-
trasting color. 
The shirt features contrasting color 
for the front and back yokes, the pockets 
and pocket flaps, the cuffs, the sleeve 
plackets, the front button band and the 
main modification of the shirt, the sleeve 
trim. 	 Paula Heiny 
Co-chairman, 1991 Festival 
CALLERS NEEDED FOR USSR TRIPS 
Stay in homes of English-speaking Soviets & 
teach Soviet townspeople to square dance. 
Recruit groups of 20 travelers and lead group. 
SUMMER—WINTER--FALL 1990 TRIPS 
NOW BEING PLANNED. 
For Info, Call Lisa Sinclair Smith 
Global Social Venture Network 
yid F/A //VACUA, 	415-491-1532 
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DANCE PROGRAM WED. 8-11 P.M. 







BELLE of LOUISVILLE DANCE CRUISE 
Thurs., Sept. 26, 1991 — 7:00 P.M. -11:00 P.M. 
(Casual Attire Optional) 	  
DANCING SCHEDULE: 
Friday — 1:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
(Casual Attire Optional) 
Guest Callers — 4:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M. 
Friday — 8:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
Saturday — 10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
7:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE PLEASE 
PRICE PER PERSON - S20.00 
COMPLETE DANCE PACKAGE 
AFTER AUGUST 15. 1991 PER PERSON - $22.50 
(Deadline for Cancellation Refunds . . August 15. 1991) 
($1.00 charge per person for each cancellation) 
EMERGENCY PHONE NO. AT EVENT ONLY - (502) 366-9592 
LODGING INFORMATION 
Please Request Mid-America Reservations 
Headquarter Motels 
EXECUTIVE INN - (502) 367-6161 
EXECUTIVE WEST - (502) 367-2251 
Room Rates - 1-4 People - $59.00 
Mid-America Square Dance Jamboree. Inc 
P.O. Bog 421 • Ealrdale. Ky. 40118 
(502) 368-1006 







Grant & Barbara Plnkaton 
To. 
199, 	 RETURN WITH CHECK FOR RIBBONS 	 1991 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS— —
CITY/STATE/21P -- 
TELEPHONE (Area Coder 
RIBBONS WILL BEHELD AT DOOR FOR REGISTRATIONS RECEIVED AFTER SEPT 10. 1991 
30 
Registrations 	@ 20.00 = $ _ 
Belle Dance Cruise Q  10.00 = $ 
TOTAL ENCLOSED 




You probably know Mickey. Many peo-
ple do. But wait—are we thinking of the 
same Mickey? Some people think of 
Mickey as a friendly cartoon mouse. 
Others may say, "I know Mickey, uh!" but 
the last name escapes them. The ques-
tion, "Mickey who?" races through each 
person's memory cells. 
In the past 41 years, you may have 
danced with him and not even known it. 
He has danced in 33 states, six countries 
and seven provinces. Was he in your 
square? Have you round danced with 
him? Were you his partner at one time? 
If you are a caller or cuer, he may have 
danced to your music. He loves to play the 
role of congenial host for travelling callers 
and dancers. Consequently, he is on a 
first-name basis with many international 
callers and dance leaders. 
Have you ever attended the Banff In-
stitute in Alberta, Canada? Mickey has 
been involved in the organization and ad-
ministration for the past 31 years. Again, 
his home is the meeting place for the 
directors and many of the callers. Do you 
know Mickey? 
Mickey's wife, Irene, is not by his side 
right now. Before she passed away a few 
years ago, they constantly promoted, par-
ticipated in and enjoyed square and round 
dances. Mickey was like some men at 
first—he did not want to square dance. 
Irene went by herself. One night, Mickey 
went early to pick her up, there was a 
shortage of men, Mickey got his feet go-
ing and they haven't stopped yet. 
Saturday, June 8, 1991, is the date the 
Calgary and District S&RD Assn. will be 
sponsoring an apprection night for Mickey 
Donnelly. We are inviting all callers, cuers, 
dancers and friends from both sides of the 
border to attend. Wayne Baldwin has pro- 
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mised to make this a night of calling that 
many people will pleasantly remember. 
A video display will be set up for any 
callers, dancers and friends who are 
unable to attend. Please record your 
greetings to Mickey on video tape and 
send it to Al Moody, 407-33 Ave. NE, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E 2J2. We will 
put your message onto a master tape and 
present it to Mickey. Your original will be 
returned. The same will apply to any pic-
tures you may have. Written messages 
may also be sent. 
The Association felt that Mickey and 
Irene had given so much to square and 
round dancing, an appreciation night was 
in order. We have been unable to keep 
this a secret from Mickey. Consequently, 
he is looking forward to hearing from all 
of their friends, near and far, on video, 





S25 W26319 MacArthur Rd. 
Waukesha WI 53188 
RECORDS 
30,000 INVENTORY 
ALL NEW TAPE SERVICE 
EVERY DAY SHIPPING 
ALL LABELS AVAILABLE 
Call 1-800-328-3800 
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE CRUISE! 
7 Days on the Mexican Riviera 
Xetag' t JUNE 9-16, 1991 
146 
	
0 CARNIVAL CRUISE LINES 
ROYAL RECORDS & FRIENDS 
Departures from Most Major Cities 
Ipuerto Vallarta 
Mazatlan 
Cabo San Lucas 
ITINERARY: 
DAY-JUNE 	PORT ARRIVE DLPART 
Sunday. 9 	Lou Angeles 	 4.00 p m 
Monday. IS 	At Sea 
Tuesday. II 	At Sea 
Wednesday, 12 Puerto Vallana 810) a m 	10 UO p rn 
Thursday. 13 	Mazatlan 	9.00 a.m 	6.00 pm. 
Friday, 14 	Cabo San Lucas TOO a m 	12A8/ Noon 
Saturday, IS 	At Sea 
Sunday, 16 	Los Angeles 	9.00 a.m .  






I Main Inside. Upper di Lower 11075 00 
4 leis era Inside, Twin/Hung • 11235.00 
5 Main buide. Twin:King • 11310.00 
6 Riviera Outside, TwirtitUrng • 11385.00 
7 Main Outside, Twin'King• 1143500 
PLEASE CALL TORTUGA EXPRESS AT 1-800-323-2222 Ask for Fred, Judy or Jeff 
PRICES INCLUDE AIRFARE/DEPARTURE FROM MOST MAJOR CITIES 
MEXICAN RIVIERA—ROYAL RECORDS AND FRIENDS 
NAME 
ADDRESS 




Send to Mexican Riviera—Royal, 
Cabin Category Request 
(HOME) 
DEPOSIT ENCLOSED S 	  
DEPARTURE CITY 
c/o Tortuga Express Co., PO Box 4384, Anaheim CA 92803 
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FEEDBACK ) 
After reading Mr. Herron's comments 
concerning rounds at square dances, we 
felt that it was time to respond not only 
to individuals, but for everyone to read. 
He has hit upon a common problem 
throughout the country, not unlike the 
level of squares at square dances. If Mr. 
Herron is attending a Plus square dance 
and an Advanced star tip is called, is he 
concerned that not everyone in atten-
dance is dancing Advanced? 
There are simple solutions to his pro-
blem. First, we must work on the basis 
that the clubs are hiring professional cal-
lers and cuers. As such, it is our job to try 
to please as many dancers as often as we 
can—if only everyone could be happy! We 
will address weekends first, since this was 
the beginning of his letter. Most of the R/D 
leaders whom we have spoken with have 
agreed that a Phase IV level is probably 
as high as one should teach at S/D week-
ends. This has even been discussed in 
our R/D publications. Many R/D leaders 
put out a request sheet at dances. It is im-
possible to know what all the different 
areas are dancing around the country. We 
are dependent upon the dancers to help 
us in this area. Generally, the only dances 
put on a request list are Phase III and up. 
Certainly, most of them are loaded with 
Phase IV-VI dances. Again, we realize the 
majority of dancers are not Phase V and 
VI dancers, but that still does not tell us 
what the dancers in the area are doing at 
Phase II. Many of the newer dancers 
claim they cannot remember what the 
dances' names are. This can easily be 
solved with a pocket pad that has names 
of dances jotted down as they are learned. 
At a weekend in Michigan, a man hand-
ed us a printed list of approximately 20 
dances that he wanted programmed; most 
were Phase II. What a blessing someone 
like that is to a travelling cuer! We have 
also found that we can appease some of 
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the higher level dancers by adding 30 
minutes of pre-rounds that are announced 
to be at Phase V and VI level. Remember, 
all the dancers have paid their money and 
all would like to see an effort made to 
satisfy their dancing pleasures. 
Secondly, let us address the club level 
dances. If the club will program pre-
rounds, this will also give the round dan-
cer a chance to do some of the higher 
level rounds. (It also has another advan-
tage: usually coffee is made, floors are 
swept and chairs are put out by round 
dancers.) Generally, we program the first 
15 or 20 minutes at a higher level, and 
drop back to Phase II as more dancers 
come for the square dance. Additionally, 
if you program two rounds between tips, 
with no rest before the first one, you have 
an advantage to program a higher level 
round and a Phase II round. Again, you 
can never please everyone 1000/0, but this 
gives you more of a chance to reach more 
dancers. The cuers are already there, so 
you might as well take advantage of their 
knowledge, as you do with the caller and 
star tips. 
On a final note, we really feel that a pro-
blem exists in both Mr. Herron's and Mr. 
Bovard's letter that is sweeping the entire 
movement. All too often we get the feel-
ing that the "I" is not being pleased. 
Many dancers drop out because they feel 
someone has slighted them by action or 
speech. Many get into the "politics" of 
clubs and get burned out by working too 
much or seeing the power struggles that 
take place in so many clubs. We really feel 
that if more people would be concerned 
about the "other" dancers, a whole new 
feeling of compassion would come into 
the clubs. We need to struggle to make 
everyone—including the visiting round 
dancer who may come back because of 
the R/D program—feel welcome and 
special. The visitor may one day become 
a member if he is pleased with the club. 
If all clubs and weekends begin to show 
this "love for the other dancer," our whole 
activity would once again begin to grow. 
Bob & Sally Nolen 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 
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LEARN BY VIDEO 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
The 
Original 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic to Plus 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6.A-1 PART A 
7. A-1 PART B 
8. A- 1 DANCE TIPS 
9. A-2 PART 1 
10. A-2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS - R/D 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 1 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Routines) 
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot 
16. PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba 
17. PHASE III Tango/Jive/2 Step 
18. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. Phase IV Foxtrot 
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba 
21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing/Paso Doble/Quickstep 
GUITAR 
22. BASIC GUITAR 
23. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY 
24. CUEING WITH HARMONY (11 Two-Stcp, 8 Waltz Routines) 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order 
(no cash please) payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUC-
TIONS, $3.50 for shipping, 
handling and insurance for each 
tape). AMERICAN CURRENCY 
(Shipping and Handling $10 each tape out-
side U.S.A. — $5 each tape for Canada) 







PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 417802 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-87-HINGE 
IN CA CALL 916/331-2550 
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LINE OF FIRE 
topeoltipmees emmememmailt 
TAKE AIM AT ANYTHING 
SEIZE AND SQUEEZE SYNDROME 
A new development is emerging in ac-
tive retirement areas where square dance 
programs once flourished in a seeming-
ly limitless way. Today the numbers of 
dancers have dropped to about 50% of 
what one saw in the 70's and early 80's. 
Competition among callers has become 
keen, and often the knife that must cut the 
pie into smaller pieces is the same knife 
that can also cut a throat. Not all callers 
are cutting each other's throats in this pro-
cess, but some are. A few are even ruth-
less and unethical in their seize and 
squeeze action. 
Now a new element further divides the 
pie. The neo-carpetbagger is here! Car-
petbaggers (slang for callers going south 
for their taste of the pie) have always been 
in evidence, but their numbers are in-
creasing and their appetities have grown, 
partly because of leaner pickings back 
home. Hungry attitudes plus frustrated 
egos often lead to bad table manners. 
Even the vagabond callers (short-term 
touring ones) are looked at with suspicion, 
since they are potential carpetbaggers. 
Case study: Caller A (local) worked ten  
years, developed a fine A-1 workshop, 
achieved a weekly 15-set group now 
reduced to seven sets simply due to the 
downtrend. Now caller B (carpetbagger) 
sets up an A-1 program next door, next 
day of the week, in direct competition. 
Both groups diminish. Is this fair? 
Case study: Caller A (local) develops a 
chronic ailment, is hospitalized and forced 
to slow down. Three callers, B,C, and D 
(carpetbaggers) step in like vultures and 
seize his programs. Is this fair? 
Whatever happened to the old-fash-
ioned concept that the new kid on the 
block should be a foundation-builder, not 
a pirating scalper? There are many true 
cases like this. What can be done? Is it 
a breach of ethics or just survival of the 
fittest? You shrug. I shrug. But some-
where, quietly, a caller's wife sobs, 
because the family budget, dependent on 
his calling income, must be trimmed 
some more! And somewhere a somewhat 
pre-empted caller mumbles something about 
inequities, then firmly squeezes the knife 
that's poised to cut a smaller piece of pie. 
Name withheld by request 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
We do expect pro and con reactions to 
our cover question and comments on 
page 43. So, fire away, readers. Perhaps 
the volume of letters will equal our 
moratorium (on new basics) a few years 
ago, or our alternate dress proposal 
(prairie skirts) in more recent issues. We 
hope so. 
tatiii --  - 
	
# orba --- 
CAR-5 	SAN ANTONIO ROSE—Bob 	 Rob Scraper 	 1311I Roles 	 Jim Jeltenes 	 Jerry Route 
911742,3873 913,585,1241 913-848.3831 417282.6140 CAR-4 IT TAKES A WORRIED MAN—Jerry 
CAR-3 	LOVE IS THE REASON by Bill 	 QUALITY MUSIC BY THE WESTERNAIRES 
CAR-2 RED FEATHER/LET'S DANCE—Hoedown 	 For a complete list ol our records. contact: 
CAR-1 	IF YOUR HEART SHOULD EVER ROLL CARDINAL RECORDS, 314-363-5432 
THIS WAY AGAIN—Jim Jeffries 	 PO Box 7-11, Macks Creek MO 65786 
Cardinal is a division of four Bar B Records 	Inc 






Small, compact, but with 
sound producing capa-
bilities to handle a dozen 
Or more squares. Ideal 
for workshops, round 
dance class or as a morn 
itor speaker. Weighs 
only 11 pounds and is 
lust 8" x8" x13-3/8". 
power handling up to 





Hilton sound systems offer power and portability in a single easy to carry case. All models have a 
variable speed turntable, amplifier, and two microphone inputs. Designed to produce clear clean 
sound, for square dance calling, round dance cueing, teaching, exhibitions, and all applications 
requiring quality sound reinforcement. 
MICRO 75B AC-201 
1 ::.4071!),50e 
• Light Weight 	• Single Channel 
• Compact • Remote Volume Control 
The smallest of the Hilton family of sound 
systems, weighing only 13 pounds. Pre-
amplifier produces the sound quality you 
can only get with a Hilton. 
AC-300B 
• Top Of The Line • Remote Volume Control 
• Dual Channel 	• Remote Record Reset 
• Separate Output Vuemeters for Voice & Music 
Powerful full feature sound system. Connect 
up to eight speakers to handle extra large 
halls. Dial read-out record reset for easy pre-
selection. Equalizer jacks for both music 
and voice programs. 
Mid-size 	• Remote Volume Castro- 
Dual Channel 	• Remote Record Reset 
• Three Band Music Equalizer 
Compact two channel amplifier with the 
renowned Hilton sound Both channels can 
be operated under a single set of controls 
for those large functions.  
WRITE OR CALL FOR FULL INFORMATION PACKAGE 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E Shary Circle • Concord, CA 94518 
Phone: 415-682-8390 • FAX: 415-682-8497 
SOUND SYSTEMS • SPEAKERS AND STANDS • MICROPHONES • RECORD CASES 
WIRELESS MICROPHONES • COMPUTER CHOREOGRAPHY SOFTWARE 
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by Don Stewart 
From The Ida-Fed Tattler 
Many square dancers are missing out 
on a lot of terrific trips and dances. This 
is because of the myth that they have to 
have an RV (motorhome or travel trailer) 
in order to participate in the festivities. Not 
so! For the past several years, I have 
regularly attended the Funstitute in Mc-
Call and special dances in such places 
as Spokane, Milton-Freewater, Portland, 
Colorado Springs, Seattle and the Na-
tional Convention in Anaheim. In each in-
stance, I stayed in a motel and never felt 
handicapped or left out in any way. 
A little planning can go a long way to 
smooth out the trip. First, guaranteed 
reservations are a must. If you don't know 
about motels where you are going, call 
the Chamber of Commerce in that area 
and they will gladly give you the names 
of motels. Most C of C's will also send out 
gobs of informative literature about their 
communities for free—all fun to look 
through and often containing little known 
tips about interesting places to see and 
things to do in their area. 
Second, plan your wardrobe require-
ments. Dresses, petticoats and ac-
cessories for the gals, and shirts, pants 
and accessories for the fellows. Keep in 
mind that you may be dancing or work-
shopping morning and afternoon ses-
sions as well as the evening dances. For 
an extended trip, every town has a laun-
dromat. Take your favorite detergents, 
bleaches and softeners along because 
the laundromats may not have your 
preferred brands and they can be very 
costly when purchased there. 
Third, decide on your meal require-
ments. Unless you plan to take all your 
meals in restaurants or fast-food places, 
a cooler is a must. So is a box (apple box 
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with lid is ideal) for foods not needing ice 
and for incidentals such as opener, paper 
towels/napkins/plates, sharp knife and sil-
verware. (A coffee pot with pre-set timer 
Having your coffee ready when you get 
up each morning is pure heaven.) 
Breakfasts in the motel room can include 
muffins or pastries bought along the way, 
canned or bottled juices, and fresh fruit. 
Lunch preparation (in the room) can in-
clude making up thick sandwiches to be 
enjoyed at some scenic spot along the 
way, along with chips, pickles, raw veg-
gies and cold beverages. I usually opt for 
the evening meal in an interesting 
restaurant of the area. 
Fourth: Plan, plan, plan. The advan-
tages of this sort of travel are almost too 
numerous to mention. You enjoy the com-
fort and speed of your own car and the 
realitvely modest (compared to the typical 
RV) fuel requirements. You can take full 
scale showers—all of them you want! You 
don't have to make the beds. You save a 
bundle of money—that's what I said: "You 
save a bundle of money." My motel costs 
have averaged $35 per night double oc-
cupancy with the most expensive being 
$49 and the least being $14.50 (an in-
teresting note is that the quality of the ac-
comodations was just identical.) With RV 
spaces averaging $10 or more per night 
and the extra fuel costs added to the in-
itial cost of the RV, I think you will have 
to agree that the cost of "motel-ing" com-
pares very favorably with costs of "RV-ing." 
I hope this will give some of you ideas 
that going elsewhere for special dances 
is possible and practical and fun. I'd be 
pleased to share a tip with you some-
where down the road. 
I 
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FOUR BAR 8/QUADRILLE n:conns 
"The Quality Sound" 
•- mr---7.-on 
0  . 
NEW RELEASES: 
4B-6114 WHERE CORN WON'T GROW—Bill 
4B-6113 GOES YOUR CHEWING GUM LOSE 
ITS FLAVOR—Bill 
4B-6112 TIGER BY THE TAIL—Mike 




4B-6110 JUKEBOX IN MY MIND—Gary 
4B-6109 JAWS I-JAWS II—Hoedown—Clog 
RECENT BEST SELLERS: 





" 	....e' % 	_ ____N, 
i 4B-6106 SHINE ON HARVEST MOON—Bill 
* 	* 	* 	* 	* 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-876 CAN'T HAVE NOTHIN'—Ken 
0-875 WE AIN'T OUT OF LOVE YET—Lee 






0-873 HOLOIN' A GOOD HAND—Bob Huff 









Lee, Ken, Richard 
0-870 WALKIN', TALKIN', CRYIN', BARELY 
BEATIN' BROKEN HEART—Bob 
0-869 STRAIGHT FROM THE FACTORY—Lee 
0-868 YOU ARE THE WOMAN—Ken 
7. A. 
	
. 	. .44. 
....' 	i 




0-866 BLUE EYES CRYIN' IN THE RAIN—







$. 1295  Vol.   Cass eStot 
os for
Vol 	& 
Both postpaid.ii  
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR 





CONTRA & EDUCATIONAL RECORDS 
Paul Marcum 	 Richard Lane 
615-889-6238 Call or Write for our Free Catalogue. 	602-830-5174 
Box 7-11 
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Best Club Trick 
1 2e ♦ 
STUDENTS TREAT THE ANGELS 
With the availability of school gymns, 
churches and lodge halls at a premium 
in the Springfield, Ohio, area, it has 
become more difficult to find places to 
hold classes. Because of costs involved 
with small classes, it was evident that 
something had to be done in order to pro-
mote western-style square dancing. 
Three clubs combined their students to 
form one large class, with one caller-
instructor, at very little cost to each club. 
Cardinal Squares and S'Allemande from 
Springfield and Yellow Rockers from 
Yellow Srpings have for two years spon-
sored this combined class with Jaye Fitch 
as caller-instructor. 
The three clubs furnish angels, make 
up a schedule for refreshments for each 
class, and follow a strict set of guidelines 
to make a smooth transition from student 
to graduate dancer. In September the pro-
ject will begin its third year and the clubs 
are looking forward to a new group of 
students and new angels! 
This year was the first time that the 
"students" turned the tables on the 
angels. After graduating in April, follow- 
ing their initiation, the angels were invited 
to attend a potluck sponsored by the 
graduates to show their appreciation for 
helping them through the classes. They 
not only passed their initiation but they 
also passed as good cooks! A lot of 
memories were shared and the enthu-
siasm, support and encouragement car-
ried over into the dance that followed. 
This class graduated 39 students who 
are anxious to be angels next year. 
As members of the Miami Valley Dance 
Council, these dancers went on mystery 
trips, participated in demos, parades and 
council-sponsored student dances. They 
also earned points at banner raids and 
retrievals. 
Nadine Zerkele 
Cardinal Squares, Springfield, Ohio 
#120—$4.50 DEALER ENQUIRIES 	SUE'S ORIGINAL PATTERNS 
#122—$4.50 WELCOME 	 MANY NEW PATTERNS 
Sizes: (6-8-10) (12-14-16) (18-20-40) 
Blouse Size: (10-12-14) (16-18) 
MAIL TO: SUE'S ORIGINALS 
3913 Fort Ave., Waco TX 76710 
4120 	PATTERNS: #120 and #122 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 
Add for Postage & Handling: 1 patt. $1.25 
3 patt. $2.55 
— — 122 
SEND $1.50 FOR NEW 
EXPANDED CATALOG 
REFUNDABLE ON FIRST ORDER 
2 pall. $2.00 
4 patt. $2.90 
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records 
SPECTACULAR NEW RELEASES 
RYL 113 HONKY TONK WOMAN by Jerry 
RYL 212 ROCK AND ROLL HEAVEN by Tony 
RYL 112 CRYING OVER YOU by Jerry 
RYL 211 UNDER THE BOARDWALK by Tony 
RYL 210 MACK THE KNIFE by Tony 
RYL 505 TRAVELIN' SHOES by Larry 
RYL 307 ON AND ON by Jerry & Tony 
RYL 111 KEEP IT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD 
by Jerry 
RYL 110 JUST WHEN I NEEDED YOU MOST by Jerry 
RYL 404 COTTON PICKIN'/DOG HOUSE, Hoedown 
RYL 209 PUT A LITTLE LOVE IN YOUR HEART by Tony 
NEW RELEASES 
RYL 109 DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE 	 by Jerry 
RYL 504 THAT'LL BE THE DAY 	 by Larry 
RYL 503 RUBY BABY 	 by Larry 
RYL 107 YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE DANCIN 	 by Jerry 
RYL 403 K.C. BUDDY/FLEA FLICKER 	 Hoedown 
RYL 402 KAYLA RAE/JAKE 	 Patter 
RYL 305 DO RUN RUN by Jerry and Tony 
RYL 502 A DAY LATE & A DOLLAR SHORT 	 by Larry Letson 
RYL 303 MORNING SKY 	 by Jerry/Tony/Paul Marconi 
RYL 304 WHY MUST WE EVER SAY GOODBYE 	 by Jerry/Larry 
BEST SELLERS 
RYL 105 LOUISIANA FAIS DO-DO by Jerry 
RYL 205 YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE ALONE, Tony 
RYL 104 FANCY FREE by Jerry 
RYL 203 TWO OUT OF THREE AIN'T BAD by Tony 
RYL 204 AROUND THE WORLD WITH BILL BAILEY 
by Tony 
RYL 302 DREAMING by Jerry/Tony 
TEXAS STAMPEDE — Feb. 22-23-24 — DALLAS, TEXAS 
For info, call Dick and Emily Wasser: 817-624-7063 
ROYAL RECORDS INC. 
Rt.1 Box 33, Fairfield IA 52556 	515-472-3795 
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ANNIVERSARY WALTZ 
CHOREO: Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo 
MUSIC: Belco B-386-A 
FOOTWORK: Opposite, except as noted. 
PHASE: II 
SEQUENCE: INTRO AB AB TAG 
INTRODUCTION 
1-4 	WAIT;; APT PT; TOG BFLY TCH; 




WALTZ AWAY; WALTZ TOG; STEP SWING; SPIN MANEUVER; 
(1) From BFLY to OP fwd twd LOD L trng slightly away from ptr, fwd R, cl L; (2) Prog twd LOD fwd 
R trn to face ptr in BFLY, sd L twd LOD, cl R; (3) Blending to OP fcg LOD step fwd L, swing R fwd 
slightly off floor,—; (4) Release hands fwd R twd DW manuvering rf to face RLOD, sd L twd WALL, 
cl R (W spin If SIP L,R, L) to CP; 
5-8 
	
2 RF TURNING WALTZES;; CANTER TWICE;; 
(5) Trng rf bk L, sd R, cl L; (6) Trng RF fwd R, sd L, cl R blending to BFLY fcg WALL; (7) Sd L, 
draw R to L, cl R; (8) Repeat measure 7; 




TWIRL VINE; PICKUP; 2 FWD WALTZES;; 
(1) From BFLY fcg WALL sd L, xRib, sd L (W twls rf under joined lead hands R,L,R) to SCP fcg LOD; 
(2) Fwd R pick up W in CP fcg LOD, fwd L, cl R; (3) Fwd L, fwd R, cl L; (4) Fwd R, fwd L, cl R; 
5-8 
	
BOX;; DIP BK; REC, FWD, CL; 
(5) Fwd L, sd R, cl L; (6) Bk R twd RLOD, sd L, cl R; (7) Dip bk L twd RLOD,—,—; (8) Rec R, fwd 
L twd LOD, cl R. 
9-12 
	
2 LF TURNING WALTZES;; BALANCE L & R;; 
(9) Trng If 3/8 fwd L, sd R, cl L; (10) Trng rf 3/8 bk R, sd L, cl R blndg to BFLY fcg WALL; 
(11) Sd L twd LOD, xRib, SIP L; (12) Sd R twd RLOD, XLib, SIP R; 
13-16 VINE 3; THRU, SD, CL; SD, DRAW, TCH; SD, DRAW, TCH; 
(13) Sd L twd LOD, xRib (W xib), sd L; (14) Thru R twd LOD, sd L, cl R; (15) Sd L twd LOD, draw 
R to L, and touch R; (16) Sd R twd RLOD, draw L to R, and touch L; 
TAG 
1-2 	TWIRL VINE; APT PT; 





Produced by Wayne Morvent 
RMR101 PUT YOURSELF IN MY SHOES—Wayne 
RMR210 MR. BLUE—Alvin 





Lake Charles, La. 
318-439-4450 
WAYNE AND ALVIN ARE BOTH FULL-TIME CALLERS AND ARE AVAILABLE 
TOGETHER OR INDIVIDUALLY FOR YOUR DANCES. FESTIVALS OR WEEKENDS 
Wayne will be touring the southeast U.S and up the east coast to Pennsytvania in May 1991/1992. and through the northwest to Washington 
State in October 1991/1992. Please call for dates when he will be in your local area 




MADE IN AMERICA 
'24.95 
•a, 
Style. 	"Dancer" #519 
Colors: Black, Denim Navy, Bone 
Style: 	"Shag" #522 
Colors: Black, White, Gold 
Features: 
Send to 	Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co. 
P.O. Box 953 - 231 Kingsboro Ave. 
Gloversville, NY 12078 
or Call. 	1-800-648-8126 during factory 
hours M-F. 7:00-3:30 EST. 
▪ Soft genuine garment leather upper 
■ Non-marring leather outsole 
■ Rubber cushioned heel with non-marring replaceable top lift 
▪ Cusioned insole 
III Fully lined with foam and tricot 
■ Engineered and constructed for the "Dancer" 
These shoes are manufactured in our factory, located in 
Gloversville, NY, USA. Thus, we are able to offer "ALL LEATHER" 
shoes of incomparable quality and price. 
Sizing: Narrow widths 6.10 Medium widths 5-11; (no 101/2 ); Wide widths 5-11 (no 101/2 ). 
Name: 
Address: 	 
City, State, Zip: _ 
Daytime Phone No.: 	  
Mastercard 	Visa Exp. Date: 
Cr. Card. No.: 
Signature: 	 
Size: 	 Width: 	 Color: 
Size: Width: Color: 	  
Add $2.50/pr. shipping and handling. NY residents add 7% sales tax. 
Canada add $6.00/pr. 
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BERMUDA 7 DAY CRUISE 
* SQUARE DANCERS! * ROUND DANCERS! * AND FRIENDS! * 
JUNE 8 - 15, 1991 
it-tpa:ON .  
1/18h  
tomos 
Jim & Pam Snyder 
11151 488 13988 
MV HORIZON 
Brucr & [helm Williamtam 





LR107 ACE IN THE HOLE by Jimmy 
LI3.304 LITTLE SAINT NICK by Bob 
LR-701 FEMME VIVANT, Rd by Barbara Stewart 
LR-308 IS IT STILL LOVE by Bob 
BEST SELLERS 
LR-801 LIGHTNING EXPRESS 
LR-901 I LOVE A RAINY NIGHT by Tony 0 
LR-301 SEA CRUISE by Bob 
LR-103 HELLO TROUBLE by Jimmy 
LR-105 DO THE LOCOMOTION by Jimmy 
BRAND NEW RELEASES 
LR-902 JUST LOVING YOU by Garland King 
LR-306 MISTY by Bob 
LR-109 EARTH ANGEL by Jimmy 
LR-802 THIRTEEN 
LR-305 SUMMERTIME BLUES by Bob 
113-404 WALKIN' SHOES by Max 
LR•108 OKLAHOMA SWING by Jimmy 
LIGHTNING RECORDS 
PO Box 748 
Oxford NC 27565 
919693-4852 vy,  
Bob Price 
8airy echo., 
WHO CONTROLS SQUARE DANCING? 
The poignant question initiated on our 
cover this month may cause some discus-
sion. It certainly signals an era of chang-
ing influence. Time was when dancers in 
leadership capacities directed most of 
what was happening in the activity-Now, 
slowly but surely, a shift has evolved so 
that callers are key motivators in the 
scenario, according to all indications. 
Factors in the changing equation are: 
Callerlab has come of age in almost twen-
ty years of existence, and has greatly in-
creased its scope of programming and 
subsequence prescriptions. In the U.S.A., 
a strong dance population has moved to 
the southern retirement states, from 
Florida to California. Following this migra-
tion have been many dozens of callers, 
who very quickly learn that caller-run 
clubs are more satisfying and productive 
for themselves. Thus, callers in most 
cases take over responsibility and con- 
trol; dancers are satisfied, even eager, to 
relinquish the burden of leadership that 
largely fell to them in northern climes. 
The caller-run-club syndrome has also 
spread to other areas coast-to-coast, af-
fecting the management switch from 
dancers to callers. Perhaps dwindling 
numbers of dancers, plus the higher 
average age of dancers (now 58, accord-
ing to the 1989 LEGACY survey) has 
prompted the change. Square dancing is 
not all fun and games. The bottom line is 
good organization leading to a balanced 
budget, and a small profit for the club as 
well as for the caller. When times are 
hard, the caller very naturally seeks to im-
prove his lot (no criticism there) and this 
eagerness often creates an enhanced 
measure of control. 
This editorial essay is not to be critical 
or praise the presently evolving system, 
only to report it. What are your reactions? 







HEAR THE WORLDS DEST CALLERS • -r -4- 
FEEL: FONTANA'S FAMOUS DANCE FLOOR' -', or c/,  
Tex and Jean Brownlee, Management Advisors 
Spring 
#March 22-24 1.D.A. 
Staff: Jerry Haag, Darryl McMillan, Richard & 
JoAnne Lawson (rounds) 
#April 4-7 Bobbie Keefe 
STAFF: Steve Kopman, Mikc Jacobs, Damon Cue 
*May 5-12 The New Swap Shop 
STAFF: Fred & Joy Dmuant, Ray & Louise Bohn, 
Trent & Joy Keith, Skip Gates, Chuck & Voncille Mur-
phy (rounds), Hugh & Clara McDonald (rounds). 
#May 12-19 Rebel Roundup 
STAFF: Bob & Willie Baker, Johnny & Janie Creel, 
Jack & Karen Watts, Webb & Elsie Mills, Chuck & 
Barbar Jobe (rounds), Chuck & Chris Hicks (rounds). 
#May 19-26 Accent on Rounds 
STAFF: Ed & Carolyn Raybuck, Mike & Martha 
Buckhardt, Carmen & Mildred Smarrelli, Derek & 
Jean Toeka. 
Fall 
#Sept. 8-15 Accent on Rounds 
STAFF: Ed & Carolyn Raybuck, Ralph & JoAnn Col-
!inn', George & Joyce Kammerer, Tom & Jan Kannapcl 
# Caller Sponsored Event 
* Fontana Sponsored Event 
Fall !Continued/ 
*Sept. 15-22 12,:bel Roundup 
STAFF: Bob & Willie Baker, Johnny & Jame Creel, 
Jack & Karen Watts, Webb & Elsie Mills, Chuck & 
Barbara Jobe (rds), John & Kathy Steckman (rdsi 
*Sept. 25-29 Mountain Memories 
STAFF: Bud & Alice Whitten, Bob & Rhea Prn 
Trent & Jean Keith, Jack & Nel Jenkins. 
*Sept. 29-Oct. 6 Fall Jubilee 
STAFF: John & Modine Barrett, Jerry & Sue Dews, 
Freman & Lynn Pettus, Walt & Judi Ishmael, Don & 
Terri Mehlin, Bob & Lynn Van Atta (rounds), plus 
guest caller and cuer. 
#Oct. 6-13 Golden Leaves Festival 
STAFF: Hoss & Kit Waldorf, Ed & Carolyn Raybuck. 
Bobby & Nancy Newman, John & Linda Saunders. 
#Oct. 25-27 I.D.A. 
STAFF: Damon Coe, Tim Marriner, Richard & 
JoAnne Lawson (rounds) 
*Nov. 24-30, 1991 Fontana Caller's College 
STAFF: Stan Burdick, Tex Brownlee 
*Nov. 27-Dec. 1 Turkey Trot Festival 
STAFF: Stan & Cathie Burdick. Tex & Jean Brownlee, 
Eddie & Sally Ramsey, Dwight & Jimmy Burger, plus 
guest cuers. 
Come Dance for a Week or Swing for a Weekend 
GERALDS OF DUE WEST, S.C. to be at most Festivals! 
Contact Organizer or Fontana Group Sales for Details 
Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam NC 28733 or phone 
(704) 498-2211 and East of the Mississippi dial 1-800-438-8080 






_to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BADGE HOLDERS, INC. 
(415) 783.8724 
24813 BROADMORE AVE. 
HAYWARD, CA. 94544 
by Harold & Lill Bausch 
So you want variety of calls in your dan-
cing and you decided you should move 
up to Plus—to Advanced—to Challenge. 
Well, maybe you should move back, to 
square dancing as it was in the fifties. 
Have you ever do-sa-doed your partner 
mountain style? Have you done the alle-
mande U? Allemande whee? Have you 
circled four and broken it up with a four-
hand do paso? Have you done the slip, 
slide and slither? Have you done triple 
allemande? Red hot? Reciprocate (this 
last call was probably in the sixties)? 
Earlier, in the forties and fifties, we also 
did dig for the oyster, dive for the clam; we 
did chase the rabbit, chase the squirrel, 
Harlem rosette, make a basket and hug 
'em up tight and swing like thunder. 
All our club dances started with a 
Grand March, and boy, how you hated 
getting to a dance late and missing the 
Grand Parade. Exchanging dances was 
the common program. The worst part was 
not having a written program and trying 
to remember who you had for the fifth tip, 
or the tip after that. I forgot one time and 
really got a scorching look. Trouble was 
I was asked to call and in the middle of 
calling the tip, I spotted a very unhappy 
woman sitting the dance out. Apologize 
as I did, she remembered that for a long time. 
The reason I write about this is to dispel 
the idea some folks have that years ago, 
"square dancing was dull and routine." 
That has never been the case. I don't 
believe anyone ever found square dan-
cing to be dull and routine, unless they 
had a caller who got into a rut. 
When we first started dancing, a tip was 
three numbers and the tempo was about 
130-132; today it is more lilke 127, on the 
average. One of the highlights of the  
dance was always the swing, which went 
three or more times around, not one. In 
fact, at times the couple would swing to 
see if they could get up enough speed to 
make the girl's feet leave the floor. 
There is good about the old dances, 
just as there is good about the new. I don't 
judge one to be superior to the other, but 
I don't want you to think those who came 
before were dull people. They were not. 
As a matter of fact, dancing today is not 
better than before, it is just as good, but 
it is different. Dancing is enjoying your 
friends and the music. It was then and it 
is today. 
In news stories you hear that old reme-
dies are being discovered by our doctors, 
and old methods of farming and manufac-
ture are being re-evaluated. I heard the 
remark, "Things seem to be going full cir-
cle." Wouldn't it be interesting if someday 
soon there would be another new fad—
old time square dancing? 







ilver (25 aunt% 
Records 
* RECENT RELEASES * 
SSR 128 WHY DON'T YOU LOVE ME— 
Mark Castracane 
SSR 127 STARGAZER—Mike 
SSR 126 BOOGIE 'N BEETHOVEN—Jack & Bruce 
SSR 125 MONSTERS HOLIDAY—Bruce 
SSR 124 'NUF SAID/TEARIN' UP—Hoedown 
SSR 123 SEEIN' MY FATHER IN ME—Red 
SSR 122 18 WHEELS & A DOZEN ROSES—Don 
SSR 120 PEARLY SHELLS—Bruce W. 
SSR 119 WHEN I FALL IN LOVE—Mickey 
SSR 118 PALISADES PARK—Phil Kandrut 
SSR 116 WE AINT OUT OF LOVE YET—Jim 
SSR 115 GLENDALE TRAIN—UM 
SSR 113 LIFE'S HIGHWAY—Bruce McCue 
SSR 112 MY HERO (Wind Beneath My Wings)- Jack 
SILVER SOUNDS RECORDINGS 
* P.O. Box 229 * Glastonbury CT 0633 * 
(203)663-0370 or (203)529-0937 
  
  
(la Brodeur Red Bates 
ALLEMANDE SHOP 
RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
P.O. BOX 8246 CHATTANOOGA, TN 37411 
DON'T BE LEFT OMIT  - JOIN THE HUNDREDS OF 
CALLERS WHO LISTEN TO ALL THE NEWEST 
RECORDS EACH MONTH - SQUARES AND ROUNDS !! 
ALL FOR ONLY $30 PER YEAR 
DON'T DELAY, CALL TODAY... 
1-800-346-4867 	1-615-499-5554 
c2) 
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yCalling Tips by Harold Bausch 
make them as they 
call, as they prepare programs, as they 
book dances and as they go about the 
business of making a living. The judg-
ment you use in making these decisions 
is all important, for it determines your suc-
cess or failure. 
Let us look at some of these decisions, 
be they instantaneous or long thought out. 
As you are calling, you decide such 
things as the difficulty or the ease of 
movement you want to offer. You also can 
make quite a change with the tempo. 
Young dancers can enjoy a fast tempo, 
older dancers may not, so as you look 
over the crowd, you try to discover what 
tempo is best and just how quick you 
make the timing. As any experienced 
caller knows, the tempo only determines 
how many steps per minutes, but the tim-
ing will determine how many beats of 
music you allow for the dancers to com-
plete each movement. Sometimes a beat 
or two left for those who don't do the call 
quite as quickly will determine if they suc-
ceed or fail. Yet, too many extra beats 
cause dancers to start and stop all the 
time, so just what is the happy medium? 
Your decision, your judgment. 
Some groups enjoy extra challenge, 
some do not. Some groups enjoy work-
shops, some do not. Which group is this? 
Little things like the use of star thru in-
stead of slide thru can make the difference 
of success or failure. The slide thru gives 
us a choice of using either hand in the 
next call, but most dancers are not as 
critical about two rights or two lefts in a 
row as callers are. The scoot back has 
broken the barrier a bit and same hands 
in succession are used more frequently, 
but the old rule of not using the same 
hands is still preferred. Judgment is needed. 
The do-sa-do—we teach it as a back to 
back movement; many dancers prefer to 
do a quick swing. Do we keep after them 
to do it as taught? Your decision. 
We teach ocean wave with hands up 
and palms together, thumbs around the 
back of the other person's hand for 
assistance with turns. Dancers often 
change this and take hold of thumbs. I 
usually remind dancers not to take 
thumbs, but if they do, I will not make an 
issue of it after I have reminded them a 
couple of times. Here again, your deci-
sion, your judgment. 
You are booked to call a certain pro-
gram. Many on the floor are not able to 
do the program as you are calling it. Do 
you make the calls a bit easier or use the 
full program. Your judgment is needed. 
You have a booking with a local club, 
then you have a chance to call a big 
Continued on Page 93 
WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH 
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA • 
Club Dances & Workshops Every Week Night 
Specials Featuring Top National Callers 
Wood Floor — Air Conditioned — Apparel Shop 
RESIDENT CALLER: ANDY PETRERE 
CO-OWNER & PRODUCER 
CIRCLE D RECORDS 
For Information, Write or Call: 
	 Andy & Algie Petrere 
6451 Oak Cluster Dr. * Greenwell Springs LA 70739 * Phone (504) 261-6143 
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by Bob Howell 
asY lever 
Yours truly has written a solo dance routine to a record being released this month called Roundabout Rock. 
(See the Grenn ad.) I have called the dance... 
SMOOTH MOVIN' 
FORMATION: Solo. No partners necessary. All face towards the front of the hall to begin. 
MUSIC: Roundabout Rock, Grenn 15012 	 ,n a,- 
ROUTINE: 
Intro: Wait 8 counts 
1-2 	Left heel diagonally forward and back. 
3-4 Right heel diagonally forward and back. 
5-8 	Vine left and touch (Step lett with the lett foot. Step to the left behind the lett foot with the right foot. 
Step left again with the left foot and touch the right toe beside the left foot). 
9-16 	Repeat counts 1-8 beginning with the right foot and vining to the right. 
17-24 Balance to the lett, balance to the right, balance to the lett, balance to the right. 
25-32 Strut to the left in a circle for eight steps. moving 2800. 
Routine begins again facing the original right-hand wall. 
Al Green of Sheffield, England, has a delightful sense of humor and sends along another variation of the age-old 
Circassian Circle. This one will certainly bring smiles to the faces of all those in attendance. 
GREEN'S CIRCASSIAN CIRCLE 
FORMATION: Single circle of couples facing the center. 
MUSIC: Any lively singing call with the melody clearly stated and well-known to the dancers so they will sing 
along. Otherwise, a well-phrased hoedown will do. Very popular with the British dancers is Paloma Blanca on Hi-Hat. 
ROUTINE: (Commands are cued ahead of the phrase as in contras and rounds.) 
1 Circle left and sing 	 VARIATIONS: 
With a seven-times-through singing call, you 
Line 1: Circle right 
Depending on the dancers' age group and the sponsor-
ing authority, possible alternatives for Line 4 are: 
All the men go... 
All the girls under 40 go... (You girls look great but some 
of you can't count) 
All the men who would like to be under 40 go... 
(And then ham it up a bit) All the pretty ones go... 
All the handsome ones go... 
All the sexy ones -- clap your hands, the others go... 
have time to do all the variations. 
2 
3 Everybody go forward and back 
4 All the girls go forward and back 
5 With your corner do-sa-do 
6 Same corner swing 
7 Same corner promenade and sing 
8 — — — — Face the center 
I have been asked twice during the past year if I remembered an old exhibition figure called the Spinning Wheel. 
I found a write-up of the dance in The Complete Book of Square Dancing by Betty Casey and gleaned what 
information I needed to share with all of you. 
THE SPINNING WHEEL 
All join hands circle awhile. the other way back go Indian file 
Make a spinnng wheel, roll it along, now turn back. you done gone wrong 
Make a new spinning wheel, roll it around, with the right foot up, the left one down 
Ladies turn back to a left allemande, promenade home around the land... 
From a single-file promenade, all make a left-hand star (spokes) and at the same time put tips of right fingers 
on the right shoulder of the person ahead (rim). To reverse the wheel, all turn back left face, make a right 
hand star, and put left fingers on the left shoulder of the person ahead 
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Daryl Clendenin Bill Helms 
.• 
John Kwalser 
With our spring rains and breezes this month, the weathervane will be kept busy. While Glen and Flo Nickerson 
were visiting with us a while back, I shared the Double Quadrille with them (See February 1991 "Easy Level 
Page.") This routine inspired Glen of write a variation which he calls the... 
WEATHERVANE PROMENADE 
FORMATION: Sicilian Circle (Couple facing couple. one facing LOD. the other facing RLOD) 
MUSIC: Glen prefers any 32-bar (64 beat) march music. 
ROUTINE: 
1-8 	With facing couple. circle left 
9-16 Circle right 
17-24 Outside two promenade in and turn alone 
25-32 Promenade back to place 
33-40 Inside two, promenade out and turn alone 
41-48 Promenade back to place 
49-64 Weathervane once around (12) and promenade on to the next couple (4). (Join near hands with 
partner, men join left hands and turn the line once around. Men drop left hands and couples 
promenade to the next couple.) 
NOTE: Can be adapted to 48-bar (96 beat) music by adding: 
8 Ladies chain 
8 Chain back 
8 Left-hand star 
8 Right-hand star, just before or after the circle left and right. 
NEW ON CHINOOK LABEL ~ RECORDS 
CK-105 YOU CAN HAVE HER by Daryl & 810 
CK-104 LIVIN' IN THE HOUSE by Bill 
CK-103 ARE THERE ANY MORE LIKE YOU by Daryl 
CK-102 ME & MILLIE by Daryl 
CK-101 MAGIC CARPET by Dan & Joe 
CK-100 IT'S NOT FOR ME TO SAY by Joe 
CK-099 TENNESSEE SIX STRING by Daryl 
CK-098 OLD HIPPIE by Bob 
CK-097 WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD by Daryl 
CK-096 YOUR MEMORY WINS AGAIN by Dan 
CK-093 HUMMINGBIRD by Daryl 
HD-125 WHY DO THEY LOOK BETTER by Loren 
HD-124 GLASS HEARTS by John 
HD-123 THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY by Jerry 
HD-122 HELLO TROUBLE by John Kwaiser 
HD-121 RUBBERNECKIN' by Terry Mosier 
PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES 
7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203 	503-285-7431 
Loren Cochran 
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America's Finest Square Dance Resort • 
1991 Weekend (2 Day) Schedule 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS W/E 
Ken Bower (CA), Beryl Main ICO) 
Jerry Haag (TX), Scott Smith (UT) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
EROS] Ray & Bea Dowdy (WV) 
May 31-June 2 
Cecil Sayre (WV) 
Jim Durham (VA) 
Ed Graham (WV) 
[RDS] Charlie & Carolyn 
Hearn (WV) 
June 28-30 
GOOD OLE BOYS 
Sam Bunn (OH), Mike King (OH) 
Keith Zimmerman (OH) 




Gene Record (KY) 
August 23-25 
Frank Holland (NC) 
Wayne Smith (MS) 
Mel Estes (AL) 
Ray Donahoo (TN) 
Roy Hawes (GA) 
Fred McClure (GA) 
[ADS] John & Mary 
Lunn (TN) 
June 7-9 
Sam Dunn (OH) 
[RDS] Dorothy Rosa (OH) 
July 5-7 
Bill Bumgarner (OH) 
EROS] Dick & Gail 
Blaskis (OH) 
August 2-4 
Wayne McDonald (TN) 
[RDS] Dee Smith (TN) 
August 30-September 1 
TO BE 
ANNOUNCED 
Jerry Sleeman (MI) 
Nick Hartley (IN) 
Dick Duckham (MI) 
[RDS] Chuck & Bath 
Jobe (OH) 
June 14-16 
George Shell (VA) 
Bill Claywell (KY) 
No Rounds 
July 12-14 
ROYAL RECORDS W/E 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
[RDS] Jim & Jane Poorman (IL) 
August 9-11 
Berry Vestal (TN) 
[RDS] Ray & Bea 
Dowdy (WV) 
September 6-8 
Bill Stiehl (OH) 




Marguerite Harrell (TX) 
[Rds] Joe Castro 
June 21-23 
Bill Everhart (IN) 
Dave Craw (IN) 
[HOS] Judy Everhart (IN) 
July 19-21 
Phil Kozlowski (IN) 
[RDS) Phil Van Lokeren (OK 
[RDS] Rocky Bolton (OH) 
August 16-18 
Chuck Myers (AL) 
Rick Burnette (Al) 




Jimmy Roberson (NC) 
Barry Echols (NC) 
Bob Price (NC) 




Harold Kelly (GA) 
John Swindle (GA) 




George Lavender (AL) 
Larry Sandefur (GA) 
October 25-27 
Buddy Caulder (NC) 






FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGLISH MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE RETREAT 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE TN 37682 • 615-453-0171 (TN) or 1-800-633-1281 
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Mountain 
n The Heart of the Great Smoky Mountains 
1991 5-Day Schedule 
Burl Summers (FL) 
John Robbins (FL) 
[RDS] Laura Kinstlich (FL) 
April 28, May 5 
FIRST YEAR DANCERS WEEK 
Frank Gatrell (OH) 
Scatty Sharrer (OH) 
May 26-31 
Les Greenwood (Can) 
Lorne Lockrey (Can) 
Lee Schmidt (CA) 





Darryl Lipscomb (TX) 
July 14-19 
Jim Park (MI) 
Randy Dougherty (AZ) 
[RDS] Chuck & Sandy 
Weiss (MI) 
August 11-16 
Ron Schneider (FL) 
Larry Prior (FL) 
[RDS] Larry Prior (FL) 
September 8-13 
Bill Harrison (MD) 
Jimmy Lee (Can) 




Jim Trimble (IL). Jim Logan (IA) 
Jim Cholmondeley (MO) 
Herb Edwards (IL) 
[RDS] Ted & Luella Floden (IA) 
May 5-12 
Wayne McDonald (TN) 
Curl Braflet (IL) 
Craig Rowe (IN) 
June 2-7 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Jerry Haag (TX) 
[RDS] Dan & Linda 
Prosser (PA) 
June 30-July 5 
Frank Gatrell (OH) 
Scotty Sharrer (OH) 
[RDS] Dick & Pat 
Winter (OH) 
July 21-26 
Ramon Marsch (OH) 
Ron Hensel (MI) 
EROS] Bill Hari & 
Helen Lilak (OH) 
August 18-23 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Lem Gravelle (LA) 
[RDS] Marilyn & CLift 
Hicks (MI) 
September 15-20 
Leo Morgan Dumas (MA) 
[RDS] Curt & Tammy 
Warlock (NY) 
October 13-18 
King Caldwell (LA) 
Bailey Campbell (TX) 
George Horn (OK) 
Ernie Haynes (OK) 
Jon Jones (TX) 
May 12-19 
ROUNDS—PHASES III-VI 
Tom & Jan Kannapel (KY) 
Ralph & Joan Collipi (NJ) 
June 9-14 
Tom Allen (MN) 
Dick Reuter (MN) 
Leroy Conrad (MO) 
[RDS] Ray & Gerry 
Belanger (MN) 
July 7-12 
Wade Driver (AZ) 
Tim Marriner (VA) 
Guest Slat Don Heins (GA) 
[RDS] Bill & Betty Lincoln (AK) 
July 28-August 2 
C-1 & C-2 
Ross Howell (TX) 
Bab Gambell (TX) 
Mike Jacobs (VA) 
August 25-30 
Virg Troxell (IN) Chuck Peel (IN) 
John Paul Bresnan (AL) 
[RDS] John & Dimple 
Williford (AL) 
September 22-27 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
[ADS] Jim & Priscilla 
Adcock (VA) 
October 20-25 
Gene Record (KY) 
Dick McPherson (NC) 
Harold Thomas (SC) 
[RDS] Bonnie & Tom 
Tomchik (NC) 
May 19-26 
Darryl McMillan (FL) 
[RDS] Phil & Becky 
Guenthner (KY) 
June 16-21 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Beryl Main (AZ) 




Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX). Larry Letson (TX) 
[RDS] Jim & Jane Puorman (IL) 
August 4-9 
Shane Greer (OK) 
Guy Adams (IL) 
[RDS] Helen & Bill 
Stairwalt (IL) 
September 1-6 
Ken Bower (CA) 
[RDS] Chuck & Voncille 
Murphy (MS) 
September 29-October 4 
ROUNDS WEEK—Phase III-VI 
Barbara & Wayne 
Blackford (FL) 
Frank & Phyl Lehner! (OH) 
October 27-November 1 





stream and Plus calls can be done from 
any position, because these dancers have 
a thorough foundation in the fundamen-
tals of square dancing. 
Hands are taken automatically after 
every call, and the dancers constantly ad-
just to keep the set small. The dancers 
look sharp and precise in doing all calls. 
LEVELS OF ADVANCED DANCING 
Each group of calls in Callerlab is a 
"program," and the degree of difficulty 
within a program is a "level." Many peo-
ple use the terms "Advanced level" or 
"Challenge level," but "level" indicates 
a degree of competence, and merely be-
ing exposed to a list of calls does not in-
dicate competence, it merely indicates 
exposure. 
Within any Callerlab program, there ap-
pear to be three levels: Solid, Average 
and Weak. Here is a description of the 
dancers at each of these levels in the Ad-
vanced program. 
Solid Advanced. These dancers thor-
oughly understand the idea of "all-
position," they "dance by definition," and 
they can usually apply their knowledge to 
any situation. If they encounter an un-
usual situation, they do not panic but 
merely apply the knowledge they have. If 
the square breaks down, they immediate-
ly want to try the same combination of 
figures again. Stacking the calls (five to 
seven consecutive Advanced calls) is no 
problem for these dancers. The Main- 
Average Advanced. These dancers can 
do some all-position, but often have to be 
spoon-fed it by the caller. In an unusual 
situation, the dancers will probably panic 
and not remember anything about call 
definitions. A caller is taking a risk to stack 
more than three Advanced calls in suc-
cession. The dancers can do some APD 
with the Mainstream and Plus calls, but 
will often look ragged in doing so. Hands 
are taken after calls, but the dancers will 
usually not keep their sets small. 
Weak Advanced. Dancers at this level 
have a poor foundation in the basics of 
Mainstream and Plus, which makes learn-
ing Advanced difficult. These dancers 
think because they can do Mainstream 
and Plus from one position, they have a 
solid foundation, so they make no effort 
to work on their knowledge of these pro-
grams. They can do the Advanced calls 
from only one position, and the caller had 
better give five or six simple Mainstream 
and Plus calls after every Advanced call, 
or the floor will break down. 
These dancers rarely take hands, have 
sets which are too large, and generally 
Gerald McWhirter 
NEW RELEASES 
C-204 UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN (Hoedown) 
C-203 STICKS/WONDERFUL (Hoedown) 
C-113 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN 
C-112 THIS OLD WORLD 
C-111 BOBBY MCGEE 
C-110 FOUR IN THE MORNING—Gerald 
C-109 RAGTIME PIANO 
C-202 MOUNTAIN DEWICIMARRON SPECIAL 
Jerry Pash 
HOT Sal IRS 
C-101 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 
C-102 THE PARTY'S OVER 
C-108 I FEEL BETTER 
C-107 KINDLY KEEP IT COUNTRY 
C-104 SUGARTIME 	 GERALD McWHIRTER 
C-303 HONEYCOMB 4021 NW 61st. 
C-106 HONEYMOON FEELING 	OKLAHOMA CITY OK 
C-302 TRUCK DRIVING MAN 73112 
R R o4, 
isCO R co  
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LEE KOPMAN 
NOW AVAILABLE: 
• VIDEO TEACHING TAPES (Advanced, C-1 & C-2 levels) 
• INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES on Reel or Cassette 
For Beginner, Mainstream, Plus, Advanced, C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-3A 
• Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our (5) Two Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists 
Mainstream — Advanced Level — 
C-1 Level — C-2 Level — C-3 Level 
* DANCE TAPES 
For Mainstream, Advanced (A-2), C-1, C-2, C-3, C-3A & C-4 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN, 2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh NY 11793 
look sloppy even in doing calls they think 
they know well. If these dancers en-
counter an unusual situation, they 
dissolve immediately and have no interest 
in trying the figure again. 
There is actually a fourth level—the 
disaster level. These people cannot 
dance anything well at any Callerlab pro-
gram. Unfortunately, after not dancing 
well at Mainstream or Plus for a few years.  
some dancers move on to Advanced, 
thereby increasing the number of calls 
which they cannot do. Perhaps status is 
breaking down at Advanced instead of 
Plus. 
Which level is most prominent? Pro-
bably Average Advanced, although Weak 
Advanced is a close second and Weak 
Advanced dancers are in the majority in 
some areas of the country. 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
RECORD CASES 
	
PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS 
BOOKS, MANUALS DANCE WAX 
DIPLOMAS 
SQUARE DANCE — ROUND DANCE — CLOGGING 
RECORDS 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE—SARAH REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 
	
1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 
	
214/398-7508 





Dewey Lee Glass, originally from 
Chipley and Panama City, Florida, has 
lived in Montgomery since graduating 
from Florida State University with a BS in 
Library Science and MA in Audio-Visual 
Education. Dewey is a World War II Navy 
veteran. He started calling in 1960 as a 
challenge and is known as a dedicated 
promoter of all square dance activities. 
Dewey organized the Ala-Manders S/D 
Club in 1960; it was consolidated with the 
Star Promenaders and renamed the Capi-
tal City Stars, for which he is still the club 
caller. He has been president of the Mont-
gomery Area S/D Association, Inc.; 
Alabama S&R/D Association, Inc. (found-
er and first president); Alabama S/D 
Callers Association, Inc. (founder and first 
president, now first executive secretary); 
and is now president of the Montgomery 
Area S&R/D Callers Association. 
Dewey is not only a square dancer but 
a round dancer and ciogger and promotes 
all these square dance activities. 
A unique fact about Dewey is that he 
has attended every Alabama Jubilee and 
Dixie Jamboree for thirty years. He has 
also attended thirteen National Conven-
tions and eight Callerlab Conventions. In 
1985, he received Callerlab's Quarter 
Century Award. 
Teaching new square dancers is one 
part of the activity Dewey says he enjoys 
most of all. He likes to choreograph most 
of his patter and singing call figures. 
Dewey retired from U.S. Civil Service at 
Air University, Maxwell AFB as an educa-
tion specialist in June, 1977, with 31 years 
of service. He has lived alone since his 
wife Ruth died in 1980 and has one 
daughter and three grandchildren in 
Montgomery. 
WATCH FOR DETAILS COMING SOON 
on the BIG 27th ALOHA CONVENTION FOR 1992 
DATES-CALLERS-TOURS-RATES - BROCHURES COMING 
HOW ABOUT A TRIP OR CRUISE TO THE CARIBBEAN, TO MEXIg)_ 
TO THE CANADIAN ROCKIES, OR THE SOUTH PACIFIC? ‘":r/ 
ASK US! 
UOittliga 2xphess UOUlt Co. 
Toll Free: 800-323-2222 Nationwide/800-521-2346 Calif. 
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ASSOCIATION 
Fla. R/D Cn. (Jan/Feb) 
Fla. R/D Cn. (Mar/Apr) 
Toronto & Dist. (March) 
Vancouver & Dist (Mar) 
ROUNDS 
PHASE II 
Walking & Whistling 
Molly Brown 
Our Day 
The Last Cheater's Waltz 
REPORTS 
Phase III 	 Phase IV 
Jealous Love (Feb/Mar) 
My Cup Runneth Over 
Square (Dave (Patton 
We have the following brands in stock for immediate shipment: 
Authentic 	• 	C & C Originals 	• 	Kwik Sew 
Ruffle Collection 	• 
	
Fann Burrus 
DON AND ROBERTA SPANGLER 
York, Pennsylvania 
The Spanglers have been actively in-
volved in round dancing since 1959. They 
have been the dance cuers for the White 
Rose Squares in York since 1971, and 
were among the original organizers of the 
White Rose Festival which began in 1978. 
They have attended the Manning and Nita 
Smith Institute in Oklahoma, the Round-
a-Rama Institute and Turkey Run Round 
Dance Leaders School in Indiana. 
Don and Roberta are past presidents 
of the Round Dance Teachers Association 
of the Greater Washington, D.C., Area and 
also members of the Susquehanna Valley 
Caller and Cuer Association. They 
regularly cue for three round dance clubs 
and for several square dance clubs in 
Pennsylvania and Maryland. They also 
have a beginners class each year and run 
an intermediate and advanced workshop. 
Don and Roberta have cued rounds at the 
Copecrest Resort in Dillard. Georgia, for 
the last four years. 
Don is employed by Kattcamp Sheet 
Metal Inc. of York and Roberta is a 
homemaker and operator of the Second 
Hand Rose Square Dance Shop. The 
Spanglers also enjoy camping and square 
dancing, and spend the month of March 
in Florida visiting and dancing with 
friends. 
Don and Roberta have three children. 
four grandchildren and two cats. 
ENCLOSE $1.00 FOR CATALOG 
Toub0.e cD Thoductio Ai C. 
ADDRESS 
      
4110 WILLOW RIDGE ROAD. ISD 
DOUGLASVILLE, GA 30t30 
14041 949-3649 
       
C I TY , STATE , Z IP 
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CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 
1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano, TX 75075 
(214) 423-7389 
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ohn Krol- 
czykU 	calls 
for two clubs and 
a four-square ex-
hibition group 
weekly, plus guest 
appearances in 
A ( 	the Houston area. 
,  
He has taught three beginner-
Plus classes for the past five 
cPeoph 
IN THE NEWS 
A rkansas cal-ler J.K. Fan-
cher (shown) 
and Utah caller 
Ralph Rawlin- 
son were involved 
in a two-year 
project with the 
state of Utah and the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints to erect a $300,000 
memorial in southwest Utah to 
honor victims and survivors of 
the Mountain Meadows Massa-
cre. Fancher, a relative of one 
of the captains of the ill-fated 
1857 Arkansas wagon train was 
a speaker at the September 
1990 dedication. The monu-
ment is about 35 miles south-
west of Cedar City and 30 miles 
north of St. George, and is cer-
tainly worth a visit in June. 
F rom Victoria, B.C., caller Jack and Marg Weber 
sent a well-written, three-page 
full color feature in the Horizons 
(Times-Colonist) magazine on 
S/D with the Promenaders. 
Don and Marion Roberts are 
quoted also. 
n page 59 of the Febru-
W ary ASD, the name of Jon 
Jones should have been add-
ed to the Callerlab Board list-
ing. We regret the omission. 
years. Recently, the Houston 
S&RD Council honored John 
and Mary with the 1990 S/D Pro-
moter of the Year Award. 
F ormer Chinook Boys Daryl Clendenin, Joe Saltel 
and Dan Nordbye will be per-
forming together again as the 
headline callers at the 1991 
Colorado State S/D Festival in 
Denver on June 14-15, 1991. 
B inghamton (NY) Press 
and Sun Bulletin 
put the spotlight 
on caller Art 
Cook, 88, orga- 
AI
nizer of the 
Shirts 'n Skirts, 
who called one at the club's 
35th anniversary party, attend-
ed by 215 dancers. (Sent by 
Harold and Carolyn Winter-
steen). 
R ecovering from a heart attack is Minneapolis area 
caller/note service editor, War-
ren Berquam. 
A pache Raindancers of Austin, Texas, hosted two 
special events in 1990 to honor 
40 years of square dance call-
ing by their caller, Harvey 
"Slim" Herrington. Slim and 
his wife, Nell, were treated to 
a potluck dinner in October. A 
special dance was held in De-
cember, so Austin area dancers 
could congratulate them. 
aycross, 
Georgia, 
mayor John Knox 
officially opened 
a special day for 
recovering caller 
Dick Barker and 
his wife, Betty, attended by 450 
friends, including 18 callers and 
five cuers from five states and 
Ontario. Thanks go to Pogo 
Squares, Kountry Kickers, the 
Waycross Journal Herald, Tom 
and Winkle Dowling, and others. 
Newly elected as president 
of the Southern 
Arizona Callers 
and Cuers Assn. 
is Tom Crisp of 
Tucson. Tom cur-
rently calls for 
two clubs and one RV park, 
and conducts six sessions of 
classes. He and his wife, Gina, 
will be on staff in Red River, 
N.M., from June 10-15 and will 
host a two-week German Ba-
varian tour in September, '92. 
R ecording caller for 
Rawhide Rec-
ords, Larry Cole 
of Marion, In-
diana, will be the 
featured caller 
for the 8th an-
nual Heritage 
Weekend Dance, sponsored by 
the Acoro S/D Club in Alpena, 
Michigan, on October 4-6. Host 
club is the Alpena Checker 
Board Mixers. George Ed-
wards and Joe and Grace 
Micketti will cue rounds. Larry 
was also the featured caller for 
the Michigan S/D Leaders 
Assn.'s Christmas Dinner 
Dance held in Flint. 
C aller Bill Peterson (See also ASD, Nov. '90, p. 58) 
says his popular, three-level 
series, three nights a week, 
May through September, is 
starting at the Livonia (Detroit) 
Senior Center. Friday dances 
inlcude top visiting callers. He 
has set up a bus tour to Utah 
in June. The Detroit Observer's 
news article produced more 
than four sets for a new class. 
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NEW CREDIT CARD AVAILABLE 
A new square dance credit card pro-
gram has been initiated by United Square 
Dancers of America. In conjunction with 
MBNA America Bank, one of the largest 
credit card banks in the nation. USDA has 
made the VISA Gold and Classic Cards 
available to square dancers everywhere. 
The Visa Card is an excellent way to 
bring square dancing to the attention of 
the general public and every person who 
handles the card. Funds generated by this 
program will be used to promote square 
dancing and will be shared with affiliate 
organizations. 
Promotion of the Mastercard program 
has been halted. Mastercard applications 
on hand should be destroyed. Dancers 
who hold USDA Mastercards are advised 
that the cards are valid until August 1993 
at which time a decision wil be made 
whether to continue the program. 
The Visa Cards are issued free of an-
nual fee the first year and are available 
to all dancers—square, round, cloggers, 
contra, line or heritage. Call 1-800-847-
7378, ext. 5000 for your card. 
For further information, contact USDA 
credit card chairmen, Joe and Joy Vac-
cari, 227 Hughes St., Ft. Walton Beach 
FL 32548 (904-243-9484). 
CALLERS BUILD THEIR LIBRARY 
The Square and Folk Dance Leaders of 
the Delaware Valley looked over samples 
of the available note services at their 
January meeting in Fort Washington, Pa. 
Buck Fish contacted editors and samples 
from eight services arrived: Notes for 
European Callers, Al Stevens and Rudi 
J.L. 101 "WHITE" MIKE 
$90.00 plus $4.00 Air Post/Ins. 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
90-Minute Home Study Program 
$50.00 plus $4.00 Air Post/Ins. 
1579.00 
THE DIRECTOR by Yak Stack 	PluS UPS 
490 
STANDARD YAK 	 plus 
$
UPS 
CARRYING CASE FOR DIRECTOR Inc PsGt°  
Made from quality black vinyl with a foam-backed lining 
Make checks payable to Carolyn Lasry 
LASRY CALLER SUPPLY 
1513 N. 46 Ave., Hollywood FL 33021 	Phone 305-981-77138 
WE DESIGN CLUB 
1 line "Slim Jim" 
Name only, Regular Size 
Name and Town OR Design 
Name and Town and Design 
Name, Town, Design, Club 
State Shape 
$5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors: Black, white, 
yellow and 
Orders $10.00 or less. 
add 51.00.Orders over 
10.00, add 82.00. 
Thank you  
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Box 847 







Name 	 $3.00 
$3.00 8. Up 







CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 
1 Amp, 1 Speaker 	$99.00 
,ww.. 	 per set 
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i  
/J, ,1'.' .,1,.,i-4 	Gift 
	
..'.....',1 1 Idea 
J & J Manufacturing 	 protection with a 
Golden Strip Shopping Center 
Mauldin, South Carolina 29662 	
professional look 
Phone 1803) 288-4000 	S 8 H Included 
VISA — MC 	Prepayment 	Ck or MO 	Inside Con U S 
0.Loa 	NO SINGLES CLUB 
4.• IN YOUR AREA? 
0 	_ 	Let us help you start a local 
010=, Chapter of Bachelors 'N' 
Bachelorettes International. 
Become affiliated with the largest SINGLES' 
Square Dance Club in the world! Over 50 
Chapters currently and continuing to grow! 
WRITE NOW FOR INFORMATION! 
Bachelors 'N' Bachelorettes International Inc. 
do Roy Northup, International President 
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PROMENADERS .  
Clog & S/1) Shoes 711.r  . *fr-- 1  
Bik & Wht 537.95 	r'' 	. -..--1.,/: Colors $37.95 
Gold & Sil. $39.95 
P&H add 83 50 
	
SOPHIA T'S 	Tel. 919-778-0476 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern NC's Largest Square Dance Shop 
Rt 9, Box 283 • Hwy. 70 East • Goldsboro NC 27534 
CLOGGER for men (black 8 white) 
CLOGGER for women (white only) 
$38.95 
Brochure available—$2.00 (refunded on first order) 
Checks, MasterCard, Visa, American Express 
BLUE CHIP RECORDS 512 
LE PAREE FOXTROT 
(PhaselV) 
Flip Side Cued 
* * * 
EDDIE & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 
Dallas TX 75217-0668 
214-398-7508 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
* * * 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
* * * 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
MARTIN A. HINOTE 
BIRTHSTONE  




14k Gold 	Earrings $95 Pr 
Northview Shopping Center 
235 E. 9 Mile Road 
Pensacola FLK 32534 
(904) 478-3859 
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Pohl, Germany; Callerlink A.C.F., Eric 
Wendell, Australia; Canadian Callers 
Notes, Joe Uebelaker, Canada; Caller's 
Note Service, Southern California Callers 
Assn.; Minnesota Callers Notes, Warren 
Berquam; Mainstream Flow, Texas; The 
New View, Bill Davis and Choreo 
Breakdown, Don Beck. 
These note services provide the caller 
with choreography at the Basic through 
Plus programs. Some also provide new 
figures, advanced choreography, contras, 
community dance program, and rounds. 
They provide teaching tips, tips on adver-
tising and other items of interest to the 
professional caller. 
It was noted that ASD also provides 
several pages of choreography, tips for 
the professional caller, a note service and 
more on the whole square dance activity. 
One item was common in all these ser-
vices, to provide the dancer with good 
choreography at the program he/she is 
dancing. 	 Jim Howatt 
Columbus, New Jersey 
APPALACHIAN FESTIVAL 
The Appalachian Festival, a three-day 
family event that features music, crafts, 
clogging, square dancing, storytelling and 
entertainment typical of traditional moun-
tain life, will be held May 10-12 at Coney 
Island, a 105-year-old picturesque park 
located along the Ohio River on the 
eastern edge of Cincinnati. 
Continuous performances of traditional 
and bluegrass music, clogging and 
square dance demos are features of the 
varied program. 
For more information, write PO Box 
996, Cincinnati OH 45201 or call 606-
431-0416. 
EMPIRE STATE FESTIVAL 
The fourth annual Empire State S&R/D 
Festival held at the Empire State Plaza in 
Albany last October was a smashing suc-
cess! over 1950 dancers from 20 states 
and two provinces enjoyed the dancing. 
The fifth annual Festival will be held in 
Albany on October 11 and 12, 1991. The 
staff includes Don Hanhurst, Gary 
59 
Brown, Jim Purcell, Tom Miller, Cliff 
Austin, Ron and Ree Rumble, John and 
Jean Wilkinson, Chip Woodall and Darl 
Moreland. For information, write Harold N. 
Eck, 53 Harrison Ave., Delmar NY 12054. 
FUZZY NAVEL FESTIVAL 
The Georgia State Singles Assn. of 
S&R Dancers and the Florida State 
Singles Assn. of S&R Dancers have com-
bined their talents and energies to plan 
a joint weekend festival. Because of the 
state symbols of a peach and an orange, 
the weekend is called the Fuzzy Navel 
Festival. 
Suggested several years ago by 
George Szani, this year Buddy Edwards 
volunteered to organize a committee. The 
result is the first Fuzzy Navel Festival to 
be held in Valdosta, Georgia on April 
12-14. Callers will be Joe Fioretti and Bob 
Bennett; Sunni Thomas will cue. Contact 
Jim Neidhart, 407-322-8856, for details. 
UNDER THE BIG TOP IN COLORADO 
"Under the Big Top" is the theme for 
the 1991 Colorado State SID Festival, 
which will feature, for the first time in many 
years, "headline callers." Former Chinook 
Boys Daryl Clendenin, Joe Saltel, Dan 
Nordbye and Bill Helms will call. Join the 
festival on June 14-15 in Denver. For more 
information, contact Sam and Linda Marg-
heim, 11200 E. 22nd Ave., Aurora CO 80010. 
IN MEMORIAM 
Nina Ward of Islington, Ontario, died in 
mid-December. Nina and Charlie Ward 
have been well-known and respected 
round dance leaders worldwide, since 
they traveled to conduct workshops and 
clinics and serve as staff at conventions 
and festivals. Perhaps their most popular 
choreography was Maria Elena. They 
received the Golden Torch Award from the 
Universal RID Council and the Trillium Merit 
Award of the Ontario S&RID Federation. 
Lillian Labahn, wife of caller Marvin 
Labahn of Chicago Ridge, Illinois, passed 
away in January after a lengthy illness. 
Mary and Lillian had been married near-
ly 56 years and have four adult children. 
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The Best In 
s  Square &Round Dance Music 
All Rounds Cued 
TNT271 	PASS ME BY by Mike Trombly 
TNT272 PISTOL PACKING MAMA, Rd by Fran Kropf 
TNT273 	IF I DIDN'T CARE by Pep Mulroy 
TNT274 JUST LOVING YOU (Flip) by Ed Shortman 
TNT275 	WALKING SHOES (Round) by Jack Raye 
TNT275 SEA OF A HEARTBREAK (Rd) Steve Wilhoif 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
1P1001---Dick Leger SS • .75 psi. 
Plastic Record Sleeves Available 
Quantity Discounts for 25 50. 100 8, 1000 
RFD 2 Rt. 7, St. Albans VT 05478, 802-524-9424 
SALE-WINDSOR RECORDS 
490 	
With purchase of 100 records, all dif- 
ferent titles. 45 rpm flip/inst. square 
dance singing calls. Add $8.00 post- 
EACH 	age & handling. Cal. res. add sales tax. 
Postage outside U.S.: $20. 
Enclose check or money order and mail to: 
WAGON WHEEL RECORDS 
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605 
24K Gold-Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P Earrings or Pendant $395 
Roth log only 56.95 
plus $1.00 ship. 5 handling 
(Calif 	res 	add 6% sales taxi 
Earring also available 
with clips 
When ordering specify dress 
celor red. blue or black 
Send check or money order Ic 	
.. 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Boo 4208 
West Hills CA 91308 
SECRETS TO PAIN-FREE FEET 
Are you bothered by bunions or corns? 
Do your heels scream in agony? 
Dr. Daniel Hanculak, a Westlake, Ohio. foot 
specialist has written a 25-page booklet 
SECRETS TO PAIN-FREE FEET 
It tells how to ease foot pain with home 
treatments. For a copy send $7.95 to: 
SOFT TOUCH, Dept. AS 
3276 Center Road, Avon OH 44011 
A- 	or 'rlar^.18r^E,  Annl 11-) 
MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST 
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL 
Square Dance Festival 
August 2 & 3, 1991 
MISSISSIPPI COAST COLISEUM 
Marshall Flippo 	  Friday 
Paul Marcum Saturday 
Richard & JoAnne Lawson 	 Rounds 
Harold Smith, 4502 Kendall Ave., Gulfport MS 39507 
The summer's most exciting 
vacation is here. 
CRUISE THE SCENIC 
NORTHEAST PASSAGE 
French Canada, New England & The Maritimes 
With Chuck and Gail Jaworski 
July 13-20, 1991 
For more information, contact 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL (309)444-8011 
..118 S. Elm Suite 101, Washington IL 61571 
ORIGINAL ROVER BADGES 
CUSTOM ENGRAVING FOR CLUB BADGES 
RHINESTONE BADGES 
LONG-STRING MINI-PURSE (ass't colors) 
BUTTERFLY BELTS 
SID ACCESSORIES — WRITE FOR CATALOG 
A to Z Engraving Co., Inc., Since 1954 
1150 Brown St., Wauconda IL 60084 	312/526-7396 
* 
National Square Dance 
DIRECTORY 
• 10,000 clubs around the world.  
• Directories of festivals & conventions.* 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage) 
$50.00—Life Subscription 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 
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A WORLD OF FUN IN '91 
The 1991 Convention sponsored by the 
Texas State Federation of S&R Dancers 
will be held in Houston's Astroarena and 
Astrohall on June 1. The Texas State 
Callers Assn. Trail End Dance begins the 
fun on Thursday evening. The Houston 
S&R/D Council's Pre-Festival Dance on 
Friday will be led by Houston Area callers 
and cuers. The convention dances on 
Saturday are led by Texas callers and 
cuers. 	Sam & Wilhelmina Andrew 
512-928-0372 
SQUARE DANCING IN SISTER CITIES 
The cities of Riverside, California, and 
Sendai, Japan, have been sister cities 
since 1960. In as many ways as possible, 
they have worked to make people-to-
people connections, including square 
dancing—Rainscross Squares of River-
side and the Greenleaves of Sendai. Just 
days before the 1987 National Convention 
in Houston, the Greenleaves with their 
caller Mac O'Jima paid a visit to Riverside 
and had a backyard potluck and square 
dance. I shared the calling with Mac. Even 
though casual conversation was difficult 
because we knew no Japanese, the dan-
cing was great and the two clubs had a 
marvelous time. 
Then in 1990, Riverside and Sendai 
celebrated 30 years of sister-cityhood, one 
of the oldest and strongest sister city rela-
tionships. They chose to commemorate 
the event by a live-via-satellite TV show. 
Square dancing was involved, with Mac 
and a square of Greenleaves in Japan, 
and me and a square of Raincross in 
California. At first, the Greenleaves 
danced a short bit of patter to Mac's call-
ing, then we all joined in my singing call, 
Forever and Ever, Amen. As far as we 
know, this was the first and only 
simultaneous intercontinental square 
dance ever held. 
Our special relationship with Mac and 
the Greenleaves will continue this sum-
mer as they travel to a festival in Hawaii 
and then to join Raincross at a dance in 




A PASSING STORM 
The skies are clear—the wind is warm, 
Stars do shine—just right for a desert storm. 
From miles away the loved ones wait, 
Many silent prayers go toward Kuwait. 
Some dreams put aside, thoughts of the sands, 
Our flag's in a country, spread no blood on this land. 
A tear from the heart, always on our mind, 
Will our family be reunited, God, please be kind. 
We all stand united in support for the plan, 
Must be a better way to turn a boy into a man. 
Honor and glory to those who against wrong stand, 
Trained in their mission to prove that they can. 
From a shield to protect to a sword to demand, 
To a storm to change their ways, bring peace to the land. 
With hopes and prayers this desert storm will end, 
Short time is spent to bring loved ones home again 
Phil Kozlowski 
Aurora, Indiana 
25th SILVER ANNIVERSARY 
"JUST FOR THE HALIBUT," JOIN US IN 
VALDEZ, ALASKA 	JULY 3, 	S, 0, '31 
Caller: Jon Jones, Arlington, TX 	Cuers: George & Judie McFarlane, Sacramento, CA 
For Information, write: Laura Therriault 
Box 293, Valdez AK 99686 
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Rita's Quiltique 
A Square Dancers Exclusive!! 
SQUARE DANCERS QUILT•TOP KIT includes. 
• 30 pre-cut stamped, white blocks, lo be appliqued 
& embroidered.• 
• 30 pre.cut solid color blocks. 
• Enough solid color fabric for final binding. 
• Patterns for applique pieces. 	 . 14- if . or. 
• Full instructions for appliqued blocks NZ4 015natozill•• 
AND ASSEMBLY.  
• - Use leftover fabric from your dresses. -netiy..* • ;Ira. 
Available in queen/double size only 
Finished size approximately 82 x 102 
Batting & backing NOT INCLUDED 
COLORS 
Pink Pastel Blue Only $39.95 









96 Palace Drive 
Dayton, Ohio 45449 
513.859-3824 
OUSTING TEMPLATES S2.50 




by Frenk & Phyl Lehnert 
WALTZING WITH TAMMY—Roper 133 
Choreography by Jim & Carol Tucker 
Pretty music and a nice, easy waltz. Phase II + 1 
(hover). 
ONE—Special Press 
Choreography by Kanji & Nobako Shibata 
Catchy music and a good high-intermediate mixed 
rhythms routine with syncopation. 
LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART—ESP 016 
Choreography by Jim & Dottie McCord 
A slightly different, easy-plus waltz to a familiar tune. 
Phase II + 1. Cued by Jim. 
RHYTHM'S GONNA GET YOU—ESP 017 
Choreography by Jim & Dottie McCord 
Good music and a nice intermediate cha cha, cued 
by Jim. Phase III + 2. 
FIRST KISS—Grenn 17143 
Choreography by Lester & Barbara Auria 
Good music and a good easy waltz, cued by Lester. 
Phase II. 
THE J.A. STOMP—BeIco 390 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Good music and a good intermediate Iwo-step/single 
swing. cued by Richard. Phase IV. 
TIME OUT—Belco 390 
Choreography by Jack & Aileen Cody 
Good music and a comfortable easy two-step cued by Jack. 
DANCE WITH ME RUMBA—Roper 117 
Choreography by Trosten & Virginia Coiling 
Good music and a good intermediate rumba. Phase 
IV + 1 (open hip twist). 
LOVIN' YOU AGAIN—Tel-886 
Choreography by Bill & May Lawson 
Good music on the flip of Alice Blue Gown and a nice, 
intermediate-plus waltz. Phase IV + 2. 
NON DIMENTICAR—Roper 421 
Choreography by Ron & Ree Rumble 
Good music and a good intermediate rumba using 
mostly basics. Phase III + 1 (alamana). 
THAT'S WHAT I GET—MCA 57-53969 
Choreography by Ed & Carol Stephan 
Good George Strait vocal, / Come to Expect It Of You, 
American Squaredance. April 1991 
and a nice, easy-intermediate, three part two-step. 
Phase III + 1. 
THIS AIN'T MY FIRST RODEO—Col 38-73491 
Choreography by Lloyd & Joyce Goode 
Good Vern Gosden vocal and a good, easy two-step. 
Phase II + 1 with a solo turning box and fishtail. 
RUNAROUND SUE—Collect LDG 2100 
Choreography by Rod & Susan Anderson 
Lively Dion vocal, an interesting intermediate jive with 
a waltz intro. Phase IV + 2 (outside spin, stop & go). 
MERRY WIDOW WALTZ—Grenn 17005 
Choreography by Ruby & Perry Kullman 
Pretty music with a comfortable, easy waltz routine. 
Phase II. 
MICKEY—Grenn 17089 
Choreography by Brian & Sharon Bassett 
A line dance routine to good music. 
DREAMLAND 91—Grenn 14224 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Pretty music and a good easy intermediate with for-
ward and back progressing twinkles. 
PRETTY BABY—CEM 38004 
Choreography by Brian & Sharon Bassett 
Line dance with good music., 
MOONLIGHT WALTZ—Special Press 
Choreography by Jim and Bobbie Childers 
Pretty music with a challenging waltz routine. Phase VI. 
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HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN—Big Mac 113 
Caller: John Eubanks 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys 
run, tag the line right, ferris wheel, centers pass thru, 
touch 1/4 , scoot back, swing corner, promenade.  
TEACH THE WORLD TO SING—Big Mac 114 
Caller: Mac McCullar 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, square thru, square thru 
three more. trade by, star thru, square thru 3/4 , swing 
corner, promenade.  
SUNRISE, SUNSET—Big Mac 117 
Caller: Mac McCullar 
FIGURE: Heads promenade '/2, touch '/4, boys run, 
swing thru, boys run, wheel & deal, right & left thru, 
pass thru, trade by, swing, left allemande, promenade. 
ANOTHER CHANCE— Buckskin 1239 
Caller: Otto Degner 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys 
run, half tag. scoot back, boys run, slide thru, swing 
corner, promenade. 
IT TAKES A WORRIED MAN—Cardinal 4 
Caller: Jerry Routh 
FIGURE: Heads promenade '/2, right and left thru, 
square thru, swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal, 
swing corner, promenade. 
THOSE WERE THE DAYS—ESP 169 
Caller: Elmer Sheffield Jr. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , sides right and left thru. 
square thru, do-sa-do, eight chain four, swing corner, 
promenade. 
BACK TO DONEGAL—Grenn 12239 
Caller: Vern Smith 
No. 39 in the SD Progression Series. FIGURE: Head 
couples forward and back, half square thru, right and 
left thru, dive thru, pass thru, right and left thru, dive 
thru, substitute, sides pass thru, right and left thru, 
dive thru, substitute, heads pass thru, swing corner, 
promenade. 
EMS ENTERPRISES 
4708 SAGUARO DRIVE 
LOUISVILLE, KY 40229 
ILNIS  
1(C0.1011 
ENI-2400 HEARTBREAK MTN by kenbyrWts 
ENI-2401 DON'T CLOSE YOUR EYES by Kenny/Wes 
ENI-2402 HEARTBREAK EXPRESS by KennyAVes 
ENI-2500 SUSPICION by Sonny 
ENI-2600 ONE WOMAN MAN by Tim 
ENI-2700 GOTTEN GOOD AT GOODBYES Dy Cecil 
ENI-2800 I'VE BEEN LOVED BY THE BEST by Denny 
OWNERS 
FILIP 
KENNY JALFrenmEs velp 	TI CARMAN 	Willy CAVES 


















ALL I CAN DO—Rawhide 165 
Caller: Steve Sullivan 
FIGURE: Heads lead right and circle to a line, up and 
back, pass the ocean, swing thru, boys run, wheel and 
deal, square thru 3/4, swing, promenade. 
WHY BABY WHY—Rawhide 166 
Caller; Jerry Johnson 
Background vocals have been carefully placed so they 
PATTER RECORDS 
HEYDAY HOEDOWN—Buckskin 1516 
A flip hoedown with Ken Sierecki calling the Plus pro-
gram on the flip side. 
PRINCESS' 
(Unlined) 
Nylon or Poplin 
$59.95 
ELEGANCE 
"THE PERFECT GIFT" 
Velveteen Coal 
$139.95 
ALL SEASON — ALL OCCASION 
WATER REPELLANT POPLIN AND NYLON 
BASIC COLORS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
SIZES' )(Small thru XXX Large 
PO. Box 9597, Knoxville TN 37920 	615-63771346 
NIA 
t)7etj♦e link* SUN 
whigie End Wady 
CAN'T HAVE NOTHIN.—Lluadrille 876 
Caller: Ken Burke 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys 
run, half tag, scoot back, boys run, slide thru, swing 
corner, promenade. 
COWBOY'S SWEETHEART—Rawhide 163 
Caller: Lee McCormack 
FIGURE: Four ladies chain, heads promenade 1/2, touch 
1/4 , boys run, slide thru, pass the ocean, single hinge, 
scoot back twice, swing, promenade. 
FIRE EYES—Rawhide 164 
Caller: Larry Cole 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , pass the ocean, ex-
tend, girls trade, girls run, tag the line right, chain down 
the line, slide thru, single circle, swing, promenade. 
will support the singing and excite the dancers. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru, do-sa-do corner, swing thru, boys 
run, ferris wheel, right and left thru, square thru 3/4 , 
swing, promenade. 
TURN ME LOOSE—Rawhide 167 
Caller: Stan Cole 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, right hand star, heads star 
left, right and left thru, swing thru, boys run, half tag, 
swing, promenade. 
ANNIE'S SONG—Red Boot Star 1337 
Caller: Don Coy 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , pass the ocean, ex-
tend, swing thru, spin the top, right and left thru, square 
thru 3/4, corner swing. promenade. 
Keep 'em Squared Up with Hi-Hat & Blue Ribbon Dance Records 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON 
HH 5129 SIDE BY SIDE by Ernie Kinney 
BR 258 THERE SHE GOES by Earl West 
BR 259 HONKY TONK BLUES by Dave Parker 
ELK 016 HAPPY TRAILS by Hi-Hat Pioneers (Sing-a-long) 
HH 5128 WHAT'S GOIN' ON IN YOUR WORLD by Tom Perry 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON 
BR 257 ME AND MY SHADOW by Bill Stone 
ELK 015 GHOST RIDERS IN THE SKY by Hi-Hat Pioneers 
HH 5127 	DETOUR by Wayne McDonald 
BR 256 MR SANTA (Sandman) by Burlin Davis 
HH 5126 I LOVE ONLY YOU by Tom Perry 
HH 5125 NOTHING CAN STOP MY LOVING YOU by Dave Abbott 
BR 255 A FOOL SUCH AS I by Jason Dean 
For Sing-a-long Records & ELK (Hi-Hat Pioneer Tapes), contact the producer. 
BRAND NEW HI-HAT PIONEER TAPE (CIMARRON ROLL ON) NOW AVAILABLE. 
ELK RECORDINGS & TAPES AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER 
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises, 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno CA 93726 
Phone 209-227-2764 
We apologize for some numbers being late in being released. It has been something that we cannot control 
HI-4HAT DANCE RECORDS 
Address 
City 	_ _State 	Zip 
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS 
Multi-Size Pattern 
332 Ladies' Square Dance Dress 
12 Pieces 
Square dance dress has fitted bodice with contrast-
ing bodice front gathered onto a midriff. Bodice Back 
is dart-fitted and features a square neckline. The 
gathered, gored skirt has patch pockets and ruffle at 
lower edge. Pre-gathered eyelet and ribbon trim the 
contrasting split, puffed sleeves, bodice front, 
pockets, and skirt ruffle. Bows accent sleeves. 
Multi-Size: 	6-8-10 	12-14-16 	18-20-40 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P.O. Box 170119 
Arlington. Texas 76003 
Pattern #332 	@ S7.00 ea. 	Size(s1 




Add for 	1 Pattern — $1.90 3 Patterns — S3.50 
postage & handling: 2 Patterns — $2.90 4 Patterns — $3.90 
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SHO-GRAND RESORTS 
PRESENT THE 3rd ANNUAL 
GRAND SMOKY SQUARE-UP 
AUGUST 2,3,4, 1991 
	
AUGUST 2,3,4, 1991 
THE RED BOOT BOYS 
Mike Hoose, Mac McCall, Don Williamson, Johnny Jones 
ROUNDS: 
Steve & Jackie Wilhoit 
Tennessee 
2 NIGHTS AT GRAND HOTEL (Up to 4 in rooms) 
	
PACKAGE . 2 dancers in room 
	
$245.80 
4 MEALS PER PERSON 
	
3 dancers in room $292.30 
COMPLETE WEEKEND SQUARE DANCE PACKAGE 
	
4 dancer in room 
	
$338.80 
TICKETS FOR SQUARE DANCING ONLY 
	
Additional non-dancers in room $28.50 
$36.00 PER COUPLE (CONCERT INCLUDED) 
SPECIAL ATTRACTION (SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY) 
LEVEL: MS 	 COUNTRY MUSIC CONCERT 
and announced Plus 	 with Live Music 
No. DANCERS IN ROOM 	  NON-DANCERS 	  
A DEPOSIT OF $100.00 PER COUPLE IS DUE WHEN YOU SEND IN ORDER FORM. 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS  
CITY 	 STATE 	  ZIP 	  PHONE ( ) 	 
Send Check or M.O. with Self-Addressed Long Stamped Envelope to: GRAND SMOKY SQUARE UP 
P.O. Box 177, PIGEON FORGE TN 37863 	Phone (Canada) 615-636-1652—(USA) 1-800-562-0889 
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CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley CA 95470 
Toll free 800-468-6423 
Free Swatches, Flyers 
ROMIE'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon Blvd.  
San Diego CA 92105 
(619) 280.2150 
COLORADO 
S/D RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd.  
Denver CO 80214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW S/D SHOP 
8650 49th St. N 
Pinellas Park FL 34666 
813.541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 60634 
312-589-9220 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WEST. 
112 Depot St.  
Auburn IN 46706 
219-925.3818 or 925-6039 
24-hour Phone Service 
KANSAS 
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP. Inc 
3300 Strong Ave Box 6004 
Kansas City KS66106 (913-262-4240) 
Serving 0 dancers since 1972 
Catalog $100 
B/T SID & WESTERN WEAR 
637 E 47th St. S., Wichita KS 
2 blk W of 1-35 Trnpk. Exit 42 
316-522-6670. Closed Sun/Mon 
All New First Line Apparel 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S S/D SHOPPE 
Rt. 9 Box 997 (318)855-4470 
Lake Charles LA 70611 
Member NASRDS, Visa & MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
207-657-3412 
Catalog $1 Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES S/D & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109 Liberty Rd (301.795-0808) 
Eldersburg MD 21784 
Catalogue Available—$2 




Detroit MI 48209 




4017 Central Ave. NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
505-255-8961 
MINNESOTA 
SKYLINE S/D SHOP 
9 Skyline Dr 507.345-1900 
Mankato MN 56001 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome mail orders,  
NEW YORK 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
8186 Pembroke Dr 
Manlius, NY 13104 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
SKY RANCH WEST & S/D STORE 
109-111 S Main St (315-668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western & S/D Store 
Catalog 51 Credited on 1st Order 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
RI 1 Box 313 (Phone 919.327-3337) 
Sneads Ferry NC 28460 
Mail Services-MasterCard-VISA 
OHIO 
Terri's WESTERN FASHIONS 
(Formerly M & H Western Fashions) 
13002 Lorain Ave 
Cleveland OH 44111 
216-671-5165 or 800 553 9761 
OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Main 
Moore OK 73160-5105 
Apparel 405-799-5602 
Just outside OK City & worth the trip,  
PENNSYLVANIA 
FABIAN'S WESTERN WEAR 
Square Dance Apparel 
18th & Jefferson Sts 
Lewisburg PA 17837 
Phone- 1-717-523-6280 
SWING THRU 
RD 1 Box 428 






Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
CIRCLES & SQUARES INC 
9047 Garland Rd.  
Dallas TX 75218 
214-328-8684 
S/0 Apparel & Monogramming 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone 703-298-8676 
TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR 
KMB ENTERPRISES, INC. 
250 W. Broad St. 
Falls Church VA 22046 
A NEW LINE Or FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available from these Shops 








6.5% Poly/35% CO Me , 
Sam 15 - 171.2 $28.95 
Sues: 18, 19, 20 $33.95 
COLORS: White, Red., Royal Blue, 
Dusty Rose, Black, Brown, Navy, 
Lilac, Yellow, Pink, Peach, Cream, 
Peacock Blue, Grey 
80% Poly/20% Cotton 
Sizes: 15 - 17 1/2 $29.95 
Sizes: 18, 19, 20 $34.95 
Colors: White/White; Cream/Cream; 
Lt Blue/Lt. Blue 
RANGER PANTS 
Banroll Waist 	Snap Pocket 
100% Poly 
COLORS: Burgundy, White, Kelly 
!.1-) 	Green, Tim, Black, Red, Lt. Grey. Med. 
Grey, Royal, Brown, Navy, Dusty Rose, 
Powder Blue, Turquoise 
Sizes Available: 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48 
65% Poly/35% Cotton 
COLORS: White, Grey, Black, 
Navy, Wheat, Brown 
$36.95 ea 
Western Squares, Intl. 
6820 Gravois • St. Louis, MO 63116 
(314) 353-7230 
PETTICOATS 
LIGHT AND FULL NYLON ORGANDY 
This light but firm multi-tiered is a best seller. 
Each tier is headed with a small ruffle 
1601S SO yd. Double Layer $46.95 
(Ad) Length 17" to 21") 
1601 80 yd. Double Layer $46.95 
(Ad). Length 21" to 25") 
COLORS: White, Candy, Pink, Wine, Powder, Royal, 
Navy, Aqua, Kelly, Yellow, Melon, Lilac, Purple, 
Natural, Brown, Red, Black 
Both petticoats have adjustable waists. 
SPARKLING CRYSTAL MAGIC 
This new and sparkling nylon crystaline pet- 
ticoat is both soft and full-bodied. 
Excellent for the traveler. 
1313S SO yd. Double Layer $67.95 
(Adj. Length 17" to 21") 
1313 SO yd. Double Layer $67.95 
(Adj. Length 21" to 25") 
COLORS: White, Lt. Pink, Wine, Powder, Royal, 
Navy, Kelly, Lt. Yellow, Melon, Lilac, Purple, 
Natural, Red, Black 
Special! Limited Time Offer 
FREE Matching Pettipants with Petticoat Purchase 
Beautiful, long wearing with ample ruffles. 
Available in Nylon or Cotton, Sissy or Midi, P-S-M-L-XL 
1.tIrf 117! CHANT 
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BALLROOM SHOE $42.95 
Leather w;/inside heel wedge, arch 
support and flexible split leather 
outsole. Sizes: 7-13M 
Available in White, Black, Taupe 
CHEYENNE 	 849.95 
Full leather upper & lining, square 
dance & casual dress for men. Steel 
shank, cushion insole, crepe outsole 
& heel. Extremely Comfortabk. 
Black, White, Brown & Bone 
M: 7-13 W: 7-13 
For Current Catalog Send $1.00 (Refundable with First Order) 
TO ORDER: State style, color, size and price, send with your name, address, city, state, zip and 
telephone number. Please add $4.00 for shipping and handling. Missouri customers please add 
5.725% sales tax. Foreign shipments please add $6.00 per item. Canada, Hawaii & Alaska residents 
add $3.00 per item. CHARGE PURCHASES: Send card number, name punted on card and 
expiration date of card. 1 0 I-VISA 
VISA and MAgYFRCARD accepted. Allow 3-4 Weeks for Delivery 
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RECORD DEALERS 
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 850712716 (602 993 9932) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mad 8 phone orders 
SPECIALTY RECORDS & SUPPLIES 
PO Box 335 
Largo FL 34649 
882-DANCE(3262) or (813)535-3043 
All Labels amplifiers, needles, etc .  
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
S25 W26319 MacArthur Rd.  
Waukesha WI 53188 (1-800-328.3800) 
SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 687. Ridgewood NJ 97451-0687 
Toll Free- 1-800-445.7398 (U.S. & Canada) 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records 8 Equipment 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N.E. Halsey, Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7623 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
just $22.50 Yr 8 you keep the tapes. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 — 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398-7508) 
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd.  
Denver CO 802214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
CANADA 
THOMASSON SID SPECIALTIES 
121 Barrington Ave 
Winnipeg. Manitoba R2M 2A8 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London E17, England (P5081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 




D-6080 Gross Gerau. W Germany 
BADGES 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: $2.50 plus 50C postage & handling.  
PAULY'S (715-845.3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54402 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd Columbus OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Albuquerque NM 87190 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue—Ph 1-800-352-KAMO 
D & H ENGRAVING 
1820 Jerome Blvd (414-637-4894) 
Racine WI 53403 
Club, Fun & Mini Badges 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main.  
Moore OK 73160-5105 (405-794-5774) 
Mail Order 1-800-669-5774 
Many Times Free Set-up 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck (508) 897-9767 
176 West Acton Rd.  
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample.  
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No.  
Maple Plain MN 55359 
Mainstream through A-2 
DANCE TIME NOTES FOR CALLERS 
Dick Han 219-583-5902 
513 South Bluff St.  
Monticello IN 47960 
Write for Free Sample 
CANADIAN CALLERS NOTES 
Anne & Joe Uebelacker 
RR1 1158 Tara Rd.  
Peterborough, Ontario K9J 6X2 
Basic thru Plus or Adv. thru C-3 
MAINSTREAM FLOW 
For the "Complete" Club Caller 
Rusty Fennell-512-655-8080 
5911 Oak Run, San Antonio TX 78247 
Write or call for complimentary copy. 
TAPE :Eric: 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sam-
ple tape. Palomino S/D Service, S25 W26319 MacArthur Rd.. 
Waukesha WI 53188 (1-800-328-3800). 
FREE! SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/D Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1600 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 — A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 (U.S. & Canada) 
Bill & Peggy Heyman, PO BOX 687 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0887 
Request Sample of Tape Service 
Considerate Caller's Gift 
DOUBLE J SQUARE DANCE SERVICES 
PO BOX 28 	798-289-5590 
Streamwood IL 60107 
ALLEMANDE SHOP RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga YN 37411 
1-800-346-4867 	 1-615-499-5554 
CHOREOGRAPHY SOFTWARE 
S/D CHOREOGRAPHY SOFTWARE FOR IBM-Compatible 
Personal Computers. MS through C-3 Please contact Ron 
Ehrlich. 80 Spinley Ct., Rochester NY 14626. 
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TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught all-position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walkthru & prac-
tice of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls, 
are widely acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes, dance 
tapes & two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to: 
Ed Foote. 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls 
are taught all position for dancers who already know the calls 
from standard position. Numerous walkthrus of the more dif-
ficult calls at each Callerlab program, along with brief samples 
of dancing, and hints for successful dancing. Understanding 
of calls is emphasized. 4 video tapes available: Mainstream, 
Plus, A-1, A-2, each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format. 
Cost: $39.95-1 tape: $59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 
2107 Shunk Ave., Alliance OH 44601. 
BOOKS 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8,00 ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved ter-
minology, mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot. 
tango. cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book and/or records from Frank Lehnert, 
2844, S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE 
CALLS- Book 1, Mainstream; Book 2, Plus program and Al 
& A2. To order: Send $.150 to Pocket Dictionary, PO Box 2223. 
Vernon CT 06066. Specify which book you are ordering. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple system 
for new sight callers. Based on the premise that anyone can 
sight call. Price $7.00. Order from Whitey Aamot, 312 Lilac Ct., 
Waseca MN 56093. 
COLD FEET: How To Get Them Dancing by Kaye Anderson. 
150-page Round Dance reference book for the Beginning 
Dancer. Step-by-step directions for man and woman. 140 
diagrams; 430-item index. $1250 ppd. DANCE ACTION, Dept. 
AS, PO Box 15591, Long Beach CA 90815-9997. 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book 1, Line. Partner & 
Couple dances. Book II, Continues on!, Book III, Photographed 
Turns!; Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book V. Line Dances 
Galore; Book VI. Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottisches; 
Book VII, More Photographed Turns. Order by number. $20 
each includes pstg. & handling. Kelly Gellette. PO Box 43425. 
Las Vegas NV 89116. 
THE CALL'S THE THING-A new booklet that just might be 
the "survival kit" for square dance clubs experiencing finan-
cial or other difficulties that threaten to force them out of ex-
istence. It features a CALL CARD designed for beginners as 
well as veteran dancers to properly describe the execution of 
calls as well as a CALL CARD RACK for flexibly displaying 
the cards for reference at classes or dances. Many other 
features include: TEACHING TAPES-THE SQUARE DANCE 
POSITION GAME-!'COMPUTER" SLIPS FOR FORMING 
SQUARES BY NUMBERS-DIAGRAMMING DECALS-LINE 
DANCE INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES-AND MORE $4.00 plus 
$1.00 post.& hand. Satisfaction guaranteed. Russell L. 
Hookah*, 67 Forest Glen, Rm 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 
POTLUCKS AND PETTICOATS, 336 pages of square dancers' 
favorite recipes AND a full color history of American S/D. Club 
fund raisers-Christmas presents-everyday use! $11.95 plus 
$150 shpg. Quantity discounts. Potlucks and Petticoats, PO 
Box 129, Dillard GA 30537. Credit card orders 404-746-2134. 
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: $15.00; All Movements. 
MINI-BOOK, Basics-Ca $7.00. DIAGRAMMED GUIDE-
Basics & Plus, $7.00 ADVANCED DIAGRAMS: Plus-C2, 
$10.00. Order from Jon Sanborn, 661 Middlefield Rd., 
Salinas CA 93906. Phone: 408-443-0761. 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM ED FOOTE. 
4 books available: Plus. A-1 & A-2 (both in 1 book), C-1. C-2 
Each book diagrams all calls for the indicated program from 
a variety of positions, also includes helpful hints for dancing 
the calls. Books are 81/2 x11 with spiral binding, laser printing 
provides clear sharp images. The most complete diagram 
books for Pius, Advanced & Challenge available today. Cost -
$12.95/book ($13.45 to Canada) includes postage. Order from 
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
SQUARE DANCERS HOSPITALITY TRAVEL GUIDE 
Host ADS due 30 April 1991. See National S/D Directory, page 
19. Info: 301.592-5966, Tom Erline, PO Box 112, Fork MD 21051 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING-A comprehensive 117,414 
word glossary-reference manual for teachers, beginners, ex-
perienced dancers. Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, articles, 
desc. & definitions. Order now $13.50 ppd. Fred Haury, 8810 
La Grima de Oro Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111. 505-298-5050. 
DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS, PO Box 887 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, 1-800-445-7398 US & Canada 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
HOUSTON TX 77248-7309, 713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE DISTRIBUTORS. 9356 Natick Ave. 
Sepulveda CA 91343, 818-891-6622 
S/D PRODUCTS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Five color, eye-catching SEALS on 
all correspondence, checks, etc., are an invitation to square 
dancing. Order from Box 181442, Memphis TN 38181 3 sheets 
(50 each), $1+.25 p&h: 10 sheets, $3+ .75 p&h; 20 sheets, 
$5.00 +$1 p&h; 100 sheets, $17.50 + $2.50 p&h.(1st class). 
Samples on request. (SASE appreciated) 
YAK STACK-Sound Columns for Callers 
Write P.O. Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-0361. 
Phone 203-647-7530 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
$10.00 Per 100 plus $3.50 shipping 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED 
CROSS-STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 
5 patterns each, $5.00 ea. +$1.50 pstg per order State pat-
terns available upon request at $1.50 ea +500 pstg. per order 
Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican 
Trail, Wilmington NC 28409. 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033-E Shary Circle. Concord CA 94518 
Telephone: 415-682-8390 
VIDEOS 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed 
Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video about 90 
min. long. Presentations organized and complete. $4995-one 
tape. $79.95-both tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk 
Ave., Alliance OH 44601 
ASSOCIATIONS 
NATIONAL S/D CAMPERS ASSOCIATION 
Dept. B. PO Box 224, Little Chute WI 54140 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest. 
We offer superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms, swim-
ming pool and a staff that pampers you! Write Copecrest S/D 
Resort. PO Box 129 Dillard GA 30537. or call 404-746-2134 
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Ala Shooks 
bog J.Aay Mowas... 
and 12 issues of 
American Squaredance 
if you sign up now. 
Send your subscription along today-. 
Ona Year at $15 	C Two Years at $25 
Canadians and $1 pw year postage. Overseas subscription 
$25 (total) one year, 545 for two years. 
NAME 	 
ADDRESS 	  
CITY STATE k ZIP 	  
Jon Jones 
givA  
John Saunders Richard 8. 
JoAnne Lawson 
Bill dr Virginia 
Tracy 
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-round 
32 sessions of workshops and party dances per week. Built 
for dancers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD RV 
PARK, 4525 Graham Rd Harlingen TX 78552. (512-423-1170) 
Bring ad for free night and dance.  
MAGAZINES 
APART POINT MAGAZINE, The International Round Dance 
Magazine attuned to the needs of the Round Dancer and 
Leader Cue sheets, articles by "on staff' leaders, "pop" poll, 
and much more. Rates: US $20, Can. $27. Others $27. Send 
to Apart Point, 33369 Tollhouse Rd Tollhouse CA 93667 or 
call 209-841-3728. 
SPECIAL 
WESTERN MONTANA Square 8 Round Dance Vacation, 
June 2-Sept 1. 11 miles south of Missoula Dancing every 
evening. National callers on weekends. No Packages. Camp-
ground among the pines on Lobo Creek. Square 8 Round 
Dance Center, 9955 Highway 12, Lob MT 59847. 406-273-0141. 
PLANNING TO TRAVEL EAST ONTARIO OR WEST 
QUEBEC? Room in furnished family home for short or long 
stay. Parking space for RVs. Stay with square and round 
dancers. Write for more information to The Carringtons. 5073 
Leger St . Pierrefonds. Quebec. Canada H8Z 2H5 
FOR SALE 
RECORD DEALER SELLING OUT STOCK. Over 500 45 RPM 
square dance records with Supreme case (500 record size) 
and dividers. Make offer on entire inventory—all records less 
than 18 months old. Reason for selling, lack of time to devote 
to business and storage space. Write or call Bill or Dee. PO 
Box 1114, DeRidder LA 70634. (318-462.1208). 
MUST SELL 
ENTIRE INVENTORY OF SQUARE DANCE APPAREL 
Will sell to best offer 
Contact August or Norma Delbert 
1506 Bill Nye, Laramie WY 82070. 307-742-4577. 
RETIREMENT YEARS ARE UPON US and we seek to sell 
our record and tape service business. High on the seniority 
list for National Convention and includes 30,000 records in-
cluding squares, rounds, lines and clogging. (800) phone 
number. computerized bookkeeping personalized for the 
business, copy machine and all related books and fixtures. 
Principles only call 414-542-9685. 
K ALOX -Ed-co-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX 
K-1318 ONE MORE TIME, Flip/Inst. by John Saunders 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX - 
K-1317 WHEN YOU'RE SMILING, Flip/Inst. by Jon Jones 
K-1314 THINK IT OVER Flip/Inst. by Bill Harrison 	 Ken CroW 
LONGHORN 	 Elena de Zordo 
RECENT RELEASES 	POPULAR RELEASES STILL AVAILABLE 
LH-138 TWO TIMIN' BLUES 	LH-193 FREEDOM 
LH-144 BALLIN' THE JACK LH-194 FIRE BALL MAIL 
LH-1022 GOODNITE LITTLE GIRL 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO 
B-391A THE LAST BLUES SONG, Two-step by Jim & Arnetta Blocker 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Jim Blocker 
B-391B SMILE AWAY EACH RAINY DAY, Two-step by Carl & Vera Poppe 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Charlie Proctor 
RECENT RELEASE ON BELCO 
B-391 SUGAR & SPICE/HELLO FUN 
NEW ON CROW 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite TX 75150 1.214-270-0616 
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WORKSHOP NOTEBOOKS 
by Bob Perkins 
Advanced (A-1, A-2) 
& Adv. OS—Fourth Edition 
PLUS with MS and 
Plus OS—Second Edition 
Unique, complete diagram 
books with definitions 
Notebooks are current with Callerlab 
Looseleaf bound—can be updated. 
Price: S9. each plus $2.75 pstg. 	Please specify 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM: 	 Pius or Adv. 
ASD, P.O. Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
Callers—Club Leaders 
Have you considered setting up an 
ASD Subscription Dance? It's easy. 
Ask us, Call or write American 
Squaredance Magazine, PO Box 488, 
Huron OH 44839; 419-433-2188. 
Jerry & Sherry Haag, Cheyenne, Wyoming 	June 20, 21, 22, 	Bill & Martha Burk, Shreveport, Louisiana 
PLUS LEVEL DANCING 
For more Information, Cola 
'FOOTS RICHARDSON 
Winter: 1710 Neptune Dr. 
Clinton OK 73601 
(405)323-5888 
Summer: PA. Box 213 
Red Hitter 




Dance Season 1991: May 24 through September 29 
QueST 
Quarterly Selection Tips 
A Callertab Quarterly Selection diagrammed and 
explained for the dancer's benefit 
CUT THE DIAMOND 
The Plus Quarterly Selection for the 
period beginning February 1 is cut the dia-
mond. The author is unknown. 
STARTING FORMATION: Any diamond. 
ACTION: Centers will diamond circulate, 
points slide together and trade. 
From normal right-hand diamonds (boys 
centers), points slide together, centers 





-4 • 	.0, 




in right-hand two-faced lines. 
Facing diamonds end in waves. 
TIMING: 4 
The current Plus Quarterly Selections are 
cut the diamond and star track. 
EXAMPLES: 
Heads lead right, veer left, ladies hinge 
Diamond circulate, cut the diamond, 1/2 tag 
Single hinge, right and left grand... 
Singing Call: Heads lead right and circle 
To a line, rock forward and back, touch 1/4 
Coordinate, 3/4 tag the line, ladies face right 
Diamond circulate, cut the diamond 
Girls fold and swing, promenade... 
SUMMER 1991—Red River Community House 
18th ANNUAL TRAIL END FESTIVAL 





The most comprehensive book ever written 
on extemporaneous calling. 
140 fully-illustrated pages crammed with information to help you improve 
your calling — or learn from scratch! 
• TWO-COUPLE CALLING 
Fun for your dancers, and a great way to 
improve your formation awareness 
• RETURN-TO-HOME GET-OUTS 
Surprise your dancers with this new 
and popular way to resolve 
• UNSYMMETRIC CALLING 
The ultimate in APD for your experienced 
dancers -- using familiar calls 
• EXERCISES FOR HOME STUDY 
They get you ready to really use all the 
techniques the book teaches! 
All for only $1695 
plus postage: $1 US: S5 overseas 
Other services from BILL DAVIS: 
The BIG 5 - Square Dance Dictionary and Manual. Definitions of all CALLERLAB calls thru C-2. 
Diagrams, Tables, and other features. $9" plus. postage: $1 US, $3 overseas. 
Comprehensive Note Services for Callers and Dancers - All new calls defined. MS, Plus, 
Al, and A2 calls featured. Bi-monthly. Callers $1395; Dancers $695'per cal. yr. 20th year 
Software (Formulas) for Advanced, Cl, and C-2. Works with Callers Angels. Supplied 
on 5.25 inch diskette for IBM compatibles. Each set $15; $42 for all three. 
Order all of the above from: 
Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087-3821 (408)736 5624 
• RESOLVING 
Shows you how to get your corner 
quickly every time 
• FORMATION AWARENESS 
Always know what to call next —
with good flow and without pausing 
• SNAPSHOT GET-OUTS 
Resolve faster from lots of set-ups. 
Keep dancers guessing without breaking 
• PROGRAMMING 
Eases at-dance worry about 
what to call next 
21st ANNUAL THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO 
SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL 
July 18. 19. 20. 1991 
Caller: Tim Crawford of Stoney Creek. Ontario 
INFORMATION: Alf Gill. 407 Markland Street 
Thunder Bay. Ontario. Canada P78 2J2 
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$120.00 (Save $19.00) 
Style TR-91 
What a beauty-just in time to brighten 
your Spring wardrobe! The attractive 
ribbon lace trim on the bell sleeves and 
neckline gives this dress a distinctive look. 
The tulip-dip full circle skirt swings you 
into Spring like the petals of a fresh Easter 
tulip! Fashioned in beautiful colorations 
with matching colors in our featured nylon 
organdy petticoat. Matching Scarf Tie in-
cluded. Washable, easy care 6515 poly-
cotton broadcloth. 
Sizes: 6-20. 
Colors: New refreshing Raspberry with 
Pink; Spring Aqua with White: or Brillant 
Navy with Lt. Blue. 







Featuring: Style M-592 
A perfect match our 60 yard double skirt 
petticoat of ultratex nylon organdy. A 
delightful full look that lasts and lasts. With 
exclusive length-and waist adjustable top. 
Sizes: PS-ML. 
Colors: New Raspberry. Aqua, Nave or 
White are perfectly matched color,  
our "Spring Tulip" fashion. (Also aya... 
in all other colors.) 
Style M-592 	 $49.00 
Matching poly cotton pettipants Rasp 
berry. Aqua. Navy or White (or any other 
color). 
Sizes: S- M.L.XL 












Send with order: 
Style. Color, Size and Price. Your Name, 
Address. City. State and Zip. For Charge: 
Card Number and Expiration Date. 
Add $5 50 for postage & handling $6 50 for Air 
Mail. Check, Visa and MasterCard accepted 
• Please allow 3.4 weeks for delivery. 
• 4=1  71•4 Send $3 50 for a copy of our New Square Dance Apparel Catalog. 
Will be refunded with your first order. 
• 
"The Best Little Square Dance Store Around" 	 • 
250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046 • 
• (703) 534-7273 	 • 
• • • 	• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 	• • •  
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FOR CALLERS & CUERS 
Walt Cole's Three TIMING/ 
MUSICICHOREO SCHOOLS 
Hannibal, Missouri—May 24-28 
Rapid City, SD—July 21-25 
New & Experienced Callers 
The first step to good calling" 
NEW R/D TEACHERS 
Hannibal, Missouri—May 20-24 
Cueing—Rhythms—Teaching 
Walt Cole, 944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 	801-392-9078 
MIDWEST CALLERS SCHOOL 
Promenade Hall 
Auburn, Indiana 
for new/newer callers 
June 16-21, 1991 
(Just before Nat'l Convention) 
Stan Burdick, Don Taylor 
Don Taylor, Promenade Hall 
112 Depot St, Auburn IN 46706 




July 17-21, 1991 
Stan Burdick & guest staff 
For 1-5 year callers only 
Complete Choreo 
Fundamentals 
Write Stan Burdick 
P.O. Box 488, Huron OH 44839 




August 11-15, 	1991 
Emphasis on Choreography, 
Sight Calling, Stage Presence, 
Programming, Voice, 
Workshopping 
Limit 8 for max. pers. attention 
New (6 mos.) & Experienced 
Write Ed Foote, 140 McCand- 
less Dr. Wexford PA 15090 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
August 23-24-25, 1991 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
Write for Information to: 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 
Fremont NE 68025 
402-721-4925 
SUPER SCHOOL—WEST 
Bally's Hotel, Reno, Nevada 
August 18-23, 1991 
Herb Egender, Bill Peters 
John Kaltenthaler, Jim Mayo 
Full Curriculum Tailored 
To Individual Needs 
Write: Bill Peters 
PO Box 10692 
Zephyr Cove NV 89448 
NORTHWEST CALLER COLLEGE 
at the beautiful Square & 
Round Dance Center, and 
Campground, Lolo, Montana 
July 8-11, 1991 
Daryl Clendenin 
John Kaltenthaler 
Make the College A Part 
of a SID Vacation 
Write: 9955 Hwy 12 
Lolo MT 59847 
HOLIDAY OF HARTLAND 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
Heartland, Michigan 
July 7-8-9-10, 1991 
Dick Bayer 
Limited to 12 Callers 
Minimum 3 years experience 
Emphasis on choreo 
Dick Bayer 	313-632-5170 
PO Box 91 




April 21.26, 1991 
Staff: Gary Shoemake 
& Stan Burdick 
2 Levels of Training 
Experienced & New Callers 
Write English Mountain 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
Sevierville TN 37862 
1-8 00-63 3-12 81 (Not in TN) 
EAST TEXAS CALLERS SCHOOL 
Fin & Feather Resort 
Hemphill, Texas 
August 25-30, 1991 
Staff: Wayne Morvent 
Stan Burdick 
For 0-5 Yrs 	Experience 
Write W. Morvent 
HC52, Box 344 
Hemphill TX 75948 
SOUTHERN CALLERS COLLEGE 
Riverside Hotel 
Gatlinburg Tennessee 
September 2-6, 1991 
Staff: Don Williamson 
Stan Burdick 
FOR 2-YR-PLUS CALLERS 
Tuition: $200 plus lodging 
Full Callerlab curriculum taught. 
Don Williamson, Rt. 8, College 
Hills, Greeneville TN 37743 
SQUARE DANCE CALLERS 
SEMINAR FOR NEW 
& EXPERIENCED CALLERS 
November 29, 30 & 
December 1, 1991 
Staff. Jerry Hell 
Write Jerry Hell 
510 Stanley Ave. 
Cincinnati OH 45226 
513-321-6776 
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A CLUB IS BORN 
`We Could Have Danced All Morning is 
the tune sung by the newly formed Mid-
Morning Twirlers. Already a member of 
the South Carolina Federation, they boast 
55 members. Mostly made up of retirees 
who can dance in the morning, the club 
meets every Wednesday at the Felix Davis 
Community Center in North Charleston. 
The dancers can be seen arriving in the 
rich buttery light of the morning sun, park-
ing their cars under the sturdy oaks that 
shaded the circle long before the road 
was paved. The lush greenery and tiny  
squirrels are sometimes being seen for 
the first time. Many evening dances are 
held at the Center when dancers swish 
by hurriedly to reach the lighted building. 
The building has been completely 
renovated and the sun glints through the 
new tall glass doors onto the hardwood 
floors, causing them to sparkle. 
Carol and Jack Mattox are the organi-
zers and Jack is the caller. The dancers 
swing, sway and glide to Jack's rhyth-
mical calling like professional skaters on 
ice. 
Once a month the dancers visit and 
dance at local nursing homes, making 
sure to talk with patients between tips. 
The clubs fills a need, too, for those 
retirees living away from their families. 
After each dance, everyone is invited to 
a local restaurant for a dutch-treat dinner. 
A close family feeling prevails. 
Rose E. Dukes 
Ed. Note; We think more clubs in other 
areas ought to wake up to square dancing. 
SHO-GRAND CALLERS SCHOOLS—May 26-30 & July 28-August 1, Gatlinburg, TN; July 7-12, Las Vegas 
Customized Individual Package: $498, includes tuition and room for 5 nights for couple & partner 
Staff: Don Williamson, Tennessee: Johnny Jomes, Nevada 	Phone Toll Free: 1-800-562-0809 
NO. TEXAS CALLERS COLLEGE 9th ANNUAL ROUND A RAMA 16TH ANNUAL TURKEY RUN 
Friendship Hall, Rockwall, TX INST. FOR RID TEACHERS ROUND DANCE 
Close Individual Supervision Hagerstown, Maryland LEADERS SCHOOL 
For 0-3 Year Callers designed to improve teaching techniques Turkey Run State Park 
June 9-14; July 1-6; Aug. 11-17 Aug. 3-7, Teacher Training Marshall, Inidana 
Staff TD. Brown & Guests Aug. 8-11, Tech.—Phase IV,V,VI July 21-26, 	1991 	Phases I-II-ill 
Choreo Management, Sight vs Staff: Bill & Carol Goss, CA July 26-28, 1991 Phases III-IV 
Modules. Mental Image, Memory Iry & Betty Easterday, MD Staff: Betty & Clancy Mueller 
Registration Limited Write: Betty & Clancy Mueller 
Write T.D. Brown, PO Box 940 Contact: Easterdays 310 E. Methodist Dr. 
Rockwall TX 75087 524 Gordon Cir., Hagerstown Franklin IN 46131 
214-771-9701 MD 21740 	301-733-0960 (317) 736-1157 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION COLORADO CALLERS COLLEGE FONTANA DAM, NO. CAROLINA 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING INST. FT. COLLINS, COLORADO November 24-30, 1991 
Canyon City, Colorado July 29-Aug. 1, 1991 Plus optional Weekend Festival 
July 8-13. 	1991 This college is designed for i 
Staff: Calvin Campbell, Don callers with 3 years experience For new & newer callers 
Armstrong, Bill Litchman or more Staff: Tex Brownlee 
Dena & Elwyn Fresh Staff. John Kwaiser Stan Burdick 
Teaching Methods for Squares Jerry Junck 
Contras, Rounds, Folk Full Family Resort Complex 
Calvin & Judy Campbell Write: John Kwaiser 
343 Turf Lane 526 W 47th, Loveland CO Write Fontana Dam Resort 
Castle Rock CO 80104 80538 	(303)667-3440 Fontana Dam NC 28733 
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7v ,  
BILL BUMGARNER MAC LETSON 
so- 	• 
DREW SCEARCE GEORGE SHELL 
BUDDY GILLESPIE TIMMY WELLS 













Order IN-form X-4 from 
ASD, 50e one copy 
QS DEFINITIONS 
& DIAGRAMS 
Order IN-form J-6 from 
ASD 500 one copy 
PWS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
(Anything) and roll 








b. and anything 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle 
Load the boat 
Peel family 
a. Peel off 
b. Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
	
Teacup chain 
Spin chain and exchange 3/. tag the line 
the gears 
	 Track two 
Spin chain the gears 
	
Trade the wave 
ASD PULSE POLL 	ASD 
EXPERIMENTALS Not a Callerlab program 
Caution: Not recommend-
ed for dancers prior to 
Plus program activity. 
EXPERIMENTALS 
1. Teacup stroll 
2. Quarterback sneak 
3. Trickle thru 
(Priority order) 
LOU MAC & MAR-LET RECORDS 
PO Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 	205-383-7585 
NEW ON LOU-MAC: 
LM-181 OPERATOR OPERATOR—Bill Bumgarner 
LM-180 WHITE SPORT COAT—Harry Lackey 
LM-178 RUNAWAY—Fatback Green 
LM-177 WISH I COULD SEE YOU—Tom Roper 
LM-176 COWBOY RIDES AWAY—Mac Letson 
LM-175 HANGIN' AROUND—Randy Dougherty 
LM-174 GIVE IT YOUR BEST—Mac Letson 
LM-173 FIDDLIN' MAN—Randy Dougherty 
LM-172 LEAN ON ME—Tom Roper 






MAR-525 ALL OF ME by Drew Scearce 
MAR-524 YOUR SIXTEEN by Buddy Gillespie 
MAR-523 YOUNG WIDOW BROWN—George Shell 
MAR-522 BAYOU BOYS Tommy Wells 
MAR-521 VENUS IN BLUE JEANS—Robert Townsend 
MAR-520 DESERT ROSE—Don Wood 
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Round Dance 
C.{ 
   
   
   
PHASE I & II 
1. All Shook Up 
2. Edilweiss 
3. Salty Two-Step 
4. King of the Road 
PHASE Ill 
1. Moments of Magic 
2. Axel F 
3. Twistin' the Night Away 
4. Die Lorelei 
PHASE IV 
1. Manuela 
2. Rainbow Connection IV 
3. September Foxtrot 
PHASE V & VI 
1. Let Me Show You How 
2. Mambo 5 
Callerlab ROO: 
Anniversary Waltz 
MOST POPULAR DANCES voted and en-
joyed by 240 National Carousel Clubs 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
1. September Foxtrot )Slotsve) 
2. Hands Up Cha (Barton -Christmas) 
3. The Old House (Lamber1y/Morales) 
4. Almost There (Childers) 
5. One (Shibata) 
6. London By Night (Goss) 
7. It's Cha Cha cha (Childers) 
8. Let Me Show You How (Slater) 
9. Rock adn Roll Shoes (Macuci) 
10. All I Ask Of You (McGee) 
11. Tequila (Rather) 
12. Just Another Woman In Love 
(Anderson) 
13. All I Do (Moore) 
14. Hopeless (Barton-Christmas) 
15. Rock and Roll Forever (Shibata) 
16 The Wonder of You (Easterday) 
Reundalab R00: 
Phase III-Watermelon Cha 
Phase IV-Under the Bridges of Paris 
Phase 	Cha Cha Cha  
1990-91 ROUNDALAB 
CLASSIC LIST 
PHASES I & II 
Hush 
Bufty 
A Taste of the Wind 
Jacalyn's Waltz 
Baby 0•Mine 
Piano Roll Waltz 
Houston 
All Night 




Little White Moon 








That Happy Feeling 
Apres L'Entriente 
Halleluiah 
Third Man Theme 
Lisbon Antigua 
In the Arms of Love 
Games Lovers Play 
Three A M 
Sheik of Araby 
Beautiful River 
PHASE IV 
Pop Goes the Movies 




Send Her roses 
Til Tomorrow 
Hooked on Swing 
Lary Sugarloot 
Dance 











Tag Jtmbini  
P-700 Nylon Ruffles 
119 Allen Street 




Send $1.0o for Catalog 
Refunded on First Order 
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon 
"horse hair" bouffant. This is not only a very 
durable but beautiful garment. Heavy elastic 
waistline is double stitched for comfort and 
long wear. 
Colors: 	Purple/Purple Ruffle 
Black/Black Ruffle 
White/White Ruffle 
Hot Pink/Hot Pink Ruffle 
White/Multi-colored Ruffle 
Pink, Blue & Yellow 
White/Multi-colored Ruffle 
Red, White, Navy 
Red/Red Ruffle 








Sizes: 	Small, Medium & Large 
Length: 19" 21" 23" 
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CALLER LINE-UP 
These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call Them. ' 
HIGH 
LEVEL 
NOT A DANCER, BUT 
THIS BABY CAN 
CERTAINLY CROSS TRAILS 
WITH YOU WHEN YOU JOIN US 
FOR OUR UNFORGETTABLE 
KENYA SAFARI THIS FALL... 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St.  
Huron OH 44839 
The Meandering Man  
Bill Barr (203-934-2653) 
427 Campbell Ave Box 352 
West Haven Cr 06516 
Have a Train Nite 
With "Railroad Bill" 
Traveling Weekends 
Jim -Who" Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
Florissant MO 63033 
(314)741.7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd.  
Louisville KY 40228 
(502)239-1956 
Calling Full-Time  
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd.  
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling is timing 
The basis of timing is music 
YOUR AD COULD FILL THIS SPACE. 
ASK FOR DETAILS! 
COME WITH US TO AFRICA—Sept. 23-Oct. 5, 1991 
Square dancers and non-dancers—It's a once-in-a-lifetime adventure! 
Best hotels! See the big game "at home in the wild" before it is too late' 
Ask for color brochure, details... 
Last few openings available now—Limit 20, almost full. 
Your Personal Hosts 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
With Native Safari Guides 
ASD TOURS (with Continental Squares) 
PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
Phone 419-433-2188 or 5043 (Bus. Hrs.) 
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2012 Warren Ct. 
N. Augusta, SC 29841 
(803) 279-3687 
CALL US TOLL FREE! 
1-800-476-2008 








Please sena with order size, color, your name, address, and telephone 
number. For charge purchases, send charge card number, name prided 
on card and expiration date. For freight, please add $4.00. S.C. custom-
ers, add 5% sales tax. 
Spring is here! Sen-
sational patchwork 
skirt - duco dot, ging-
ham & broadcloth color 
corrdinated with white eye-
let. The square neck bodice & 
3/4 sleeves are in broadcloth w/ 
lace edging. Novelty belt & buckle. 
Washable. 
Sizes: 6-20 
Colors: Lilac, Aqua 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
BASIC,p MAINSTREAM and PLUS 
PROGRAM VIDEOS approved! Callerlab 
Broadcasi (Val, 
video tapes Filmed 




(Callerlab sequence 5167) 
Odls.co S ud<1 S1O Specify 
• Payable in U S Dollars 	 '39" 	'49" Check or MO only 
	
-Re Ili Bon Inc 	Add S3 50 postage and handling • N.J.res. add 7% sales lax 
MMlMIMIMMMNllMMHMIMMIMMMNMMMilMMBMMMMMNBIII••- 
Please specify ' 1 BASIC 	MAINSTREAM 	PLUS : VHS 	BETA 
Mail check or money order to 
SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS 
A Division of Tra Bien, Inc, 
PO. Box 1350. Maplewood. NJ 07040 






I Address 	 






Featuring BETSY GOTTA. 
Caller. 27 years Member 
Board of Governors 
Callerlab 
PLUS 
(27 movements) T 7 






Box 23 4- 
1  1\ 490 
281 
Catalog $1.50 	Hamlin, Texas 79520 
plus 50V postage & handling 
owUNITED SQUARES OF AMERICA 
(A Travel Club for Square Dancers) 
United Squares of America was organized three years 
ago to provide outstanding square dance travel 
adventures. Our organization consists of professional 
travel consultants, professional callers and cuers from 
both the US and Canada, regional group leaders....and 
now we've added a video department so you can relive 
your trip for years to come. 
All of this at a price much lower than you can probably 
get in your home town ...and we always dance at least 
In addition to great service, everyone on our trips 
receives free gifts, which to date have included travel 
cameras, tote bags, badges, pins, dangles and t-shirts. 
twice a day! 
This year we have 2 square dance cruises planned. 
Come be a part of United Squares of America. When 
it comes to square dance travel adventures.... 
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the YAK STACK & the DIRECTOR 
SOUND COLUMNS 
Imitated But Never Duplicated! 
tra 
Call or write today:: 
YAK STACK 
P.O. Box 361 
Tolland CT 06084-0361 
203-647-7530 
• Light-weight, durable 
• Eliminates sound problems 
in bad halls. 
• The choice of professionals 
• A full line 
of Quality Accessories 
YAK 
A 
Imagine dancing on a glass-enclosed deck in front of an 
ALASKA 
Space filling 
very  qui icklyt 
ice blue glacier in Glacier Bay National Park! The 
scenery's incredible and NOW there's a ship that can 
accommodate a group of our size with enough enclosed 
dancing space and the quality of food and service you've 
come to expect from United Squares of America....bald 
eagles, puffin birds, humpback whales & totem poles. 
Hope you can come! 
August 10, 1991 
7-day Alaska Cruise....from $1249 
SOUTH AMERICA 
Our 3rd Annual Caribbean Cruise will take us for 10 
DAYS to South America with stops in St. Thomas, 
Martinique, Curacao, Grenada & Caracas,Venezuela. 
We'll dance all the way down and back! 
February 6, 1991, 10 day cruise...from $1699 
including free air from US & Canada! 
Give us a call at: 
1-800-279-1425 
Ask about Caller/Leader Incentives! 
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ylEAG LE 
RECORDS (s. ; 
JIM "WHO" CHOLMONDELEY 
314-741-7799 
VIRG TROXELL 	JIM 
219-255-5467 
EAGLE ENTERPRISES 








11220 W. Florissant St. Ste 169 
GOLDEN EAGLE:
F10nssant MO 63033 	Phone 314-741-7799 
GE 0001 	ABILENE BY Gary Shoemake 
GE 0002 WALK ON by Jim Cholmondeley 
GE 0003 	DO YOU REMEMBER ME by Jim Logan 
GE 0004 TRAVEL ON by Chuck Peel 




EAG 2203 	SUGAR TOWN by Herb 
EAG 2402 TIE YOUR DREAMS by Walt 
EAG 2601 	LOOKING OUT MY BACK DOOR by Jim T. 
EAG 2702 YOU MAKE THE MAGIC IN ME by Chuck 
EAG 2703 	TRAVEL ON by Chuck 
EAG 2801 SEA OF A HEARTBREAK by Virg 
JIM TRIBLE 	EAG 1001 	GOLDEN EAGLE/EAGLE HASH (Hoedown) 	 CHUCK PEEL 
618.664-1588 EAG H102 HOT STUFF/STEEL (Hoedown/Tradiational) 219-665.5095 
GRAND SMOKY SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
PRESENTS 
THREE SPECIAL WEEKS OF DANCING 
AT THE 
RIVERSIDE LODGE, GATLINBURG, TENNESSEE 
JUNE 2-6, 1991 	COUNTRY TWO—STEP & WALTZ 
FOR DANCERS AND INSTRUCTORS 
Instructors: Tom and Judy Jones, Knoxville, Tennessee 
JULY 21-25, 1991 	INTRO TO CHALLENGE WEEK 
DANCE A-2 AND LEARN C-1 
Caller/Instructor: Don Williamson, Tennessee 
SEPT. 15-19 	1991 BEGINNERS ROUND DANCING 
Country Two-step, Waltz, Contra and Line Dances 
Instructor: Don & Mildred Williamson, Tennessee 
Write: 	GRAND SMOKY, 	Box 	177, 	Pigeon 	Forge TN 37863 	PHONE TOLLFREE: 
1-800-562-0809 
Ask for Full Schedule (20 weeks-16 weekends) 
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DISC-COUNT 
Recently Released Records 
Now Available 
Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 1-800-445-7398 
Why Not Tonight. Troy Ray 	 Desert 44 
Why Baby Why, Jerry Johnson 	Rawhide 166 
Annie's Song, Don Coy 	Red Boot Star 1337 
Redneck, White Sox, Jerry Thole 	 Ocean 32 
Stargazer. Mike lavarone 	 Silver Sounds 127 
I Want To Be Back Home in Nashville, 
Lars Goeran Boergel 	 Snow 102 
Why Don't You Love Me, Mark Castracane Sil, Sds. 128 
Holding the Family Together, Ron Everhart Mountain 83 
Sunrise. Sunset. Mac McCullar 	Big Mac 117 
Ten Penny Hoedown, Patter, Ray Taylor 	Rawhide 517 
Detour. Wayne McDonald 	 Hi-Hat 5127 
Can't Have Nothin', Ken Burke 	Quadrille 876 
Basin Street Blues, Don McWhirter 	Sq. Dance 214 
Put Yourself In My Shoes. 
Wayne Morvent 
	
Rockin M 101 
It Takes A Worried Man, Jerry Routh 
	
Cardinal 4 
Mariana. Johnnie Wykott 
	
Blue Star 2398 
Rubber Dolly/Carnival (Patter) 
	
Rockin' M 001 
Travel On. Chuck Peel 
	
Eagle 2703 
Mr. Blue, Alvin Richard Rockin' M 201 
Those Were the Days. Red Bates 
	
Silver Sounds 129 
AnnGene 
Petticoat Kits 
Easy to finish: You simply sew 
the side seam and insert the elastic 
for a perfect fit. 
Available in Two Petticoat Styles 
with sweeps from 40 to 120 Yards. 
Priced from $17.95 to $40.95 
For a free Brochure, call toll-free 
1-800-437-2650 
SEWING SPECIALTIES 
7429 4th Ave. So. 
Richfield MN 55423 
LEGACY X MEETS IN MILWAUKEE 
The biennial meeting of LEGACY will 
be held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, May 
16-19, 1991. The theme for LEGACY X will 
be "Square Dancing Rockets Into the 
90's" 
Square dancing will soar to new heights 
in the 90's and LEGACY would like to be 
the rocket fuel that propels square danc-
ing to these new heights. 
Trustees will be attending LEGACY X 
from all over the United States and other 
countries to meet together, share ex-
periences and take back to their square 
dance clubs and associations news of 
square dancing throughout the world. 
Members and guests representing major 
square dance organizations will be pre-
sent to input data and add to the discus-
sions. 
Special reports will be made on the 
LEGACY Census, BMI/ASCAP licensing, 
and the several biennial projects within 
LEGACY—a revised Leadership Manual, 
the Club Leadership Journal, an 800 
number for square dance info. The at-
tendees will enjoy a tour of Milwaukee and 
a dance that reflects the theme. 
LEGACY is open to those who have 
served in leadership capacities in square 
dancing for three or more years. For more 
information, contact Al and Vera 
Schreiner, executive secretaries, 1100 
Revere Dr., Oconomowoc WI 53066. 
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
S ome neat stuff comes from Notes for European Callers by Al Stevens and 
Rudi Pohl this time, starting with some 
very good tips on "How To Handle Your 
Friend, the Microphone," followed by this 
good choreo strategy: 
"If you are looking for a way to have the 
men lead in to a dixie style to a wave, try 
this: From facing couples, have them pass 
thru and wheel around, then half sashay. 
Now that you have them sashayed, have 
them merely pass thru and wheel around, 
men lead, go dixie style to an ocean wave. 
Not only do we strengthen the use of 
wheel around, but we also find a very 
smo-o-o-oth way of having the men lead 
into dixie style to an ocean wave! Another 
way is to have couples pass thru and 
wheel around, half sashay, pass thru, part-
ner trade and girls lead, reverse the flut-
ter, men lead dixie style to an ocean wave. 
As you can see, this way would strengthen 
the use of having girls lead for a reverse 
flutterwheel as well as the boys leading 
into the dixie style wave." 
W 
e always gain new insights from 
The New View by Bill Davis. One 
advantage of this service, as Bill says, that 
it is a "...medium...for airing of [new] 
ideas," although he cautions that the ser-
vice is for your "perusal and evaluation" 
and TNV is not in an "advocacy role." 
Beyond that, this time he has an excellent 
discussion of T-bone formations by Mike 
Jacobs. Another full page is devoted to a 
"BMI/ASCAP Update" which concludes 
this way: "For now, our view is that, all 
things considered, the performer licens-
ing idea is appropriate, fair, and a good 
answer for all,...[and] in the best interests 
of square dancing." 
L ots of interesting ideas come from Callerlink A.C.F. by Eric Wendell this 
time. First, there's the oft-quoted "Ten 
Commandments of Square Dancing." 
Then we find a letter from Al Stevens, 
chairman of the Overseas Advisory Com-
mittee of Callerlab. (Editorial Note: We 
agree with him that the level pyramid is 
properly composed in Europe with 198 
MS clubs out of 241, but we don't agree 
that dancers (rather than callers) run the 
majority of local S/D programs in the U.S. 
See the ASD cover story this issue.) 
.{JUST RELEASED 
STAND BY ME SD 012 
(SINGING CALL) 
STILL AVAILABLE: 








JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES • P.O BOX 3055 • YUBA CITY, CA 95992-3055 • 1916) 673-1120 
American Squaredance, April 1991 
There's also a "Dancing Tips" article by 
the Bausches lifted from ASD. We like the 
offset boxes choreo plus Kenyon's quarter-
back sneak. Smythe's "Negotiation Cy-
cle" is interesting. "The First Tip," by 
Stevens and Pohl, is funny. Retiring caller 
Jack Murphy of Victoria has a farewell 
speech in whcih he compares himself "to 
Stan Burdick of the U.S.A., who've both 
called in 12 countries." (Incidentally, Stan 
has called in 15 countries, plus all U.S. 
states and nine provinces of Canada, he 
blushingly admits.) 
R usty and Kay Fennell in their  Main-stream Flow say some pertinent 
things about callers working together on 
a singing call, a subject not often dis-
cussed. Quick excerpts: 
• Decide ahead who'll do the melody, 
who'll do the harmony. 
• Practice ahead, if possible. 
• Alternate on figures. 
• Have two mikes. 
• Two on one musical line often sound 
bad. 
• Practice yourself with records, tapes, 
pop tunes on the radio. 
D  robably any caller can learn more 
about what various basics do and 
how to use them. T&D Notes from On-
tario gives us a little insight about fan the 
top along with other material: 
Fan the top will convert... 
...an eight chain thru to a tidal wave. 
...a tidal wave formation or facing lines for-
mation to parallel waves. 
...a static square to a 1/4 tag formation. 
Fan the top, right and left thru will convert... 
...an eight chain thru to a line of four. 
...a tidal wave or facing line formation to 
an eight chain thru 
...a static square to a starting double pass 
thru formation. 
H ow about some good trade the wave stuff? Warren Berquam slips it to us 
in his Minnesota Callers Notes: 
1 
32ND INTERNATIONAL 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE `Alva!' 
CONVENTION 
JUNE 6 - 7 - 8, 1991 
RUSHMORE PLAZA CIVIC CENTER • RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA 
GF.NER Al. CHAIRPERSONS: 	REGIS FRATION CHAIRPERSONS: 	PUBLIC! I V l'IlAIRPERSONS: 
1418 Eva Woolley 	 Darlot 8 Doris Curtis 
Rae 9131 	 201 N Plait SI 
119.11Lity, South Dakota 57709 
49,05) 342 7920 
	 Rapid City. South Dakota 57702 
(6051 342 1952 
Rey 8 Lois Andetton 
4110 Brooletide 
Rapid City. South Dakota 57702 
16051 3.43 3410 
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Complete line of Quality 	_ 
mcima 1-proDutin 
    
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 1 





9 SKYLINE DR. 
MANKATO MN 56001 SQUARE DANCE PRODUCTS 
Zero line: Right and left thru, ladies lead 
Dixie style to a wave, boys trade, single hinge 
Trade the wave, scoot back, boys run 
Reverse flutter wheel, pass the ocean 
Girls trade, single hinge, face right 
Right and left grand... 
Zero line: Right and left thru, ladies lead 
Dixie style to a wave, boys hinge 
Very centers trade, boys trade the wave 
Boys hinge, couples circulate, ferris wheel 
Centers pass thru, make a wave, girls trade 
Ferris recycle, zoom, centers square thru 3A3 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: Right and left thru, ladies lead 
Dixie style to a wave, trade the wave, roll 
Double pass thru, girls trade, pass thru 
Trade by, touch 1/4 , right and left grand... 
Joe Ubelacker in his Canadian Caller Note Service has a nice article on 
body flow in which he says, "...if people 
would dance, almost nothing would be 
poor flow." Dancers too often rush and 
poor flow results. Even a direct reversal 
of direction is not always bad. In round 
dancing, what about scissors or hitch six? 
Move the feet in a constant pattern almost 
like a boxer. Thus dancing in various 
directions can become smooth. (We've 
paraphrased; excellent point.) 
BMIIASCAP UPDATE 
Now that April is here, we trust all club 
sponsors are arranging or have arranged 
licensing for classes, dances and 
workshops, or their callers and cuers are 
members of Callerlab and Roundalab, 
respectively. Control and possible fines for 
music use are now in effect in the U.S.A. 
Check again, p. 91, February ASD for 
details. Large events, state and national 
conventions must have separately 
arranged licensing with BMI/ASCAR 
FIRST CALLER SCHOOL 
First-of-the-season caller school is com-
ing this month (April 21) at English Moun-
tain Retreat in Sevierville, Tennessee. 
Gary Shoemake and Stan Burdick are on 





YR 101 BOOGIE HOEDOWN 
YR 102 POPPS HOEDOWN 
YR 201 LIVING IN THE PROMSIED LAND 
YR 301 BOOGIE & BEETHOVEN 
YR 302 LET A GOOD ONE GET AWAY 
El SQUARE COMMUNICATIONS CO. PO BOX 175, MIDDLETOWN IA 52638 
TOM MANNING 
319-752-4205 
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oa, Creative 
Choreography 




NOTE: Novis Franklin of Morton, Illinois, 
brought to our attention that the definition for 
linear tag should read single hinge instead of 
simply hinge. Thanks, Novis. 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM 
RUN FAMILY 
(Boys, Girls, Ends, Centers, Cross) 
Starting Formation: Any two-dancer formation 
in which the directed dancer has a shoulder 
directly adjacent to the other dancer. 
General Rule: The directed (active) dancer 
moves forward in a semi-circle (1800) around 
an adjacent (inactive) dancer to end in the ad-
jacent dancer's starting position. Meanwhile 
the inactive dancer, who may be facing in any 
direction, adjusts by stepping (without chang-
ing facing direction) into the vacated starting 
position of the active dancer. 
The active dancer doing the run has re-
versed his original facing direction. If the direc-
tion to run is not specified (right or left) and if 
the active dancer has an inactive dancer on 
each side, then centers run around ends and 
ends run around centers. Runs from an alamo 
circle are to the right unless otherwise directed. 
a. Boys 	c. Ends 
b. Girls d. Centers 
The directed (active) dancers run around the 
inactive dancers using the General Rule. 
e. Cross 
Starting Formation: Line, two-faced line, wave. 
Each of the two directed (active) dancers, 
who must both be center or both be ends, run 
into the spot vacated by the farthest inactive 
dancer. If the inactive dancers are centers, they 
side-step to become ends; if they are ends, they 
side-step to become centers. When the active 
dancers are both facing in the same direction, 
they first cross with each other (right-hand 
dancer in front of the left-hand dancer per the 
Crosssing Rule) and then run into the vacated 
spot on the far side. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, pass thru 
Boys run, centers trade, swing thru, boys run 
Partner trade. left allemande... 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Pass thru, ends run, all single hinge 
Centers run, ends star thru, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, girls run left, centers trade 
Left swing thru, boys run left, star thru 
Partner trade, pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Pass thru, centers run, all single hinge 
Ends run, star thru, zoom and square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, girls run 
Wheel and deal, veer right, boys run, girls run 
Wheel and deal, dive thru, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, touch 1/4 , centers run 
New centers trade, wheel and deal, touch 1/4 
Boys trade, boys run, wheel and deal, dive thru 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, pass thru 
Centers cross run, all single hinge, ends run 
Star thru. zoom and square thru 3/4 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, right and left thru 
Swing thru, boys cross run, girls run 
Boys trade, wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway 
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Swing thru, boys run, pass thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, touch 1/4, ends run 
Centers trade, wheel and deal, touch 1/4 
Girls trade, boys run, wheel and deal 
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, pass thru 
Ends cross run, all single hinge 
Centers run, star thru 
Partner trade, centers square thru 3/4 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, touch 1/4 
Centers cross run, single hinge 
Centers cross run, boys run, pass thru 





SPLIT TRIANGLE PROGRESSION 
by Tommy Thompson 
For use in singing calls to add variety. Call any 
figure which results in all men having their opp-
posites at home; next call a corner figure; then 
another opposite lady figure; finally call a right-
hand lady figure. 
This is variation #1. If we follow the path of 
the #1 lady, these are the four variations: 
1. 3. 
2. 4. 
SPIN CHAIN AND SCOOT THRU 
From parallel waves: ends and adjacent cen-
ters arm-turn 1/2, centers cast 3/4 , outfacing 
ends circulate (one), infacing ends step forward 
and join the very centers (in the wave) to form 
a four-hand star. This star turns 1/2; the (2) 
dancers who joined the star step forward to 
become ends of parallel waves as the centers 
cast 3/4 to become centers of the final parallel 
waves. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads square thru four, spin chain & scoot thru 
Boys run, couples circulate, girls trade 
Bend the line, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, spin chain and scoot thru 
Swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel 
Dixie grand, left allemande... 
Four ladies chain 3/4, four ladies chain across 
Heads flutter wheel, star thru, pass thru 
Spin chain and scoot thru, right & left grand... 
Heads half square thru, split two, go round 
To a line, pass the ocean, spin chain & scoot thru 
Recycle, pass thru, trade by, pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Spin chain and scoot thru, spin chain thru 
Girls circulate, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, spin chain and scoot thru 
Boys run, ferris wheel, dixie grand 
Left allemande... 
 
Heads square thru four, spin chain and 
Exchange the gears, centers trade 
Spin chain and scoot thru, boys run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, slide thru 
Right and left thru, dixie style to a wave 
Boys trade, left swing thru, spin chain and 
Scoot thru, extend, left allemande... 
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SCOOT BACK 
Heads pass the ocean, scoot back, extend 
Centers in, cast off 3/4 , star thru 
Partner trade, left allemande... 
Heads promenade half, lead right, swing thru 
Scoot back, girls scoot back, swing thru 
Right and left grand... 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Touch 1/4 , circulate, boys scoot back 
All scoot back, all circulate, boys run 
Centers pass thru, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, touch 1/4 
Centers scoot back, boys trade 
Centers scoot back, girls trade, slide thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Scoot back, recycle, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys scoot back, swing thru, girls scoot back 
Recycle, star thru, pass thru, wheel & deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, boys circulate, girls scoot back 
Tag the line right, girls circulate 
Boys scoot back, girls run, recycle 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, girls scoot back 
All single hinge, centers scoot back 
Girls trade, centers scoot back, girls trade 
Spin the top, right and left grand... 
American Squaredance Magazine's 
choreography section features original 
material submitted to the editor. New ideas 
are presented each month. Mail creative 
material to Ed Fraidenburg, American 
Squaredance, PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839. 
To send a tax, call 419-433-5643 and wait for 
the tone. 
STAY BUSY 
by Ed Fraidenburg 
From parallel waves: wave ends hourglass cir-
culate as wave centers single hinge; center four 
(in the diamond) flip the diamond as the re-
maining dancers pass thru, move on to the next 
and star thru. Ends in a 1/4 or 1/4 tag formation. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads square thru lour, ocean wave, stay busy 
Extend, same sexes trade, swing thru 
Right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, stay busy, extend 
Recycle (zero box), left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Ladies trade, stay busy, extend, scoot back 
Right and left grand... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, stay busy 
Trade by, swing thru, girls trade, pass the ocean 
Stay busy, ping pong circulate, recycle 
Pass thru, pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads half square thru, ocean wave, stay busy 
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and do-sa-do, ocean wave 
Stay busy, ping pong circulate, recyle 
Sweep '/4, you have stirred the bucket... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, swing thru 
Spin the top, stay busy, extend, recycle 
Square thru 3/4 , trade by, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch V4, coordinate, boys run, boys trade 
Swing thru, stay busy, recycle, dixie grand 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, swing thru, spin the top 
Stay busy, extend, recycle, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, slide thru, dixie style 
To a wave, stay busy, center boys cross run 
Extend, recycle, square thru 1/4 , trade by 
Left allemande... 
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P.S.: MS/QS 
by Walt Cole 
TIMING'S THE THING 
INTRO: 	 : Heads promenade half 
— — — — 	 : In middle rt & left thru 
— — Square thru 
— — — — 
Swing thru — — 	— — Boys run 
Girls trade — — : Tag the line — — 
Girls turn back, crn swing : — — Promenade 
— — — — 	 — — — — 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER:  
Zero box: Swing thru, boys trade, boys circulate 
Boys run, bend the line...zero line 
Zero box: Right and left thru, veer lett 
Couples circulate, chain down the line 
Star thru, pass thru, trade by...zero box 
Dixie style: 
Zero line: Square thru 3/4 , courtesy turn 
Dixie style to an ocean wave, boys cross run 
Recycle, sweep 1/4 ...zero line 
Zero line: Right and left thru, dixie style 
To an ocean wave, boys cross run, single hinge 
Scoot back, boys run...zero line 
Zero line: Right and left thru, dixie style 
To an ocean wave, boys trade, boys cross run 
Girls trade, recycle, sweep 1/4 ...zero line 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
Gnats! 
Static square; Heads rollaway half sashay 
Box the gnat, crosstrail thru, left allemande... 
Static square: Heads pass thru, U-turn back 
Box the gnat, square thru, right and left thru 
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Static square: Heads box the gnat, pull by 
Separate and go around one to a line 
Star thru, dive thru, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: Centers box the gnat, right & Left thru 
Flutter wheel, sweep 1/4 , ends star thru 
Double pass thru, lead couple California twirl 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Basics: 
Zero box (wave): All eight circulate, boys run 
Boys trade, boys run, swing thru, boys run 
Bend the line, right and left thru, star thru 
Dive thru, pass thru, left allemande... 
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Chain down the line: 
Zero box: Right and left thru, veer left 
Couples circulate, chain down the line 
Flutter wheel, sweep 1/4 , square thru 3/4 
Trade by, zero box... 
Zero line: Pass the ocean, girls trade 
Recycle, veer left, couples circulate 
Chain down the line, dixie style to an 
Ocean wave, boys cross run, boys circulate 
Girls trade, recycle...zero box 
Zero box: Slide thru, right and left thru 
Dixie style to an ocean wave, boys trade 
Left swing thru, chain down the line, star thru 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 ..zero box 
Zero line: Right and left thru, dixie style to an 
Ocean wave, boys circulate, left swing thru 
Girls circulate, chain down the line, flutter wheel 
Sweep 1/4 , swing thru, turn thru, left allemande 
Zero line: Slide thru, swing thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, chain down the line 
Dixie style to an ocean wave, girls circulate 
Boys trade, left swing thru, chain down the line 
Pass the ocean, girls trade, recycle 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 ...zero box 
Partner trade: 
Zero box: Swing thru, boys run, tag the line left 
Couples circulate, partner trade, girls trade 
Bend the line, right and left thru, star thru 
Pass thru, trade by...zero box 
Zero box: Right and left thru, veer left 
Couples circulate, partner trade, boys trade 
Boys run, all eight circulate, boys run 
Boys trade, boys run, recycle, left allemande... 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Pass thru, tag the line right, couples circulate 
Boys partner trade, lines forward and back 
Touch 1/4 , boys run, centers pass thru 
All pass thru, left allemande... 
Static square: Heads star thru 
All double pass thru, centers in, cast oft 3/4 
Pass thru, girls partner trade, ferris wheel 
Girls pass thru, touch 1/4 , boys trade, boys run 
Bend the line, right and left thru, slide thru 
Zero box 
Easy does it! 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in, girls partner trade 
Couples circulate, bend the line, star thru 
Cloverleaf, zoom, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande... 
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CALLING TIPS, Continued 
dance somewhere else, maybe a big 
festival. Decision time. Right here past 
decisions may help or hinder you. What 
are your relations with the club like? If you 
talk to them, will they gladly let you take 
the other booking? Even though they say 
"go ahead," do they really feel good about 
this or will they hold it against you? Deci-
sion time again. 
A dancer comes up to you at a dance 
and says, "Come on, let the hammer 
down." Do you? Did you discuss it with 
the club officers? Do you know the crowd 
well enough to know if this dancer is in 
the majority or the minority? Decision time. 
A dancers says, "We can't hear back 
here." Your wife says, "I danced out there 
and you can hear fine." Decision time. 
Suggestion: Don't ignore such comments. 
Say, "Thank you, I'll try to remedy that." 
Move your speaker a bit, raise it a bit, 
even if just a wee bit. It is not wise to make 
light of any suggestions, even if you don't 
like it or believe it. This falls in the realm 
of public relations. 
The clothes you wear are also subject 
to judgment. Too flashy and some will 
laugh. Too plain and some will think less 
of you. If you wear clothes not considered 
square dance attire, you will be criticized. 
Too much, too little. Decision time. 
Tell a joke, don't tell jokes, what kind, 
when? Judgment is needed. Personally I 
like a quick, clean joke every so often, but 
not between numbers. Tell it before the tip, 
not in the middle of it. 
All these decisions, big and small, will 
determine your success. The caller who 
wants to be a club caller had better be us-
ing good judgment or his term will be 
short. The caller on the road who does not 
call regular club dances has a bit more 
leeway, but even he had better pay atten-
tion or bookings will be fewer. If I were to 
offer suggestions, they would be: Follow 
the Golden Rule, and be a friend if you 
wish to have friends. Don't think that 
because you have the microphone and 
you are the entertainer, that you are wiser. 
Many very wise and intelligent people are 
out there on the dance floor. 





Fancy Square and Round Dance 
Made Better! Looks Better! 
Fits Better! None Better! 
A RAINBOW OF COLORS 	 WHOLESALE AND 
TWINKLE FABRIC & LAME GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
WRITE FOR PRICES AND COLOR SAMPLES 




State _  
co  D 	 Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery 
by:orator, OM 
Postage $300 each 
S600 oulsde USA 
Add Sales Tax m Texas 
Check Enclosed S  
Vets/Mastercard p 
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with 12 contrasting pleats 






ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE 1991 CLASSICS 
FUN LEVEL 	 CLUB LEVEL 
1. A Beautiful Time-Dollar/Gilbreath 	 1. White Sport Coat-Lefeavers 
2. Jacalyn's Waltz-Wilhoit 	 2. Adios-Norman 
3. Street Fair-Merola 	 3. Die Lorelei-Bendewald 
4. New York, New York-Cooper 
5. Hush (Croft/DeZordo) 
6 Piano Roll Waltz-Green 
7. Deja Vu-Eddins 
8. Fireman Two-step -Eddins 
9. Devil Woman-Raybuck 
10. Bully-Metzger 
11. Houston-Smith 
12. Sunbeam Two-step-Lange 
13. Sam's Song-Kammerer 
14. Little White Moon-Wilder 
15. Good 01' Girls-Eddins 
4. Primrose Lane-Wilder 
5. Biloxi Lady-Eddins 
6. Woodchoppers' Ball-Lawson 
7. Games That Lovers Play-Wolcott 
8. Distant Drums-Foxcroft 
9. 'Til Tomorrow -Palmquist 
10. Begin the Beguine-Wolcott 
HIGHER LEVEL 
1. Gazpacho Cha-Lawson 
2. Tampa Jive-Macuci 
3. Hawaiian Wedding Song-Lovelace 
4. Rainbow Foxtrot-Blackford 
5. Para Esto-Roberts 
New classics for 1991 are: Bufty, Deja Vu, Devil Woman, Fireman Two-step. Para Esto, Sam's Song, Sunbeam 
Two-step. New All-Time Classics for 1991 are: Begin the Beguine, Primrose Lane, Street Fair 
Another award presented by Round Dancer is the Best of the Top Ten. 
1. Moments of Magic-CroftideZordo 	 6. Salty Two-Step-Raye/Sweet Gypsy Rose-Bosley 
2. Twistin' The Night Away-Rumble 7. Sea of Heartbreak-Wilhoit 
3. Manuela-Rumble 
	
8. My Blue Heaven-Floden 
4. Rock and Roll Shoes-Macuci 
	
9. Calendar Girl-Rotscheid/Night Train-Lawson 
5. Edelweiss-Kullman 
	
10. Candy Kisses-McCreary/King of the Road-McD -Cohen 
SHIRLEY'S NEWEST SQUARE DANCE PATTERN PIECES 
Elastic Waist 
SKIRTS 
1-Size-fits-all 	$4 95 + $1.50 
pstg. 
6 Gat 	&Gore with 
RulMa 
Includes all 7 skirt styles shown 
and Peasant Blouse pattern, tool 
Shirley's Patterns are also 
available at your local SID Shop. 
Square Dance MAIL ORDER CATALOG R 
Contains newest S/D patterns; plus apparel including 
skirts, blouses, shirts, petticoats, pettipants and... 
Beginner Discount specials! 	SALE PAGE! 
Send 5110 refunded on 1st 510.00 order 
SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE 
	i Route 9-D Box 423 Dept B 
Hughsonville, NY 12537 
Telephone (914) 297-8504 
CLUB OFFICERS: To introduce your new CLASS MEMBERS to our Catalog, we will send you 
12 FREE copies if you'll send $1.00 to help defray postage costs. Limit - 12 free copies per class. 
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Joyce N. Davis 
703-362-6233 
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by Mary Jenkins 
Book 
Nook 
DBD AND TOUGH PLUS 
Compiled by Stan Burdick 
	
In the Foreword, Stan warns the callers to use 
	
dancers who had a solid foundation in the basics 
the material sparingly. It will be good for work- and had danced many "miles" to many different 
shop sessions, for sharp dancing groups, for 
	
callers. "What shall I call?" asked Ed. "Anything 
"cellar" groups and for any groups who "seem you want to call—you call it, we'll dance it," I 
to know it all." 
	
answered with great confidence. Ed said he called 
If dancers have learned the definition and the 
	
things that night he had never dreamed of call- 
proper way to execute a call. DBD will be no pro- ing before! Maybe some of that material is in 
blem and will be fun to do. 	 this book! 
Perhaps callers would like to tape their call- 
	Those of you who do not know what DBD is, 
ing of some of this Tough Plus and then dance don't worry about it—you're not ready for it! 
to the tape. 	 Callers and teachers—this book is worth far 
Many years ago, Ed Fraidenburg came to call 
	
more than $5. Order now. you'll be g'ad you did! 
a dance in our basement at Mockingbird Hill in Order from ASD Magazine, PO Box 488, 
Minerva. We had four squares of experienced 
	
Huron OH 44839. S5. plus S2.75 p&h. 
American Squareckence, Apni ,991 
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MESQUITE SHIRTS—$28.00 Each 
Sizes 14-171/2, 65% poly/35% Cotton 



















RANGER PANTS—$35.00 Each 
10000e poly—Unfinished Length 
Sizes Available, 28.2930,31.32,33 
34.35,36.37.38,40 42 44 
Sizes 46.48-54000  
Colors Available 
Yellow Tan 	Burgundy 
Red 	Black Dusty Rose 
Olive Taupe Ok. Royal 
Royal Green Lt. Grey 
Ginger Brown Ok Grey 
White Navy Powder Blue 
SHIRT SIZE CHART 






GATEWAY Si D ENTERPRISES 
9040 Manchester Rd., Brentwood MO 63144 
314/963-1220 
NA TONAL uSSOC2A T10,4 
Oi 80lJ ARE I ROUND 
0 Nr.E SuMjiau 
PETTICOATS 
MEMBER 
LIGHT AND FULL NYLON ORGANDY 
This light but firm multi-tiered has been our best seller 
Each tier is headed with a small ruffle 
1601S 80yd. Double Layer $47.00 
(Ad) Length 17" to 21") 
1601 80yd. Double Layer $47.00 
(Ad). Length 21" to 25") 
COLORS' white, pink. hot pink, wine. powder. royal, navy, aqua. 
kelly, yellow. melon. Iliac purple natural, brown. red, black 
Both petticoats have adiustable waists. 
SPARKLING CRYSTAL MAGIC 
This new and sparkling nylon crystaline petticoat is both 
soft and full-bodied Excellent for the traveler 
13135 80yd. Double Layer $68.00 
(Adj. Length 17" to 21") 
1313 80yd. Double Layer $68.00 
(Ad). Length 21" to 25") 
COLORS white, candy pink, It pink, dusty rose, wine powder. 
royal, navy, aqua, kelly, It yellow, yellow gold. melon, lilac. 
Purple. natural. red, black, plum. orange. ruse, Ora blue 
PETTIPANTS TO MATCH 
You will be very satisfied with these long wearing pettipants with ample ruffles. Available in Petite, Small. Medium. 
Large & Extra Large in both cotton and nylon. At the same price. 
TENNIS BRIEFS (NYLON ONLY), SISSY & MIDI—S9.95 
COLORS: White. It pink (nylon only), hot pink (cotton only), candy pink (nylon only), wine. powder, royal. navy, aqua. Kelly, 
yellow, melon, lilac. purple. natural, brown, red. black, pastel-multi. red/black. whiteJgold. white/Silver, black/silver 
Send check or money order and include ship/handling at $3.00 for each petticoat and $1.50 for each 
pair of pettipants. Canada. Hawaii, Alaska residents add $3. extra per item. Other foreign countries, 
add $6.00 extra per item. Missouri residents add 5.925% sales tax. 
ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS DELIVERY. 	 WE NOW ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD 
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER OR 
A 	
USE MASTERCARD, VISA OR DISCOVER 
GATEWAY S/D ENTERPRISES 	Include $2.00 Ship/Hand for One Item * 9040 Manchester, St. Louis MO 63144 	 Add $t 00 for each Additional Item a % 314-963-1220 	 MO residents add 5.92.5% Sales Tax 
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ENCORE, Continued 
turn toward commitment and cooperation 
so that we can and will continue to make 
square dancing the most enjoyable activi-
ty that has ever been created. 
"Square dancing should and must be 
an 'expression of joy,— writes Jon Jones, 
chairman of the Callerlab Board of 
Governors. 
In "Challenge Chatter,' a letter from 
M&M, the nickname of a Japanese 
graduate student at Ohio State Universi-
ty, reads in part: 
"In Japan I could go to every dance 
without a partner because almost all clubs 
in Japan functioned like single dancers 
club in the U.S.A. In the U.S.A. it was 
always my problem to find advanced or 
challenge dance partner until I came to 
know Tom [Tarleton], the resident caller of 
the Back 40 Campground, Rushsylvania, 
Ohio, who kindly invited me to dance. 
What impressed me most was such kind 
and warm people among the squares. I 
want to express my thanks to all of you  
who make my life in the U.S.A. so great 
and wonderful. I hope I see you again 
some day, somewhere in the square." 
The Callerlab Quarterly Selection for 
Mainstream dancers, beginning April 1, 
1981, is release recycle, written by Dick 
Kenyon. 
"I am a caller's wife, a round dance 
teacher, and as a housewife I clean the 
house, cook meals, wash clothes, iron 
and write this darn article. Then someone 
will ask —, 'Does — work?' and he says 
'No:" 
COMEBACK FOR FONTANA 
New management and new program-
ming are creating a comeback for Fon-
tana Village at Fontana Dam, N.C. For 
many years, just the word Fontana (almost 
synonymous with square dancing) elicited 
pleasant memories for thousands. Check 
out the Fontana ad, this issue. 
EXPERIENCED, WELL-QUALIFIED 
CALLER-INSTRUCTORS 
FOR YOUR CALLER SCHOOL OR CLINIC 
HAROLD BAUSCH 
	
2120 Jaynes, Fremont NE 68025 402-721-4925 
DICK BAYER 
	
9099 Parshallville Rd Fenton MI 48430 313-629-2706 
T.D. BROWN 
	
PO Box 940, Rockwall TX 75087 214-771-9701 
STAN BURDICK 
	
216 Williams St., Huron OH 44839 419-433-2188 
WALT COLE 
	
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 801-392-9078 
ED FOOTE 
	
140 McCandless Dr., Wexford PA 15090 412-935-2734 
MAL MINSHALL 
	
1316 Quince, Sidney NE 69162 308-254-4809 
WAYNE MORVENTToledo Bd Lk, HC 52 Bx 344, Hemphill TX 75948 409-579-4150 
DON TAYLOR Promenade Hall, 1212 Depot St., Auburn IN 46706 219-925-3818 
TOM TRAINOR 
	
12809 Seville Dr., Sun City West AZ 85375 602-584-3607 
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It's Graduation Time! 
ORDER YOUR DIPLOMAS NOW.. 
Square, Round, Clogging 
Colorful figures on 
Traditional Diploma Stock 
20c each; 100 for $15.00 Plus Pst. & Hdlg. 
$5-9.99...$2.75;$10-19.99...$125 
IN-forms 
Now Available in Packets 
IN-forms are reprints of articles from American Squaredance Magazin( 
and other single sheet copies of valuable information. 
In-forms have now been grouped by topics for easy ordering... 
CLUB ORGANIZATION (16 In-forms including a format for a constitution).... $2.75 
BULLETIN BOARD ITEMS (27 Signs, Cartoons, Sketchpad Commentaries) 	 $4.00 
ASD REPRINTS OF VALUE (24 sheets include some with after-party ideas)  $4.00 
ROUND DANCE IN—forms (9) 	  $2.00 
LEADERS' PACKET (38 sheets, including the FREE LEGACY brochure) 	 $5.00 
INFORMATION FOR CALLERS (46 IN-forms covering a wide range of material).. $5.50 
PROMOTIONAL IDEAS (13 sheets describing ways to promote square dancing) 	$2.50 
QUARTERLY SELECTIONS (Current MS and Plus QS explained and diagrammed). —50 
TOTAL SET (Over 100 separate sheets*) 	 10.00 
*Some IN-forms appear in more than one set. 
For Book last, 
	 ORDER YOUR IN-FORMS TODAY. 
See March ASD POSTAGE IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICES LISTED 
American Squaredance, P.O. Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
PO BOX 216 	 GRENN 	BATH OH 44210 
Latest ROUND DANCE: GR17147 PEEK A BOO, Two-step by Barbara & Jim Connelly 
Latest CLASSIC ROUND Converted to Vocal Cues: GR17146 SANDY'S WALTZ by Vernon Porter 
Revised Release in the ONE-NIGHT-STAND Series: 
GR15012 ROUNDABOUT ROCK, Round Dance Music 
Flip Side: Vocal Cues by Bob Howell for Summer Comfort Mixer & Ole Smoothy Mixer 
Choreography for Smooth Movin', Solo-Line Dance by Howell & Roundabout Rock RD or Mixer 
New ROUND DANCES to Old Grenn Records: 
GR14153 OUR WALTZ by Jim & Arnetta Blocker 
GR14196 BEAUTIFUL CAPRICE WALTZ (Heartache) by Helen Si Slug Schmidt 
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Lace waterfall panels enhance 
the Rose panels on either side 
with Matching Blouse. 
This Outfit Is "OUTSTANDING." 
SIZE: S-M-L-X 
Assorted Colors/Hand-printed 
Key West Designs 
THE SW/N6 THRU. Presents 
2 Dynamite Outfits! 
"NEW" for Spring! 
$99.50 White/w any color Rose 	 Matching Ties Available $5.00 ea. 
M.C./Visa Accepted 
Postage Rates: 
IF YOUR ORDER IS: 
THE SWING THRU $10.00 or less —add $2.75 (717) 839-3883 
$10.01 to 25.00 —add $3.50 
RD#1, Box 428 $25.01 to 50.00 —add $4.50 
$50.01 to 75 00 —add $5.00 (800) 421-4020 
Cresco PA 18326 $75.01 or Over —add $5.95 
(Above charges are NOT refundable) 
"OOPS, GOTTA GO 
NOW, MARY. A LITTLE 
BIRD TELLS ME IT'S 








































TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
Since 1971 
A Division of Supreme Audio Inc. 
The -Original" 
Monthly Tape Service 
• Contains ALL New Singing 
2 	Calls & Hoedowns 
° • • Fast, Professional Service 
• Free Classified Ads 
• TOLL FREE Order Phone 
• The Continuing Choice 
• of more than 1,600 Callers 
co 
F 	FREE SAMPLE TAPE! 
= 1-800-445-7398 
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Burt Summers (FL) 
John Robbins (FL) 
[RDS] Laura Kinstlich (FL) 
April 28, May 5 
FIRST YEAR DANCERS WEEK 
Frank Gatrell (OH) 
Scotty Sharrer (OH) 
May 26-31 
Les Greenwood (Can) 
Lorne Lockrey (Can) 
Lee Schmidt (CA) 





Darryl Lipscomb (TX) 
July 14-19 
Jim Park (MI) 
Randy Dougherty (AZ) 
[RDS] Chuck & Sandy 
Weiss (MI) 
August 11-16 
Ron Schneider (FL) 
Larry Prior (FL) 
[RDS] Larry Prior (FL) 
September 8-13 
Bill Harrison (MD) 
Jimmy Lee (Can) 




Jim Trimble (IL), Jim Logan (IA) 
Jim Cholmondeley (MO) 
Herb Edwards (IL) 
[ADS] Ted & Luella Floden (IA) 
May 5-12 
Wayne McDonald (TN) 
Curt BraHet (IL) 
Craig Rowe (IN) 
June 2-7 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Jerry Haag (TX) 
[RDS) Dan & Linda 
Prosser (PA) 
June 30-July 5 
Frank Gatrell (OH) 
Scotty Sharrer (OH) 
[RDS] Dick & Pat 
Winter (OH) 
July 21-26 
Ramon Marsch (OH) 
Ron Hensel (MI) 
[RDS] Bill Hart & 
Helen Lilak (OH) 
August 18-23 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Lem Gravelle (LA) 
[RDS] Marilyn & CLiB 
Hicks (MI) 
September 15-20 
Leo Morgan Dumas (MA) 
[RDS] Curt & Tammy 
Warlock (NY) 
October 13-18 
King Caldwell (LA) 
Bailey Campbell (TX) 
George Horn (OK) 
Ernie Haynes (OK) 
Jon Jones (TX) 
May 12-19 
ROUNDS—PHASES III-VI 
Tom & Jan Kannapel (KY) 
Ralph & Joan Collipi (NJ) 
June 9-14 
Tom Allen (MN) 
Dick Reuter (MN) 
Leroy Conrad (MO) 
[RDS] Ray & Gerry 
Belanger (MN) 
July 7-12 
Wade Driver (AZ) 
Tim Marriner (VA) 
Guest Slat Don Heins (GA) 
[ADS] Bill & Betty Lincoln (AK) 
July 28-August 2 
C-1 & C-2 
Ross Howell (TX) 
Bob Gambell (TX) 
Mike Jacobs (VA) 
August 25-30 
Virg Troxell (IN) Chuck Peel (IN) 
John Paul Bresnan (AL) 
[RDS] John & Dimple 
Williford (AL) 
September 22-27 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
[RDS] Jim & Priscilla 
Adcock (VA) 
October 20-25 
Gene Record (KY) 
Dick McPherson (NC) 
Harold Thomas (SC) 
[RDS] Bonnie & Tom 
Tomchik (NC) 
May 19-26 
Darryl McMillan (FL) 
[RDS] Phil & Becky 
Guenthner (KY) 
June 16-21 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Beryl Main (AZ) 




Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX). Larry Letson (TX) 
(RDS] Jim & Jane Poorman (IL) 
August 4-9 
Shane Greer (OK) 
Guy Adams (IL) 
[RDS] Helen & Bill 
Stainvall (IL) 
September 1-6 
Ken Bower (CA) 
[RDS] Chuck & Voncille 
Murphy (MS) 
September 29-October 4 
ROUNDS WEEK—Phase III-VI 
Barbara & Wayne 
Blackford (FL) 
Frank & Phyl Lehnert (OH) 
October 27-November 1 
Mountain 
America's Finest Square Dance Resort • tin The Heart of the Great Smoky Mountains 
1991 Weekend (2 Day) Schedule 	1991 5-Day Schedule 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS WIE Ray Donahoo (TN) Jerry Sleeman (MI) Pat Castro 
Ken Bower (CA). Beryl Main (CO) Roy Hawes (GA) Nick Hartley (IN) Marguerite Harrell (TX) 
Jerry Haag (TX), Scott Smith (UT) Fred McClure (GA) Dick Duckham (MI) [Ads] Joe Castro 
Gary Shoemake (TN) [RDS] John & Mary (RDS] Chuck & Barb 
(ADS] Ray & Bea Dowdy (WV) Lunn (TN) Jobe (OH) 
May 31-June 2 June 7-9 June 14-16 June 21-23 
Cecil Sayre (WV) Sam Dunn (OH) George Shell (VA) Bill Everhart (IN) 
Jim Durham (VA) [RDS] Dorothy Rosa (OH) Bill Claywell (KY) Dave Craw (IN) 
Ed Graham (WV) No Rounds EROS] Judy Everhart (IN) 
[RDS) Charlie & Carolyn July 5-7 
Hearn (WV) July 12-14 July 19-21 
June 28-30 
GOOD OLE BOYS Bill Bumgarner (OH) ROYAL RECORDS W/E Phil Kozlowski (IN) 
Sam Dunn (OH), Mike King (OH) [RDS] Dick & Gail Tony Oxendine (SC) [RDS] Phil Van Lokeren (OH) 
Keith Zimmerman (OH) Blaskis (OH) Jerry Story (TX) [RDS] Rocky Bolton (OH) 
[RDS] Phyllis & Bob Larry Letson (TX) 
Hathaway (OH) August 2-4 [ROSE Jim & Jane Poorman August 16-18 
July 26-28 August 9-11 
MAINSTREAM WEEKEND Wayne McDonald (TN) Berry Vestal (TN) Chuck Myers (AL) 
Gene Record (KY) [RDS] Dee Smith (TN) [RDS] Ray & Bea Rick Burnette (Al) 
Dowdy (WV) [RDS] Chuck & Nancy 
August 23-25 August 30-September 1 Sample (FL) 
September 6-8 September 13-15 
Frank Holland (NC) TO BE Bill 	Stiehl 	(OH) LIGHTNING RECORDS 
Wayne Smith (MS) ANNOUNCED [RDS] John & Jean Jimmy Roberson (NC) 
Mel Estes (AL) Slivers (OH) Barry Echols (NC) 
September 27-29 Bob Price (NC) 
September 20-22 October 4-6 [ADS) Wentz & Norma Dickenson ITN) 
October 11-13 
Harold Kelly (GA) SINGLES WEEKEND Buddy Caulder (NC) CALLERS SCHOOL 
John Swindle (GA) George Lavender (AL) [RDS] Nora Hutchins (NC) Gary Shoemake 
[RDS] Hal & Sadie 
Roden (GA) 





October 18-20 October 25-27 
A 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGLISH MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE RETREAT 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE TN 37682 • 615-453-0171 (TN) or 1-800-633-1281 
50 	 American Squareclance. April 1991 51 
